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T i t le s

fliî  tlieaia haa a twofold aim# firat, to establish the oon-̂  
aeisioa between the ooncopt of Immortality ami the doctrine of 
resurrection, once the lexical data hag been examined; secondly 
to compare the related concepts as they figure xn the Quran with 
the corresponding presentation in the

Before turning to the argument proper X have attempted to 
place the title concepts in the setting of or Quranic
e a chat o logy# fiie first four chapters in Fart I and the first 
three in Fart II were alioted to this survey of the major 
divisions into which the îf*f* and the Quran fall* Several other 
germane problems have also been considered in these introductory 
chapters*

In Chap* I of Part I the esolmtological background of the 
Gospels ami Acta is discussed* A brief note on the apocalyptic 
genre and another on eachatology in Acts are subjoined to this 
chapter* The all-«*embraoing scope of resurrection is the closing 
observation that rounds off this chapter* IJezt In Ghap$II there 
is an outline of the Pauline view of the hast Things* The Issues 
here raised include the Parousla, and the crux in XX 0or* 5; 1-B* 
Chap*III and IV follow up with the remaining literature of the I.T. 
from Eebrewa to Revelation# In the section on the Apocalypse the 
value of symbolism in prophetic delineation is stressed*

Since the Kingdom of God is an e a chat o logical, reality a 
treatment of its implications was unavoidable; this has been done
in Chap*?* The conclusion there reached is that the futurist
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element is ineradicable from the teaehlr̂ '̂ of Jesus* The remaining 
chapters are more strictly philological studies* la Chap.VX the 
verbs of raising and sleeping as well as the Greek nouns that 
signify resurrection are examined. The significance of the 
pivotal term •foody* is assessed in Chap.VII, with special reference 
to Its use in I Cor. 15# The fim?al chapter of Part I is an evalu
ation of two further pertinent expressions,
The evidence thus gathered suggests that Immortality like Eternal 
Life is a gift rather than an innate possession.

Much the seme procedure aa above is adopted in Part II. Here 
the consecutive divisions surveyed in the introductory chapters are 
chronological* Various unusual terms occurring in the early Meccan 
Suras are sifted in Chap. I. Hote is also taken of the rare 
allusions to resurrection and perpetuity. Ohap. XI deals with the 
major part of the Quran, the middle and later Meccan Suras, Here 
attention is drat-m® inter alia, to Oasanova’s theory and the pre
monitory signe# The final stage of Quranic development represents 
a summing up of ideas previously set forth. Concepts auoli as the 
Last Day and the 'Spouses’ are considered in Chap.XXI* Some of the 
singular features noticeable in the Suras are best explained by 
recourse to the milieu in which the Prophet moved.

The five chapters that fllow deal more particularly with the
subject of the thesis. In Chap*IV, after listing the equivalent 
phrases and epithets for the Day of Eesux^reotion, I have endeavoured 
to describe some of the events of that Day. In the next chapter 
a number ol' verbs that imply revival or survival beyond death are 
looked into; the object is ta trace out the mode of resurrection, 
assuming that the relevant data is conducive to such analysis. The 
soul in Quranic thought is the theme of fJhap,?!; the conclusion 
reached is that aafs refera to intrinsic personality, which is

<wa*»<!«as«Wï '*  ur ^

inconceivable apart from a visible form.



The final chapters are complementary, the one dealing with ’time', 
and the other with *eternity'# Hence,they bear affinity to Chap.VIII
of Part I* God*a time is not the same as ours, hut the two dimensions
are not totally disparate. Such terms for eternity as are extant in 
the Quran indicate a permanent state here after,

A brief conclusion to the entire thesis is appended» Here the 
results of the main lines of inqitiry are swmariaed, and the practical
purpose of esohatology demonstrated.
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E.w . T im m s.
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IMffiOPUOTOM.
The title of this theele largely indioateŝ  its scope* fo the 

religious mind the complementary oouoepts of resurrection and
immortality are paremlalJy fascinating* Accordingly, a fresh invest
igation of the meaning of each of these concepts and the relatimahip 
between them has here boon attempted# For the purpose of comporiaon 
the N*T* and the Quran have been selected as source-books* Besides 
caiiparing the relevant materi&il in the two books, we shall try to 
estimate the significance of the two doctrines for faith md living*

No sustained' effort has been made to disentangle geniune 
utterances frcm what is coiamonly spoken of as Gemeindetheologie*
The N*T* is at once the source-book of orthodox belief and of 
heretical deviation. The conflicting views that have emerged in the 
Ohuî ch over the centuries of the Christian era owe their inspiration 
to th© general pattern of thou^t observable in the H#T., or else 
to the subtle misinterpretation of Isolated texts. A measure of

authority is usually ascribed to the more luminous passages in the

gospels and the epistles even by more advmced Christian scholars; 

and it is with these passages that we ,have to deal in the main#

lilitere grave doubts have been cast on the genuineness of any 
passage included in the present diseuasione, these will be taken into 
accGunt* %  and large, however, the passages that frm the basis of, 
the argument are accepted ae authentic utterancos of Jesus or as true



re.dexlons of apastéllo thought* Hence, except where this courae 
Is unavoidable, we ehalX not interrupt the flow of the argument to 
enbark upon ■ literary ■ critioiep*

The Qormic evidence calls for even less sifting. Im the Quran
\ ' 1

the authenticity of only a few verses has been questioned by Western 
scholars, and these do not seriously affect the overal impression of 
textual trustworthlnesB. In two or three instances the variant 
reading of a particular word alters the emphaais or eases a problem, 
end these verlmts have been considered# Scholars im the field of 
comparative religion, eustcmarily treat each scripture as a unity, 
when actually comparing two faiths, and its seems wisest to follow 
their exemple#

British and continental scholars have in recent years made 
valuable contributions within a wide rang© of Islamic. study# Almost 
every sphere of Muslim life and thought has been explored by a host 
of able imd diligent specialists* In selecting this particular 
aspOet of Quranic doctrine we hope to add a modest supplement to the 
subject of Islamic eschatology* The subject itsolf deserves a tome; 
two of its facets, * The Last Day’ and the doctrine of immortality 
provicjl© a well circumscribed field with which to work.

As the proposed treatment of the main theme is to be fairly 
extended, we can only touch upon other aspects of osahatology* la 
the introductory chapters (four in Part I, three in Part II) an



fcvtiempt has been made to place the Ideas of rcaurraction and 
Immortality in the proper setting of general esohatology# Here such 
themes as apocalypse, the Parousia, the Arabic names for Heaven and 
Hell are briefly considered. These themes are peripheral in relation 
to the thesis, though doubtless important in themselves. The 
introductory chapters are thus meant merely to provide the eaohatologlcal 
framework for the maim divisloas into which the N,T. and the Quran fall# 
In what follows we come to grips with the tiljle concepts of the thesis.

With the introduction and conclusion the thesis runs to about 
60,000 words# The Quranic section, being mare strictly comparative, 
is slightly longer, Generally spealclng the accent of the work is more 
lexical, than speculative# All conclusions in a work of this nature 
are bound to be proviaiomoL, but the provisional character of such 
findings does mot detract from the worth of the undertalclng#

Flugel’s edition of the Quran has been used for the Arabic text 
and his numbering foli,oimd# For the Greek text two editions have been 
used, Kilpatrick (B#F#B#S#) and Bouter (Oxford) # The N#T# quotations 
in English are from the E.3*?#, except where otherwise indicated#
NOTE m  TBM^BblTmATim.

The Arabic script of transliterated words is almost invariably given, 
For names of authors and their writings the system of transliteration 
adopted by most English-apealtLig scholar© has been follomæd# The Homsah 
is represiente.d ty a straight quotation mark*, the Âyin ly the inverted
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, the ^  by a- *j*. The following mamee that recur v&th great 
frequency are not fully transliterated tout appear in the simpXeet 
form mi Allah, Quran, Muhammad, Sura, lalam. traneliteratim© 
employed toy authora quoted in the theaia have been kept Intact#



P A R T  O N E

THE NEW TESTAMENT DATA#
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QHAPTEH I
THE BSQH&TQLOQXCAl. SETONa IN THE 

G03PM .AND ACTS

Immortality Is not one of the mor# oonspiouous notions 
affirmed in the first five hooks of the N#T* There is no ex- 
plloit reference here to the idea of immortality apart from 
its association with and emergence out of the more obviously 
Biblical concepts of resurrection and eternal life# The 
related notion of incorruptibility is applied not to the aoul̂  
so much as to the treasure that men are exhorted to store up 
in Heaven (Matt# 6% 19-20}# Presumably# man must be capable 
of aoquiring some comparable property to enjoy such imperish
able treasures# However# the verb used in this Matthean 
context is ̂^01 v/j2/  ̂and its connexion with corruptibility 

translation; Jtion may be accounted for by the accident of
translation^ True# the Holy One is not subject to corruption 
in death (Acts 2« 27# 31)# but this refers to his body# sui 
generis# In this instance the process of transformation 
counteracted natural dissolution# Hone of these texts sheds 
much light on the prcspeet of human immortality; the evidence 
for this truth must be sought elsewhere in the H#T#

Pre-existence may in fact be hinted at in John 9# 1-2#
but the reference there is too oblique to be of value as

(o)testimony.' In any case the disciples’ question is brushed 
aside as irrelevant; so it would seem that the H#T* has no 
interest in the possibility of an antenatal life# Present 
realities and future vistas are the concerns that engage the 
attention of Evangelists and Apostles; the past has its import
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to the extent that It ln#oatee the trend ol* SelYation-hiBtory • 
In John lOt 88 Jeeue proniaee hie followere that they ehall 
never perleh# but thia aaauranoe la given only in vlrtn# of 
a prior gift* • eternal life* « we may* therefore tentatively 
aaaume that immortality* per ee# la not an intrinaio qnality 
poaaeaaed by man# Commenting on Mark 18* 26* F#G# Grant 
avere* *fhia ia probably the atrongeet argument for immortality* 
not the nature of man* but the oharaoter of GodS^^^ It ie 
noteworthy that Jeaue adduoee the argumente net forth in thie 
aeotion (Mark 12* 18̂ 27) am proof for the reeurreotion* rather 
than of Immortality#

Of oonoepte that reour in the M#f# Pentateuoh the two 
whioh have a moat obviou# bearing upon the afterlife are *The 
Kingdom of God* and *Mtemal hifeS Whilet the Synoptiete 
eeiee upon the former phraee ae moat auited for their purpoee* 
John dwell# on the latter* beoauee it hamonime# euperbly with 
the opening theme of hie Goepel* Un him waa lifeU John hlm#* 
aelf doe# not ignore the meeeage of the Kingdom (3*3 ; 18*36)* 
nor do the Synoptiata overlook the faot that momberahip in the 
Kingdom involve# a traneoendent order of life# The kingdom 
metaphor eoloura the aynoptietâ  oonoeption of life; ao whereaa 
they apeak of entering into or inheriting life (matt#7* 14; 18*8; 
25* 46; Maik 10*17; httke 10* 2§ )* John prefer# to look upon 
eternal life a# a divine gift (John 3*16; g*#; 6*27; 10*26; 
17* 2)# The two oonoepte are thua oomplementary; in Mark 91 
43^*47 they appear aa virtually interohangeable#

The Kingdom ia both within ua (luke 17* 21)* and ia yet to 
oome (Mark 14*25; Matt#19* 83*̂ 26)# Similarly* eternal life 
ia at onoe a preaent poaaeaaion (John 3*15l 3*36)# but remain#



a future hope (Jehu 4* 36)# The promeut and fewiard looking 
ampeotm of theme two eeuoeptm need to b# ommidemd In greater 
detail# fo belittle the impertamee of either mpeet would W  
to reh the Qeepel memmege of itm fulneme# quite apart from the 
preearieu# exegeaia that geem with mueh attemptm# whether or 
mot the haeie notiem that inhere a. in ,x/w//o5 ta-perpmtultyi 
the epithet often display# a qualitative foroe#- am it must on 
the strength of it# immue fro# the Prinee of &if#t The twofold 
aepeot of life i# brought out mignifiomtly in huke 18$ #* 
•manifold mm^: in thia time* and la the age to oome eternal 
life*#

la his dieoourse oa the Bread of life* our herd repeated
ly stresses the faot that he is the ageat of the final trimph 
over death (John 6i 39# ## 44# 54) I will raise him up at 
the last day*# *lt is quite arbitrary** says Barrett*. *'to 
regard them# a# insertions into a diaoours# with whioh as 
futurist esohatology they are inooasisttutl̂ ^̂  Baith notes 
that John*# Gospel while a.eemihgly inviting us to eâ lmiu away 
the Parousia by plaoing '*-both the gift of eternal life and the 
judgment in the promeut** oouutrraeto this tmdomoy by being 
the only M-#T* book *to apeak of the last day when Jaaus will 
awaken the dead* # Barth, adds that *it is advisable soi to 
solve thf implied difficulty of isiefpretatios by oritioal 
empuimtios# # ̂ The p;^#otios# found Is Jobs 5* 25# 88-29 
are .further proof that a future event i# esvie.sged#. Bere. the 
voiof of the ios# the resurreotios and jud#est are lisktd 
together is a mmser* the deliseatlos of which would aatioipate 
its more appropriate treatmest is the epistles#

Jesus* himself ia the Besurreotios* the door to mow life*
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in that W  rWLhod throe reprom entative oroatwoB from the dead
(Mark 51 41| Buk# 7* I4l Jobm 11* 43) f in that he aroa# m  
the first fruits of the #d In that he will mime
U|> his m%% at his eooond advent* fhi»* at my rat#* im the 
witoome of the goopela# iarly in him miniet*y (Matt* 11* 3) our 
hmâ dfevr attention tô liio power of reieing the dead* m  the 
oli#« of wopdroue mmifeo tat lone wMoh aoeomponied hi# preach- 
lug miniatvy*.̂  ̂  TMe partioulav claim may be proleptio in 
purport* or else the original tenet should be wdermtood m  
comMning pretest with future#

Boubtleea# we oauaot build aolldly os the poet* when oou- 
templatiug future umeaperieuoed event»* But m  we read the 
acoouuta of the reâaiug of Jmirua* daughter* the widow*» eon 
end of laeerm# we are offered’a preview of what mivereal 
reaurreotion estmila* Three valid isferemoem cm* be dr&m# 
I’irsti the dead fie* at- the voice of the son of Godi aecondly* 
they do m  after a period demeribed m  sleep; thirdly* the 
period of taleep* varie» with the individual* The girl waa 
barely de##*, while Ba#rU# had hem dead acme day## lowever̂ if 
John 5* 25 4» a proper yard#ti#:*. the ion will uecd to call but 
one# for all tO' ria# iwtmtly* In the reaurrectiom of the last 
day death' will sot merely be poctponedl it will be transcended*

The»# who eleep in Christ near «till be regarded m  alive 
in him though unreeurreoted; duet a# many who »e#m very much 
alive by the standard», of worldly realism are apohen of a» dead 
in God* # eight' 21 1)* To apply the notion of ale# only
to the physical aide of man ie to m  beyond the K#T* evidence* 
The m#T* day# nothing of the body being o#l##p*. nor for that 
matter doe# it euggeet that the ♦soul* 4# asleep# The body;
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qua body* Is not asleep* but in a state of disintegration* In 
this context the diejunotion of body or soul does not reflect 
the current of K*T* thought* Jesue aeys* *the child is sleeping*; 
* besarus has fallen asleep' (Mark 5» 39$ John 11: 11)* Paul 
adopts the same mode of expression* irtiett he refers to * those 
who are fallen asleep* T̂hesa* 41 I5); Or *#e shall not all 
sleep* (1 Cor* 15: 51)*

In the gospels the aooent is on Jesus coming to receive 
his own (Mark 13: 27* 36$ Matt* 25; 6; John 14: 3)* Nothing 
is said about the soul soaring on its lonely journey through 
space to join its Creator* Those who would amalgamate the 
Bihlioal oonoept of resurrection with the Greek: idea of the 
survival of the iminortal soul would probably argue that * the 
Souls of the dead will be reunited to their bodies* at the 
•great Renewal of the #rld** a solution as old as Zorpaster*̂ ^̂  
Whilst this view sounds plausible* it finds no echo in the N.T*
In any event* the double journey of the soul is far too individ
ualistic a notion to cover the facts* ignoring as it does the 
whole ganmt of Chris tien teaching apropos the unity of the 
Church* the body of Christ*,

As against the reiterated emphasis on a universal and 
final resurrection* the evidence for an immediate transition of 
the soul into the divine presence is both meagre and Inconoluaive. 
In the parahla of •Dives and Laearus** the beggar is transported 
on dying to Abraham* s bosom (huke 16# 22)* The details of any 
parable (let alone the more colourful) cannot be pressed into 
dogma* This parable is primarily a warning against complacency* 
and a olear-̂ out declaration that human destiny is irrevocably 
settled at death; it is not a chart for the regions beyond
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time# further, Abraham*» bosom can eoarcely be identified with 
’My Father’s house’* where the blessed abide evermore* Neither 
the presenoe of the Father* nor yet the person of the Bon appears 
in Abraham’s preserve*

On the cross Jesus promises the penitent thief* ’Today you 
will be with me in Paradise’ (Luke 23# 43)* Bven if we do not 
resort to the facile textual expedient of explaining away (f 

* we oottld still insist that* Jesus not having risen* 
the thief oould join him only in some spiritual manner* which 
somehow must be linked with Stephen’s petition* ’Lord Jesus* 
reoeive my spirit’ (Acts 7* 59)# Glrioh Simon alludes to a 
saying that oecurs in the ’Thanksgiving Psalms’ (Bead Sea 
Scrolls)* which throws light on the eternal security of the 
soul; **X th#k Thee* 0 Lord Thou hast put my soul (nepheah) 
in the bundle of life»’ (of 1 Saw* 25; 29)> the nephesh is 
’Stored away in heavenly treasuries’*̂ ®̂  If the Bibî|ç.al::view 
is at all authoritative* the state or status of the nephesh 
after death must not be conceived of in a w ^  that would render 
resurrection superfluous* '#hen re-assuring the dying thief*
Jesus adopted a form of thought and words ’most level to his 
underatandi^’* to use Balmond’a phrase#̂
Note on Apocalypse î  the Gospels* we are not* in this thesis*

primarily concerned with 
apocalypse* but rather with events that are assumed to follow 
hard on the heels of #q>ooalyptio manifestations and upheavals*

'Z Bultmann right by observes that the message of Jesus is relative
ly ’free from all the learned and fanciful speculation» of the 
apocalyptic writers and only a very few details of the 
apocalyptic picture reour in his words’, however* a brief



note on the so-oalled ’Little âpooelyi)»#’ (Murk 13) mey not he 
out of place# Jeeue, who was nurtured on Q.T# Scripturo* could 
also on ooeeeion make use of apocelyptic imagery current in hia 
day. The eignifiocnt thing about his teaching 1» not ao much 
that it ie unique* but that it is true.

Admittedly it ie difficult to dieentangl# the etriotly 
eeohatological elemente in this discoure# (Mark 13) from 
prediotioue that found fulfilment during the Jewish War (A.P* 
66r?*70)# But while many of these propheoife may have been 
fulfilled ai that juncture* their relevance has yet to be ex
hausted# îîîeohatology may or may not be realised; it must be 
relevant $0 Ohu^ch history and to Christian witness through 
the ages. In this chapter* Cranfield v/huld have us ’reckon ,, 
with the possibility Of intentional paradox ##* the tension 
between .#.*■# ̂ the absolutely clear warning against trying to 
know the da$e .of ' the Bad in V# |8 end* all that is said about 
signs of the Bnd in vv*§-23’#̂ ^̂ )

As regard# th#, inco.ngrui%ir of the discourse with its 
immediate contexts* this feature has been needlessly exagger
ated# Inoohgrulty doe# not* in itself* constitué proof that 
a writing us unauthentio# Any pastiche, of reminiscences 
produce# an effect of stylistic disarray. More to the point 
is the fact that the ’Little Apocalypse’ reflects in miniature 
’many of the great ideas which inspired the apostolic church; 
gospel* spirit* witness* endurance; end according to this 
doeumê ÿ..0 ';%# ' jesua W%o gave these ideas to the Ohuroh’#*
The app^0t''$# arises from the juxtaposition of
parado;̂ '|ai '#.|uths. in. a passage, which combines two related 
prophetic complexes* widely separated in time* but aligned in 
the Prophet’s vision#

(12)
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But ia Mark 13 properly to be designated m  apoaelypae? 
Vincent Taylor finds the identification difficult to square 
with the data of th# disooursei^^^Btsaley-^urray is squally 
dubious about the dsaiguation*' ̂ ^̂ Torrey* with bis usual in- 
oiaivsb-«ss> asserts, ’In tbs tblrtssntb, chapter of Mark* 
tbtrs is no indication of any spécial revelation, no mystery 
in the language ».#, none of tbs cbaraotsristio apparatus of 
the vision ##, tber# is nothing in any part of it that can 
justify the use of the terms «apooalyptio*»*’̂ ^̂  ̂ That there 
are apooalyptio touches in the overall eschatologioal picture 
painted in the gospels cannot be denied (Matt# 13* 40-42; 84» 
31; 86$ 64 with parallel## end John 1* gl). Nevertheless,
Torrey’s verdict lends added support to Bultmann’m claim 
that in general Jesum avoids apocalypse*

Cadbury, in a special study, has noted
the paucity of eschatologioal material 

in Acts# fhe narrative interest evinced by the v/riter partly 
accounts for this* ’What eeohatology there is, is tersely 
given - much of it mhrCly in rubrios’ #^^^ From this com
paratively meagre supply we select three passages that most 
directly bear on our theme# and corroborate or supplement the 
evidence already set out*

The death of Boreas' presented Peter vdth a challenge akin 
to that faced by Jesus when responding to Jnirus’ entreaties 
(Acts 9» 36̂ 38 of# Mark 5# 83)* The good lady had just expired 
when the news was passed on to Peter* Arriving on the scene, 
he went into action, and used a fbrmula which in Aramaic would 
have sounded very like Christ’s ’ Tali the Quml’* The words as 
well as the gesture may m  F*>% Bruce suggests, bo m  imitatio
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( 17) ̂ BoreoB, t-dong with the three whoae raising ia 
rofsordod in the goapslo, might ho taken m  rsproasutativs of 
those who will rise in Christ;, two moles md %m fomeXsa, of 
varying ngss- th# child to the matron#

■ la iiots 14* 28 Paul m â Bam&hw exhort tholr 
Ooaver'W to stand tim in the faith, for ’ through tamy tri- 
httlatiohs wo m#t oatir the kingdom of God* » Tho Kingdom hors 
is most 'naturhlly aaderstood' as the ending of a. path of trial 
which the OhiiStion trarslo wMls in this wrld (of# John 16; 33)# 
•Nothing ohvio.usly distinguiohsd' thO’ tern Kingdom of Ood in Acts', 
writos' Oadhury, ’from such apooalyptio use w  it has in the 
aynoptlc Gospels’ In such s context, there is no question 
of the divins Kingship having onto red th# human sphcfoi rathsr 
men ## to onfcsr uaothcr nphsr# that liss hsyoad thsir earthly

The rsGurreotion from the d#nd is a suojcot mentioned in a 
number 'of pasK̂ agos in Amto (4* 2j 24# 81| 26a 8, 83 cto>) None
of tl# fofogoiîig Torsis add ôpî rsciably to our knowledge of the 
auhjsot, TWrs ooou#, howvsr, om  of then* ran# N#T# refer*
& m m  to the rosurrsetiou of the unjust in Acts 24* 15# Oodet’a
comment on this' text dostrtss quoting,' ’Lukt know 5t# Paul 
suffi cion tly to avoid attributing to him m  this point a deolar* 
ation which m u M  have h#*u oomtrary to his view' At any
rate, irfa arc ontitifd to m-gu# that LuW held the rim that this 
•ûonVioticni was wholly congruous with the Apo»tlo's ortdo# Mpvo- 
o.fer, it eooords with th# tsuets Of Jewish Orthodoxy, which Paul
ms an erstwhile ; Pharisoo saw no oauss to discord (Apts 23$ 6)*
In hie prtaohin^ to the mpomittsd Paul would tend to stress 
this corollary# ##n though it is, m i  e#ressly taught in bis
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eplatlee#
?/• may sum up by ai'firmlng that auoh faohatoXogloal happen- 

ittge as are foretold in the goepels will be viaibl# to all; that 
the reeurreotion there envisaged ie oorporeaX, yet corporeality 
haa a totally new meaning, and traneoende the material bounds 
to which our bodies ai’e at present subject* Mark 13* 27 
presents a ploture of oomprehensive ingathering that requires 
some unmistakable form of reeurreotion for its fulfilment* Finally, 
this rising aga|n from the dead will embrace both the just and the 
unjust* ’All will hear his voice, end oome forth’ (John 5* 28*29)* 
The factors and images that go into the making of bodily resur
rection may seem incredible; they are in effect no more incred
ible nor less plausible than a philosophic belief in the 
continued survival of souls after death* The sceptic is not 
lik#ly to aoeopi either eltemetive; aad th* wetter ewait* 
eeohatologleei Tfrifloationf 'the truth eili he revealed at the 
end of the journey*

a i

W0TB3,
$he rendereilgrow ruety*! the H«S»V> haa *oonaune«'«
For a brief note on^jewiah apeeulationa in the field of 
preHiapiaWnoe see The fourth floenel. hoakyne/DaVey, Vol.
II pp*.;4qM» „

IjB, Vol. yil p.845.
G.K. hprrett, JO|hnt p. 244* ,
K. Barfh| Gburoh BOgwatioa. (IV, 3 pp. 290*>296). Quoted in 
aeleo&iOm* by Helnut Zolleitaer, p.241.

( 6) There.; ||| ety^king atteatlon for thie major mirale in the 
QUf#;.'##ha ill 44 and V 110.

(7) See y.'-Baiïiie» And the Lifejiverlemtina. p.101.
' 8) O » ' aimohi "'néOven, p. 204 Caleo n, 2) «
9) S.B.p. SelWhnd. Ohriatian Bootrine of Immortality, p.281,
10) 1?, Bultmann* TheoloCT of ;tĥ  Vol.l, p. 5.
11) C.B.B. 'dranfiliirilark. pp.lSé^ 9.12) P. Carrington* Aooording to Mark, p.277*
(13) V. Teyloh* ’UnaolvedNew featament Problem#', 11 No,4

(Jan*l94#)* P»95# where he aake, 'oan we oall auoh a 
toreo èh/epooalypee?
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(14) G#R# BsaBlsy*4̂ urray# A Qommsatary on Mark Thirteen. p*17*
15) GfQ* Torrsy, Doomnonts of th# Primitiv# Church* pp*14-15# 

H,J* Cadbury,’Acta and Bsohàtôlogy* In B*K*aya<« p*3lQ* 
F*F* Bruca* Aota (Greek Text)* p*2l3* 
ojajgit*, p.311#
Of# also Bruca op olt*. p*266| *Tha Kingdom of Qod la to 
bt undaratood hara in tha aanaa of a consummation yat 
futurs, not as soma thing already raallsadi 

Quoted by 8*B*F* Balmond, Op cit*» p*446* 
aea J* Maoquarrie, • Bacond Thoughts’, B.T* LKXV* No,8 
(Not*1963) 9*46#

i S !
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mm  PAULim fbrbfegtivb of this bnb»

One of the links that ooantot th# teaohiag of Paul with the 
words of Jeawe ia the hiatoric phraee)\g rô  ûeau # The 
Apoatle «eye leea about the Kingdom than the mvangeliata saw fit 
to record, We aaaume that the atreaa laid on thia point in the 
goapela faithfully refleota the teaehing of Jeaua, If ao we may 
take it that, with the onset of apoatolio preaching the Kingdom 
idea recedea into the background, Tet it never fadea away, for 
the Kingdom will be reatored (Acta If 6), Meanwhile, other 
face ta of truth need to be proclaimed, The standpoint haa 
ahiftedi and the Jewish nationalist outlook gradually changes 
to the more universal vision of the Church* ?/here the Kingdom 
ia mentioned in Paul’s epistles, the connotation ia mainly 
negative# what the Kingâom la not# and for whom it is not.
It ia worth noting that both present and future aspects are 
brought out# the present in texts like Horn, 14* 17# I Cor,4*
20 - the future in others like 1 Cor 6* 9# 15* 5C# Gal*5* 81#
Nph, 5# 5# 11 These# 1$ 5, If anything the future motif is
dominant#
The. ParouBiat Near pr Never, The Thesealonian epistles together

with 1 Corinthians are sometimes 
classified as primitive, reflecting an inchoate stage of develop
ment* But development is hardly an accurate tag, as the period
of thought progession involved does not exceed a dosen years*
(I Thêssalonian» - Philippians)| all of which were years of 
spiritual maturity for Paul* Further, the movement is not always 
in one direction# in the Pastorals we observe a reversion to the



original hope which ’still Wvered; the writer ia able to apeak 
of it in the language faniiliar to the previous generation’#  ̂
Moreover, Galatians which belongs to the same time aa 1 Theaealon- 
iana, oontaine no hint of the imminence of the Bnd# thy did 
Paul, for whom thia theme had ao little interest when he wrote 
Galatians, suddenly display such interest as ia evident in the 
Theasalonian letters? It is not so much cgcniaing re-appraisal 
aa urgent need and pressing problems which determine the slant 
of his epistles,

Goguel explains that the extent end intensity of Paul’s 
efforts precluded any attempts on his part at correlating the 
seemingly divergent insights that one finds in his writings;
’L’intense activité missionaire de I’epotre ne lui a laissé ni 
le temps nlla tranquillité d’esprit nécessaires pour donner à 
sa pensée une forme équilibrés* Accordingly we may give 
heed to F#F. Bruce's caveat, ’we must beware of assuming anything 
in the nature of *»linear progression**, when trying to trace the 
advancing thought of such a man as Paul’,

Did Paul alter his views on the nearness of the Parousia 
and ipso fapto, on future resurrection? The evidence for the 
claim that he did has not been adequately sifted, and rests 
largely on the ’we who are alive’ of 1 These# 4» 17a# However,
the Apostle has an occasional habit of ranging himself alongside 
those who# he addresses or talks about (Hom̂  Ig# 1; I Gor# 8t 1; 
10* 28; 111 32; of I Tim, li 8), Prom I Gor# 6* 14 a contrary
inference could be drawn, namely that Paul expected to die and be 
raised, ’God will also raise us up ,#’# While on the baaia 
of I TWss, 5* IG, ’Whether we wake or sleep’, we may argue that 
he at no time felt sure of surviving until the Advent. The
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awkward faot remains that we coanot be oertain of the validity 
of either argument, heoauhe Paul was him#elf unoertain of the 
outcome*

Throughout hie ministry Paul did envisage the proepoot of 
dying (1 Cor* 15* #)# The oatalogue of peril» recorded in 
IX Cor* 11» 83-27 wee, for the moett part, experienced long 
before he wrote this epistle* His initial marching orders 
(Acts 9» 15-16) included a promise of iimomse suffering* 'Is 
ii not absurd to say that a man, whose life was constantly in 
peril had never thought of death until this time' (i#e* II 
Corinthian*) Paul never acted as if h# had a charmed life 
(1 Cor* 4» 9t 9» 15)* He longed for the Parousia, but was 
ever rea<3ly‘'for death*

The Theoaalonian correspondence was addressed to & church 
^ living in an atmosphere of eschatologioal exhiliratioa* Vfhile 

in Thessaionioa Paul had been unable to complete his instruction 
on the last things* From the urgent tone of his appeals, his 
converts concluded that the Parousia was soon to take place* It 
is clear from Phil* 4# 5» T̂he Lord is at hand*# that he never 
lost this sense of urgency. For Paul the Parousia must always 
be imminent (Ï These* 4$ 17)* nevertheless, it will flash 
unexpectedly Upon an unsuspecting world (I These, 5» If II These. 
8» 1,8) * A date that the 8on of Man did not know could scarcely 
be disclosed even to a# inspired Apostle* Nor, conversely, had 
he any warrant for presuming that the Parousia would ng| take 
place during his own lifetime* 'His rroifoû r/̂ , declares Van 
Oosteriee, ' will not come so quickly as impatience, nor yet so
late as indifference suppose»'. Whenever the conviction of
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Imminence become» blurred, the advent hope end other eternal 
verities vanish in apeoulation* But m  inert expeotanoy i* 
just as harmful* 'Both the eaq̂ eotation of a parousia the day 
after tommorow', wi'ites Moule, 'and its postponement sine die 
seem to have led to mfruitful conolusiohs'* He goes on to 
state that neither attitude Is oharaoteriatio of thought.̂
Ghrist's. uart in our..H»aury#btio,n* Christ's raising from the

dead and our own are in
dissolubly bound, and that in a way that defies logical analysis# 
Robertson and Plummer regard the connexion between the two re- 
surreotions as causal r̂ t̂her than merely logical#But it is 
doubtful if a passage can be found in the N*T# which expressly 
states that the fomer event is the efficient or material cause 
of the latter* Bather the link between the • antecedent' and 

 ̂ the ’ consequent is analogical; and the raising of the 8on
becomes the #t#typ# and guarantee of our future resurrection, 
with God declared to be the agent of both acts (I vor* 6% 14$
II Gor# 4# 14), As on the Resurrection of tha first day 
(rÿ ,éifk Tthv a-ûL/5fidrajv) God brought Ghrist's body to life, 
so likewise on the Besurreotion of the last day God v#ill make 
alive Ghriat’s mystic Bcdyÿ the Ghuroh, by another dramatic 
intervention#

This final act of life-giving io a concomitant of the 
Second Ooming* At leaat that Ic th« impression v/e are left 
with as we read Paul's letters# Both events are repeatedly

fset forth; |nd even when the two are not plainly collocated, 
it is implied that they are virtually simultaneous* 'The New 
Testament knows of only one coming again of Jesus Ghrist*, soys 
Karl Barth, 'when the matter is usually spoken of *#, under the



terms of parousia or spiphary, the reference is usually or 
chiefly to the third and final form ,.,#*+ He adds, however, 
that this does not exclude the possibility that Christ's coming 
may also teks 'place in different forms at times appointed by 
Hiiflsqlf’♦ Parousia without resurrection would leave a major 
objective unaccomplished* while nothing less than a second 
epiphany oan bring about a universal raising from the dead*
These events will be attended by extraordinary audio-visual 
manifestations of divine majesty, and such phenomena could 
conceivably be independent of the normal mesh of physical cauoea 
and effects* J*w,. Dunne thus sums up t)w matter# 'in every 
happening we find after we have abstracted every imaginable 
physical component# certain categorically non-physical residua 
• «*. these remnants are the most obstrusive things in the universe 
#* # they produce the effect of a vast external world of flaming 
lights tumultuous sounds •#* a tempest which remains to be 
considered after physics has completed its say’

The form of the feourreotion body is a subject sufficiently 
complex to require a detailed analysis later. Hem, 6i 5 suggests 
that there will be a family likeness betwem the Firstborn and 
him# many- brethren in the mod# of rising# • we shall also be 
one with him in a resurrection like his’ As he cerne
to dwell among US in the likeness of sinful flesh, ao shall we 
go to live with him in the likeaeas of hia risen body (Horn*®»
3, 29)* Occasionally Paul addreaees believers as if the re
surrection is m  eocomplisfesd fact (Ool# 3# 1* %h,. 2» 6),̂ ^̂  ̂
This rising with Ohrist is ideally the quickening of his own in 
union with their head, a process aceeleratcd at dbath end con
summated on the day of Jesue Christ (Phll*ii 6, lo). Following
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on this the Ohurph will ho prooontod hoforo him rosplondent in 
glory (%h, 5» 27)#
Noto on II Gor. 5% 1-8 and Phil. 1$ 23* Was thoro a turning-

point in Paul’s think
ing, whereat ho modified or abandoned belief in a universal 
eaohatological reeurreotion? In rojooting thie eeeentially 
Hobraio notion he ie eaid to hare embraood a hope in oome form 
of survival after death, perhaps through the assumption of a 
heavenly body (II Cor, 5’ Paul will not for one
moment oountenanoe the possibility, mooted by Greek philosophy, 
of a disembodied existenoe (11 Cor. 5» 3), Guoh an eventuality 
is undesirable and is precluded by the sure knowledge that God 
has a new ’frame’ made ready to replace the earthly body. The 
issue to be settled is whether this heavenly house is one that 
is acquired directly after death#

But does this passage in It Corinthians unmistakably 
point to the moment of death? On thia question Archbishop 
Ramsey comes to the negative conclusion: 'Paul refers not to
the fate of those who died, but to the fate of those who will 
be alive at the Parousia’ Be that as it may, the suggestion,
that we have eaoh a resurrection body ready-made to put on as 
soon as we die, seems highly improbable, J.A.T* Robinson argues 
cogently if not decisively that Jaxv ̂  (II Cor, 5* 1) denotes 
the Body of Christ.̂  In favour of this view is the faot that, 
where the noun does not signify a concrete edifice (of. Matt. 24» 
1| Mark 13» 1, 2), it stands for Christ’s Body (l Gor, 3» 9l 
Bph, 2» 21), There are of ocuree many instances of the abstract 
use of o'fKo/oyUT̂  to mean ’upbuil^ng’, let even here the cor
porate sense is prominent̂  with the thought of the Ohuroh» a
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welfare Uppermpfât (Horn# 14» 19; I Gor, I4» 12, 26; IX Gor. 10»
8; 12» 191 13» IP; %h. 4» 12# 16),

Again D#i, who starta mdth a different presupposition from 
that of Bhmsty, insists that he cannot ’ahoept the view that 
at. Paul had abandoned the haeioally eeébatologioal oonoept of 
the reeurreotion found in Î Gor, 15 by thé time he wrote II Gor. 
51^(16) wae in reality no exohange of a »horimontai’
eeohatology for a ’vertioal’ one. Bather what we have here ie 
a profound hdt by no means pellucid reflexion on our union with 
Ohrist aa it affeats the destiny of eaoh member of his Body,

Closely linked with the foregoing is the text in Phil*!»
23, where Paul implies that when he departs this life he will 
gain an entranoe into a deeper fellowship with Ohrist. We need 
not deny that this opuld well be so# if the matter were viewed 
from the divihf vantage point. In his ourrent Lent book Bishop 
Neill e%oÇfs ’the weakness of almost all attempts to pioture 
the state of the departed’# beoauae ’they aeaume our categories 
of time# and this simply will not do’, fPaum is fuiiy 
entitled to give expression to his longing for a still closer 
union witl̂  his Lord. But thf realisation of this desirf must 
await Cod’s own time# In a similarly fervent strain Paul# the 
Hebrew# wishfa himself ’out off from Christ’ for th# Ssivation 
of his race (Bom# 9» 3), let could such a petition be granted 
in the "it is worded?

Hering#who inolines to the opinion that Phil* 1» 19-26 
imports an enoounter with Ohrist directly after death# neverthe
less admits that this survival cannot be Visualised in a Platonic 
or Cartesian sense* ’Oe qui survit# ce n’est pas la partie
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Invisible de l’homme, mais une sorte d’etre payoho-phyeique au! 
generis# dépourvue de la plénitude de l’ exietenoe semblable a 
une image de l’hoime raêl’ * ( This does not take ua very far* 
it reoalla the O.T, image of shades in Gheol. We should# how
ever# in honesty oomoede ’that the one mode of representation 
must be qualified by the other’ though the key to qualifi
cation is not to hand. The latter representation oannot in any 
case nullify the former based squarely as the resurrection is 
on the teaching of Jesus, Moreover# in the very epistle where 
the alleged turning-point in Paul’s attitude appears# he 
affirms his trust in ’God who raises the dead* (II Cor.lt 9)# 
Further# in Phil. 3» 11 Paul continues to speidc as if the 
resurrection from the dead is the supreme goal to be attained. 
The advent hope is aglow in his heart# and is inextricably 
linked with the process Of bodily transformation which oan 
scarcely be other than resurrection (Phil,3s ^-21 with 4» 5),
Nsohatology in the Pastorals, We cannot in this chapter handle

the thqmy problem of the author
ship of the Pastoral epistle#. The debate still continues as 
the two most recent conwentaries by Barrett and Kelly attest,
Fpr convenience we are treating the Pantorals as part of the 
Pauline family* the treatment accorded to them here is too 
summary to merit a special chapter# The esohatology of the 
Pastorals exhibits Some distinctly Pauline traits. In general 
the passagS# sflfcted for comment are those accepted as 
genuinely Psuline #ven by opponents of Pauline authorship#

\fe-hète/i;first of all a preference for the term 
in allusions to Christ’s coming (I Tim, 6« 14* 11 Tim# li 10*
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4s 4$ B| T i t *  ?» 13)*, 'The ohoiee o f tho word horo% claims 
Kelly, *i« ih hamony vdth Paul’s praotioe in the Pastorals of 
borrowing his vocabulary from that of H#ll#al#tio religion’ #( 
Other scholars tcnl to draw a contrary deduction from the 
frequency of thf term in these epistles* whatever mey have 
prompted the use of the term# it marks out the same event as 
77‘o(j?otj{noc , thfugh the precise nuances of the two words vary, 
Milligan has a helpful note on the different shades of meaning 
that these two nouns and a third have* From
which we gather; ■ t h a t s i g n i f i e f  ’ sudden appearanoe or 
manifestation* frequently with reference to supematurel inter
vention* ( TMs closely agrees with JesuS* own description
of his return (e*g* in Luke 17» 24) , In II Hm*l» 10 the'same 
word points back to the incarnation* and thus signifies’the 
making visible of concealed divinity!*̂ ^̂ )

In his final appeal the writer recapitulates the triad of 
Kingdom, opming md Orisis (I1 Tim, 4t 1-8)# This chargé and 
the teetimon̂ : - én#hrined therein are basically Pauline as Harrison 
allows,̂  Apart from the more patently apocalyptic features,
the Archangel’s' call, the trumpet, this passage in II Timothy is 
reminiscent Of the Theasalonian picture of the Bnd, proving that 
the distinctive eschatological note in apostolic thought is too 
pervasive to be disposed of easily* An interim and indeterminate 
period of apoatsey is envisaged (ÏÏ Tim#4* 3-̂4 of* XI These, 2* 
2-3, 10-11) I ' while from ll Tim# 4» 8 it is clear that the full 
reward is not bestowed until th# day of Christ’s appearing* The 
reference to th# Kingdom in II Tim* 4» IB is expressly futurist, 
’The Lord will #** Save me for his heavenly kingdom’*̂ ^̂  ̂ A 
final point* whoever wrote Tit. 2» 13 was imbued with a hope as
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bright and intense as that which inspired Paul from the outset 
of hie writing career*

The two ooourrencee nf <̂ûoc\raco'joL in the Pastorale (I Tim* 
6t 16$ 11 Tim. ll 10) constitute half the lexical etook for 
this expyeeeion in the N*T* It thus seems expedient to hold 
over the available data for a more extended discussion of the 
N*T* concept of immortality*

Hom*
(l) In at least two instances the Kingdom is spoken of as 

belonging to the son (col* li 13$ 11 Tim* 4» !)•
( 2) B#F#. Gcott, The. Fastoral, ppistleS* p* I69#
(3) %* Goguel; ’he caraotere du salut dans la théologie

pauliniWéS in b*N*t.*b* p*336*
4) Peake's Gottméntaryi
5) y* JDenney; IX Oorinthians* p*l80*
6) JkJ# fën:@cètorsee., Vol*l, p*4)0-1
,7) O*S%0* m#lé$ ,.̂ i.3gm_bf::,the#* .P*102#
(6) 4* RobSrtsoh and Xr Pluwer* ll^inthi^ P*347*
\9) Ghttrch Selections by H* G.àilwitaer# pp#239-240*
(10) 'Dumb* p*18 (his italics).
(11) J.4.T* Bobinabà» jl̂ Jtodyt (esp* p#10) treats Bphesian*

as Paulinéf sud quotes more frsquently from this %istie 
then from any other except 1 Corinthians * The relevant 
data, in Bphesians is less vital for our ai»gument. than 
it is for' #$#. yet we see no reason for disagreeing with 
him on th# point of aulhorship* Hence we take this 
BP0tl$:,v$9̂  be by Paul*'

( la) The #ehf for ̂ modification’ has been recently summarised 
by Settlinger in M a E ’ 7ol*10 No.?., I957 pp,174- 
194V w#.r# he give# tW names: of the leading proponents 
and opponents of the view he favours*

(13) J.A.T# X̂ pbin̂ on, àaxJSlâ*# P#78 N*l draw# attention to the
fapt'. tha|.th# 'habitation’' spoken of in ll Cor*, 5* ? is 
said to be from heaven, not in heaven. The distinction 
Is of,some imp.prtmpe*'

(14) A#*, Hawa.tki...'.yhf B. do««
not e#ahd the sthtSment, which is- presumably based on
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Oepk«*B artiolBB ia y«W.K.$.« on yi/̂ voi tlnSuu) i 
v̂̂ 'uuj 7M« tTea«plru from a roadlng of Hottliagea'a 
artloles sited aboT*.

(15) Op« oit.» pp. 65, 76 ff.
(16) M.E» Dahl, Th# Raaurreotion of th# Body, p.78. a.2.
(17) S. Nfill, The Bt#rnal aifnaioa, p.lOg,
(lé) J* Hiring, 'Baohatologie hlhllQU# #t idéalleme platoaici#a', 

in B.H.T.B. p.460, a.l 
"/ (19) J.B. Dightfoot, Phil̂ ippiaaa. p.93.

(ao) J.H.D, Kelly, Th>. ««■-■̂ ral Spietl##. p. 145*.
(21) G» Milligan, ThaWhlohiaha, p.148. (Mot* P.),
( aa) Barth/Qollwitaer. dp, sit. , p»239.
(23) P,N. Harrieon, The Problem of tito Paatoral Bpiatl##,

Appendix IV. •Text nf the Paatorala* •
(24) The olanne belong# to the indwbitably Penline half of the

yerae per 0,K, Barrett, The Paalpral Bpietlea. pp.10,
118 ti* (baaed on Barriaon),
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OHAPTBB III
THE PIHAL DBSTIMÏ OF MAH IK HBBBBWS M B  THE 

OBHBBAB EPISTLES.
With the exception of I Peter, the epiotlea here ia 

view are comparatively silent on the whole subject of re
surrection, either as the focal event or the final drama of 
history. Other themes equally momentous engage the attention 
of the writer, of which themes some at least have a hearing 
on various aspects of eschatology.

The writer of Hebrews unquestionably makes use of terms 
that were ourrent in Greek philosophy* Nevertheless, in this 
Hellenistic masterpiece the passages that have an eschatologioal 
reference are strikingly Hebraic in tone (Heb.ji 9; 6i 8; 10s
27# 31; 12» 22-29)* Barrett maintains that 'certain features
of Hebrews which have often been held to have been derived from
Alexandrian Platonism were in fact derived from apocalyptic

( 0)symbolism'. ' '
What place has esohatology in the teaching of this Epistle? 

Barrett regards it as central in the thought of Hebrews#
8almond# on the other hand# contends that Hebrews 'is not a 
distinctively eschatologioal Bpistle’. The reason for this 
variance of opinion may lie in the fact that some of the typical 
expressions used therhln - KdroCTfdUcn5  ̂ (rdĵ fScin crjaos  ̂ r̂ X̂ /ujfns 
have both a present and a future application. Best and per
fection may be claimed as the Ohristian’s portion here and now# 
but they remain future attainments, fully to be granted end 
enjoyed beyond the veil (6» 19)* Perhaps W* Monson’e phrase
•The Eschatological How’ best conveys the general drift of
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the Epistle's message.
The 'fcsahhath’i m  Bpiçq remarks,possesses m  esohatologioel 

signlfiqatioR, 'la mystique du repos’# He notes further that the 
Babbie asoribed" a cimllar significance to the Exodus, and assumes 
that the writer of Hebrews adopted the same line of interpretation.

The ohiliastic extension of the concept, which Jewish end 
Christian teachers found so intriguing, is discussed at length 
by Barrett# Suffice it to say that for our purpose rest 
might be regarded as the counterpart of 'eternal life', (a 
phrase absent from the text of this Epistle)# Those who believe 
enter into initial rest ( KdrÂrfaud^is - 41 3), but a total
rest of unimpaired satisfaction is to follow ( (r̂i oc r i (r̂ jùûs 
-41 9).

With life visualised as a pilgrimage, perfection becomes a 
goal at the end# Ho wonder the idea of resurrection is soft- 
pedalled; it does not readily accord with the major theme#
The Besurrection of the dead is a dootrine touched on incident
ally in Hsb# 61 2# This article, along with eternal judgment, 
is considered one of the fundamentals from which the mature 
believer rises to loftier insights# It is clear, however from 
other passages in the Epistle that the writer had no reservations 
on the reality or finality of judgment» a truth solemnly under
lined in Heb* 9» 27$ 10* 87; 12* 26-9# As Westoott has it,
'The necessary condition of progress is a '̂ giving up"' of what 
ia elementary# A mature believer cannot afford to be taken up 
with isolated doctrines such as resurrection# 'At the same 
time all that is surrendered is incorporated in that which is 
afterward gained# ' God is able to raise the dead Heb# 11»
19), which miracle hes performed in the past# But a better
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resurrection la in store (Hob*11» 35)*
For further light on the eternal prospect we turn to another 

concept, 'The Heavenly City'* Plato apeeka of one v/ho aaeing the 
pattern of it founds a city in hlmeelf, AAT/ ûptüvrj iocur̂ o'd 
Ko(,Tot K/ Ç éiV I ’But whether it exista anywhere or will ever 
exiat ia no matter' # In contrast the city sought by 
patriarohe, prophets and patriots ia not an abstract amorphous 
notion, but a commonwealth secure and lasting (Heb. 11* 10, 16). 
Whilst this metaphor is aptly eschatologioal, it too can be 
adapted for describing a present experience (Heb* 12» 22)* 'In 
one sense the heavenly Jerusalem is already reached* in another 
it is still sought for' (Heb* I)* 14)*

'Jesus is coming again'» This is the unanimous conviction/of each of our writers* The term irccpoua"/u actually
occurs in Jas* 5’ 7$ II Fet. 1* 16$ 3» 4, 12$ I John 2» 38*
When speaking of the same event X Dater favours another ox- 
pression, kffo (I Pet* l* 7, 13; 4» 13 of* the
verbal form in 5* l). Selwyn traces the dominical source for
the term in the verb Jesus used in Luke 17* 3G and elsewhere 
in the Gynoptio gospels. The writer of Hebrews simply
and unambiguously states that Ohrist 'will appear a second time' 
(Heb* 9» 26)* Jude, on the other hand, depicts the Coming 
dramatically with the aid of apocalyptic imagery drawn from the 
Book of Enoch (Jude I4̂ 1p| Enoch ll 9)*

That the Advent will bo a signal for judgment or deliver
ance may bo inferrod from the context of some of the foregoing 
passages and a few others* The 'oo-incidanco' is e&peci&lly 
noticeable in Heb.ÿ» 27'*‘28; 10* 37-38; Jus* g* 9; I John 2»
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281 Juâ© 14-15# In Hebrews God, Himself, ie declared to be 
the Judge (Heb# 12» 23; 13» 4)f whereaa in James and Jude the
Lord Qhriet is given this title, and he executes judgîaent (Jact#
5$ 9, Jude 14)* On the use of 'Judge of all* in Heb# 12# 23 
8pioq pommonte# Kpirrjs strait done le correspondent de 
û(T BoCTfù £orr} s , et ouvrirait une perspective eaqhatologique* 
(1 )̂ comment applies to other N#T* passegea which speak of 
future judgment*

The continued delay of the Parĉ wsia left many Christians 
in a quandary, and at the mercy of scoffers# This particular 
problem is raised in XI Pet# 3, 4 ff* end tackled with stalwart 
confidence# Oranfiéia declares that 'the author writes not as 
someone wrestling with his *#* perplexity #•#, but as someone 
who recognises a bogus problem for what it is*# The *ad
hominen reply*, to quote Moule*a phrase is graciously introduced, 
'beloved * with the Lord one day is as a thousand years, and a 
thousand years as one day*# por a Christian this reasoning
should be conclusive, God’s delay is Man's opportunity# As 
ever with N#T* writers in their insistence of the certainty of 
the End, the interest is not purely dô piatio but ethical also#
* The moral earnestness is reinforced by eschatologioal consider
ations' , or by converting the proposition it could be said 
that the eschatologioal issues are given relevance by ethical 
oonsi derations#

Petor is imbued ivith a simple trust in ultimate vindication 
and glory through trial, is a choice expression with him
(I Pet# 1» 7, 11, 21; 4» 13# 14; 5» 4̂  10)* Welwyn fitly 
remarks that * there is no book in the N#T# whore the esohatology 
1̂5 more closely integrated with the teaching of the doctrine
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as a wholê  Almost casually Peter springs two * dark say
ings* on his readers, to baffle the minds of a thousand eacegetes 
(I Pet# 3» 18-22; 4* 5~'6). If with Saimond we narrow down the
scope of the latter saying to the departed saints, who in their 
lifetime heard the g o s p e l a n d  with Selwyn apply the former 
to •spirit-powers of the antedeluvian dispensation*we 
have plausible solutions to the problems posed. At all events 
the eorists employed in both passages make it certain that the 
contexts refer to past activities. Besides, we have no grounds 
for assuming that Christ* s incursion into the realm of spirits 
will ever be repeated#

Both in II Peter and in Jude the writers argue from 
archetypal patterns of judgment to a forthcoming judgment of the 
ungodly (II Pet, 2$ 4, g; Jude 6, 14)* In addition II Peter 
furnishes us with a graphic picture of cosmic devastation, which 
in an age of nuclear eô losions sounds remarkably up-to-date 
(II Pet, 3i 7-13), *Chrlst*s final victory*, says Stauffer,
* will have to be realised in cosmic upheavals'# cranfield 
reminds us that the idea of a final conflagration is Stoic in 
origin, but he finds a hint of the same idea in %eph# 3i 8.  ̂
ĵ ephaniah after all antedates 2ieno, though doubtless the termin
ology of II Peter at this point is an echo of the (TTOij( ov 
k\/dL'7\ue ToL/ which appears in Diogenes Laertius (7* 137 of 
(Ttûi Ç̂ f/oL ... \uB^a-c-roii 11 p*t. 3* 10).

Neither the term oiffoCvd. (T/ oC nor its synonym ̂  <!p âapçrfcL
appears in this literature#  ̂ To discover the writers* views 
on immortality we are thrown back on correlate expressions# Once 
more John points the way with his luminous phrase * eternal life* 
(I John It 2| 21 25i 3* 15l 5* H)# The corresponding clause
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OHAPTO IV
mm 8IGN8 M D  BiminGàmn op THB APOGÆfPSB#
It heB been pointed out that, whilst the arrangement of 

the various N.T# books bears no relation to chronological 
sequence, there is logical fitness in placing Matthew first 
and Bevelatlon last in the sacred series#^Of all H*T* 
writings the First Gospel furnishes the most obvious link vdth 
the past of covenant history# By contrast Revelation anticipates 
the future with its triumphs and upheavals# Future events are 
depicted in a manner that is at once vivid and germane to the 
needs of the Ghuroh militant# The hiatoricist, the futurist 
and the idealist, each according to his predilection, finds 
rich food for though in the inspired musings of the Apooalyptist#

Notwithstanding the order in which these two N#T# books 
stand,and the opposite directions which they face prima facio# 
one discerns a clear-cut esohatologiool strain running through 
Matthew# This is sounded out most dramatically in the last 
verse of the Gospel# Conversely, Revelation is not devoid of 
'archaeological' interest, as is evident in the many 0#T# 
citations or in such expressions as the Alpha, the Beginning#
The phrase 'before* the foundation of the world* (Bov. 13» 8) 
in fact carries us back far beyond the oovenantal perspective of 
Matthew# 8 we te puts the first of those points thus» 'The use 
of the 0#T# in the Apocalypse is by no means limited to its 
symbolical imagery end numbers; its thought and its very 
words appear in every part of the book* # ^

Whether the Seer arranged his mosaic in an artless natural 
way m  some claim, or whether hie masterpiece displays con-
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aummate artistry as others conclude, the fact remains that he 
owes a formal debt to his predecessors in the apocalyptic field, 
Traces of Iranian and Babylonian myth have been discovered 
notably in the twelfth chapter, ( For his imagery John may 
well be indebted to patterns of thought and symbolism current 
in his day. Originality has been described as the ability to 
disguise what one derivei from others; earnest writers do not 
deliberately strive after this effect, The analysis of Shakes
peare's plots leaves hia genius unë^lained* When we have 
classified John's images, we have still to account for the 
sublime solemnity of hia wesaege,

The Geer was scarcely conscious of his 'sources' as he 
composed his book; rather it seems that images and ideas which 
had long coloured his imagination spontaneously emerged in his 
visions. These he set down with the conviction that they were 
a revelation from Jeeus, 'Nowhere in the N,T, says Farrer, 
•is an author's consciousness of writing under spiritual con
straint more evident or more effectually communicated to his 
reader', Moreover, the ability of a musicologist to un
ravel one or two folk tunes in a symphony is of little value 
to the musician who is performing the piece, or to the music 
lover while ho enjoys iti So with attmpts to unearth 'scraps 
of apocalyptic tradition' or 'pagan myth» out of Revelation,
The process of literary transmutation perceptible in the N,T, 
is neatly summed up by Gaseyi 'It is not a creation ex nlhilo, 
but old materials were miraculously transformed. Its authors 
might with justice have asserted the claim of the Christ of 
the Apocalypse, 'Behold I make all things new',
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Wherein lies the relevance of the Apocalypse for our time? 
le the writer trying to pace on a meesege that will imapire end 
illumine every generation of believers right up to the end?
•The beet that can be said of it*, writes Loisy of the book, • is 
that for centuries men have taxed their wits to find in it a 
meaning which is not there, for the simple reason that the 
meaning which is there was immediately contradicted by the 
course of events*Others more charitably see in the symbols 
of the Apocalypse pictorial counterparts of earthly realities, 
descriptive rather than determinative; thus they implicitly 
disallow the predictive element which the ordinary assumes to 
be there.

Stauffer*s suggestion as to John's primary aim in despatch
ing his circular is worth quoting# *V/e may read the Book of 
Revelation with new understanding when we see it as the apostolic 
reply to the declaration of war by the divine emperor in Rome ... 
as a weapon against Domltisn's myth*. Acting on the 
principle that every good myth deserves an answer, John put Into 
words what he took to be a heavenly vision, timely for the Seven 
Churches, yet ever; relevant. We need not deny that John was 
only partly aware of the import of what he so graphically describes. 
He, like Paul, saw through a glass darkly albeit more concretely, 
iiiven for the most confident interpreter a systematic presentation 
of the issues involved in proper sequence is an impossible task.
All one can do is to draw certain inferences from the general 
impression that the book leaves on the mind.

To avoid • the fallacy of misplaced concreteness* we shall not 
Venture to decode the symbols and numerals of the Apocalypse, or 
to correlate the result with highlights from history. Oaird main-
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tains that "the writer* is not concerned to give us a philosophy 
of history from the Ascension to the Second Coming* not
perhaps in the teohaioal sense with which Oaird is conversant. 
Butterfield, however, sees in the Apocalypse * a further phase 
of the search for an interpretation of history which would embrace 
catastrophe itself and transcend the immediate speotable of 
tragedy. Altogether we have here the greatest ... attempt evor 
made to wrestle with destiny and interpret history ...*.
Whether this constitutes a philosophy of history is for the 
individual expositor to judge. It plainly offers us a forth
right alternative to the philosophy of despair to which thinking 
men are often driven by a study of history.

Like many another N.T. writer John holds to the imminence 
of the Farousia (Rev. li 3, 7> 3» Ilf 22: 7, 12). The announce
ment of the Second Coming is made in striking and dramatic tones. 
Aa the visions unfold humanity seems to approach the brink of 
universal destruction* Three times the march of death is brought 
to a halt in what Farrer has called * cancelled conclusions*.
Again and again, like the finale of à Beethoven symphony, the 
end seems to be round the corner, when suddenly a new tune is 
intruded, and mankind receives a breathing-space. The sympathetic 
reader would agree with the comments of a music critic in a 
different connexion: *His ingenious craftsmanship is continually
fascinating. The theme instead of being brought to a full atop 
is given a turn in a new direction*. No wonder, deluded
millenialists have time and again expected the curtain to go 
down on history only to be disillusioned.

In passing we may mention certain factors in the 'scientific 
world view* which Impinge Upon the prophecies of the Apooalyoe
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and make their fulfilment somewhat more credible * Part of Rev.
It 7 reads 'every eye will see him*. Television has been defined 
as the essentially instantaneous transmission of moving scenes 
and pictures*. The image of the subject becomes visible
almost at once all round the world, asauming that the conditions 
for adequate reception exist. Gurely it is within the power 
of One who claimed to be Light Divine that his advent image 
be translated to every place 'without reliance on direct 
optical methods and in a space of time which to usual human 
senses is instantaneous*.

The ex-President of the Methodist Qonference has noted 
that modern man accepts as feasible the sudden appearance of 
a being from another planet, or the landing of an earthrman on 
Mara. 'The effect is to disappear entirely from the present
co-ordinates of apace and time, and to appear in some new co
ordinate an immense distance away*. These projects may
conceivably be carried out in our century# ® y  then should a 
visible parousia be deemed a mythical impossibility?

Many of the predictions set forth in Apocalype envisege 
a time when the world in a reel sense has become one* We talk
of the world as having shrunk not literally, but in a more
significant manner than the literal. This •shrinking* end 
consequent uniformity will facilitate the task of the universal 
tyrant, wielding immense power by dint of the cult of personality 
(of. Bev. 13» 1-8)*

A quotation from Karl Heim's recent book sheds further light; 
•We have known since Einstein that even the measure of time is 
only relative; the time-measurement of fifty million years is 
only that of a certain system of reference. If, for example,
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we were to imagine motion at a rate near to the speed of light, #. 
the fifty million years which separate uo from heat-death would 
shrink to a few years# ' With this statement we may compare
the premonitions of Rev#6$ 12 f# These crude and sweeping 
changes of scene portend a grim ontoome, the reality might turn 
out to he more hiaarrs than the image. Global ohoaa, which has 
been a leading topic in recent quasi-moi entif i o publications on 
the nuclear arms race, may be at hand. Betrend Bussell for < 
instance, warns; that 'our present courses lead inevitably sooner 
or later to the extinction of the human speciem* This
however, is only half the story, for the seer assures that 
catastrophe whatever its extent, is the transition to a new 
age (Bev. 21» !)♦

Concerning resurrection the writer has surprisingly little 
to say* John mentions the first resurrection as the privilege 
of those who are presume to share in millenial joys (Rev*20» ^
4-6). Farther down thlo chapter another scene is unfolded, 
this time of universal rising when humanity is arraigned before 
the bar of judgment (Bev# 20» ll-lg), Earlier commentators 
concluded thqt the whole pasasge implied two distinct resur
rections vdth a Millenium interposed between them. This
unduly literalistic view can hardly be squared with what is 
said about the resurrection of the dead elsewhere in the K.T.

ifithout trying to unravel the mystery Girl oh Simon 
explains» 'The Apocalypse distinguishes betwoan the vindication 
of the saints, immediately after their martyrdom, whereas the 
vast mass of the dead stay in death, without taking part in 
the first resurrection *,,*# On this interpretation
the preliminary rising is no more that a spiritual vindioation
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of the martyr host# Bwate regarda the first resurrection m  
taking 'ĉ ffoot in the present life in contrast with what belongs 
to the new order* «  ̂ Hlo explanation is too facile to be 
satisfying; it ignofea the clear reference to physical death 
which precedes the first resurrection# All one omi do is to 
connect this first resurrection with the oLvd.(rroC(r/js 6/<, ve/<jocuv 
to which Paul hoped to attain, w;d with the 'better resurrection*
(Phil# 3» 11; Heb# 11» 35)# The truth can then be fitted into
one's own milloniel or a»illenla| scheme#

In one of his visions John saw 'the souls of those who had
been slain for the word* crying out for justice (Rev# 6: 9-10).
This is almost the only passage in the H#T# where souls are
spoken of in the context of the afterlife (of# liatt#10» 28).
However, these very souls are said to live again in Rev# 30* 4,
which auggeats th#n they were leas then iblly alive before the
fira t resurrection*

John dwells lovingly and longingly on the vistas of the 
City of God (Rev# 4@ 1, 2; 21» 2, 10, 14; 22» 14, 19); the
beauties of which he described in language that is ilÉost 
poetic in content. There, in His temple, God's servants will 
serve Him night and day (Rev#7» 15) I an idiomatic way of 
saying 'continually’* 'Work will not cease in heaven only 
its curse; it could be done to and will be done to Music#

The symbolic media John utilises bring us closer to 
heavenly realities than the language of propositions# Bearing 
in mind the fact of the Incarnation, the fusion of natural 
imagery ’’̂ th spiritual insight may be the best approach to 
supernatural truth the human spirit can find# Brunner enlarges
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on tho inndoquaoy of aWtract formulation in the roaXm of the 
divine, /the certitude of the resurreotion ♦** will ovontually 
ho eupereeded by the ultimaoy of vision the future coming (of 
Ohriet) in anything but a piece of mytJiology which can be 
dispensed with If vm ask whether ##* the apoBtle *«*
meant hie wrds to he tiikon literally, we can answer neither 
with a simple yes or no ««» For that reason it will he hotter 
to remain loyal to N#T# aymhola ##* and we shall not suppose 
that the meaeure of abstraction is a measure of approximation 
to the truth’ *  ̂ Stephen Neill feels that the chief 
mark of the glorified saints will be 'mtonished Joy'*
Perhaps the greatest surprise will be the discovery that the 
Apostles spoke truer than they knew*
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QHAFTEB V
TO KINGDOM OF GOB » IT3 IMAQE3. OBIGES M D  K?LNEG3

Dalman's surmise that stands for an Aramaic
original malkuth, properly 'kingship* is suggestive and occasion
ally helpful for exegesis. But, if uncritically accepted end 
uniformly applied, this equivalence tends to obscure more dramatic 
aspects of the Kingdom; aspects, moreover, which figure prominent
ly not merely in the N,T* as a whole, but also in our primary 
sources for the kingdom-oonoept, namely Mark and Q.
The Meaning of Malkut# A cursory glance at any O.T, concordance

brings out the fact that words and phrases 
other than malkuth are often employed to convey the thought of 
divine dominion# For instance 7ipV/3^(more strictly kingdom) 
occurs twice in contexts which are clearly religious. The same 
cluster of connotations attach to three cognate expressions that 
derive from the root # Brown, Driver and Briggs give the
following definitions# 133)^ * royal power, reign, kingdom;

Jl*i m kingdom reign; « kingdom, sover
eignty, dominion# Furthermore God's sovereignty is conceived
in terms both moral and cosmic. and its Aramaic variant
more often than not refer to secular realms, where the meaning 
is almost certainly that of kingdom (Ban# 2i 37, 41; 5* 26;
8t 22 etc#)

In Bodd's The Parables of the Kingdom Balman is quoted as 
claiming 'that in the 0#T# as in Jewish literature, malkuth 
as related to God always 'kingly rule' and never 'kingdom'
As the majority of O.T. references to malkuth are Banielio,
Balman'a inference is not as pertinent to the whole range of 
Biblical thought as Bodd«supposes. Also it is by no means evident
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that malkuth must mean one thing when applied to world empirea 
and always mean something else when referred to God (of# Dan*
4» 17# 25, 32; 5* 21; 7* 14# 18, 22), Thus, in a recent
article on the eubjeot Prof, Aalen observes that 'there may be 
a certain amount of material in Ohronioles and in the Targums to 
Ohroniclee, which, seems to form the starting-point to the mean
ing 'Kingdom' # territory ruled by God, or better the community 
of God*, He goes on to deny the assumption that *the idea 
predominant in Judaism whatever it may be, necessarily implies 
* that the idea of the Kingdom of God is conceived in the same 
way by Jesus ^

Cranfield says this regarding two distinct connotations of 
'kingdom*I these two ways of thinking are ••• not mutually 
exclusive, Mor can we put every reference into one or other 
class securely', With this compare Baumgartner's note under 
% 3^^, for most examples given *re%W or 'rule* is 'not easy* 

to define over against kingdom*, ' realm* # ' The two conceptions
are not incompatible ; a kingdom perfected rests on full sover
eignty, while kingly rule must needs be exercised in a sphere 
and over loyal subjects.

In point of fact Balman* s translator is at times obliged to 
render Herrsohaft ' theocracy*, where sovereignty makes no sense 
as a substitute for * kingdom* ; * theocracy* is suitably vague,
'The Theocracy is an order *U, from which it is possible to be 
excluded, closed against men, a good nhich admits of being 
striven for or being bestowed, possessed or being accepted.
Kingly rule may, indeed, be of the essence of
yet this does not exhaust the meaning of the word in N.T. usage.
In view of the foregoing, the assertion that pocor'̂ \é̂ /oL must
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always represent malkuth (and that as Balman understands the 
Aramaic term) is conveniently doctrinaire* Bodd's ' theses concur 
very comfortably with certain current theological interests' is 
Gadbury’s verdict,

Further emguments (which meed not detain us) are adduced 
by Aalan* These are of varying cogency, but the cumulative 
effect is to shoŵ  that the Kingdom of God is essentially a 
oommimity or an area' * Ws would add an observation» the 
question addreesed by the disciples to their Lord prior to his 
ascension suggests that they held other views about the Kingdom 
than those of spiritual sovereignty (Acts It 6), Jesus does not 
disabuse their minds, but simply refuses to disclose the date of 
restoration (of, the plea of the dying thief and the answer 
given# Luke 23* 42# 43) •

PBOXXMXTf M B  ITS M3E8* 'There in no saying of unequivocal
form, *̂ fhe Kingdom of God will come***, 

writes Bodd, 'to balance the statement, **The Kingdom of God has 
come",' Thereupon he proceeds to relegate to secondary sources 
all references to a future coming, or else ho discounts the 
futurity of tenses that prima facie, appear to sigtxal some 
future event* Nevertheless he concedes 'that the teaching of 
Jesus *#, has reference to the future' ; though understandably
he says little about this facet of the Kingdom,

A few concrete exmaples are vital for a discussion* In 
Luke 22» 16 Jesus promises, 'The Kingdom of God ahall come' (R,V,) 
More pointedly he urges his disciples to pray, 'Thy Kin̂ ;dom come' 
(Matt, 6# 10 - q), 'The petition', as MoNcile observes, is for 
the future advent of God to establish His sovereignty on earth.̂ ^̂ ) 
We have also Luke 22* ^-30, u/̂ tW Ŝô <r/Xe/̂ cv
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d < r S h v '  rfj ĉ̂(f/\efG(. 9. where Vincent Taylor diatinguiahes 
the present and future exteneiona of ̂ o6<r/\6/U # The former he 
links with 'lordship'; the latter with 'Kingdom'♦ Dodd
draws attention to the shift of nuance as between the old Syriac 
rendering of Mark 9» 1# and the Peshitta version of the same 
verse whicb he favours, because it implies a completed event. If 
recourse must be had to the original spoken language, it could be 
pointed out that in Hebrew as in Arabic (and presumably in Aramaic) 
the imperfect expmmm - the present# repeated past and the 
f u t u r e t h e r e  is no exclusively future tense. In the Quran 
there are many instances of the preterite Used to express the 
imminent future#

Kdümel has questioned Bodd's assumption that means
'has come', 'For to begin with there are no grounds at all for 
the supposition that in Mark li 15 and Matt# 10» 7, and
ê(p0oc(râ̂  Matt* 12* 26 must represent the same Aramaic verb 

with no futurist* meaning ••# in the hIX also in the preponderating 
number of cases bears the same meaning of coming near'#
Kummel also notes that '0,T# Graig emphasises rightly that the 
perfect when used of time can only refer to the near
future', ^̂ 5) siQiierly Gadbury mmiWeins, ' has not
the same meaning of the future realised but rather of the future 
imminent, whereas the verb 'to com©' even in the present tense 
means future* • Gadbury's judgment in this matter can
certainly be corroborated by appeal to the Arabic usage of such 
verbs.

On Luke 17* 30 Gadbury comments, 'the tense of the Phrlsees 
is not what Jesus corrects, but the reliance on ^̂ observation**#' 
Nothing in this text can be taken as a denial that the Kingdom in
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its full glory is still to come* The impression of a complement- 
ary futuristic hope# to helanoe the present reality# is strength
ened if judged in the light of Filson's remark* ̂ All the béatitudes / 
(except Matt, 5* 3 and 11 ) speak of the blessedness as future,
Since Aramaic has no 'is* in the saying (of v*3) a dominant 
future reference Is probably' # Throughout his book J)odd's
'unltive* zeal tends to colour his exegesis, G.T* Oraig 
trenchantly sums up the case against 'realised esehatology'* 'The 
©xegetical argument for this interpretation has been amply refuted,, 
this conception fails to face a crucial question* where is the 
source of the vivid eschatologioal hope which inspired the 
disciples?̂  Cfraig like many others finds 'the source of this 
inspiration in Jesus himself,

Dodd quotes with approval Otto's# 'Nioht Jesus "bringt" daa 
Belch - sondern das Beloh bringt ihn mit* *  ̂ %is adage sounds 
fine# though one wonders how an abstraQtiQu(e% h3rp0thesi)can. bring 
a Divine Person in its train, #  prefer Origan's title ôdro/3a<cr̂/\c-/c< 
for the Messiah#*so maybe he is the Kingdom itself * if you ask 
how the Kingdom of heaven is theirs# you can say Christ is theirs', 
The stress laid is on the King's return# he who will firmly establish 
his Kingdom and his rule in righteousness , ,
mm POINT OF A PABABia. Of all Verbal Vehicles utilised by our

Lord to convey the message of the Kingdom 
none is more vivid or suggestive than the parable 'God's picture 
book*# ThieXicke has styled them, Jesus* parables left an
indelible mark not only on the minds but on the entir©' personality 
of many hearers. Various definitions of parable exist; no tidy 
description will cover all the facts* Julicher*» strictures on 
some of bis predecessors* excesses in fancy# within the sphere of
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parabolic interpretation are doubtless well-merited, ( But 
a parable is much more than a crystal-clear similitude rounded 
off with a moral platitude# Whatever the derivation of the term
maybe# the proper meaning of 1 7 poc o\ must be sought for
in Hebrew usage. The sense of a word in Classical Greek is not 
decisive in estimating its eonoeptudl value for Biblical semantics,

Oesterley has this to say about 0,T, parables# there are 
'cases in which the meaning is not immediately, apparent , 
indeed they are intended to be obscure in order to force thought# 
and they can only be understood by the discerning', He gives 
examples to show that 1? ̂6/71 can stand for oracles# contemptuous
sayings# allegory# discourse and proverb, This diversity in
meaning is partly borne out by an entry in Bauert 'The Greek 
0,T, also uses 7focp<x /3o)\7̂  for various words and expressions 
that involve comparison# even riddles', Our Lord's teaching
was both simple and profound; he did not set out to baffle 
his audiences with 'allegorical mystifications'. None the less 
we ask with Carrington# 'Why should Jesus not make use of allegory# 
if that is really the right word?', Parable merges into
allegory; it is not possible to distinguish the parabolic from 
the allegorical in the evangelic collection# save by an arbitrary 
classification of the two genres#

Modem Scholars decry the tendency fashionable formerly to 
treat the details of parables as cryptograms for doctrinal 
niceties, Centuries ago Chrysostom warned against pressing too 
anxiously all the circumstances of a parable# cutting his own 
interpretation short with - ^ 0 0

/ Julioher has laid down a canon for interpretation* a typical
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(3)

parable proaantB a single point. Again Carrington queries#
•Why should a parable have only one point? It is perhaps a 
poor parable that haa only one point*,  ̂ Julioher’a dictum 
may fit the shorter Glaiohnieae# but it has still to be proved 
that hie rule does justice to the truths enshrined in the full- 
length Hovellen, Why need we swing to the other extreme from 
Augustine’s polychrome eli¥gorislng| as if the alternative 
to polytheism is Cnitarianlsm?*^ We may also ask# what is 
a typical parable? Some of the Novellea are not spaoifioally 
designated parables in the

Dodd sprinkles his historic book with ooments likes 
•The details are not intended to have independent significance’, 
This is perhaps a tacit admission that such components may have 
significance within the framework of the parable* In an earlier 
work# The Meaning of Paul flor Today# the same writer makes use 
of a 8écondo%y item from the parable of the ’Px*odigal Son’ to 
ahed light on Paul’s conversion# ’the older brother broken by 
the Father’s love' * We would go farther and claim that
details have relevmce If they conform to the overall pattern 
of Christian truth; and we should accept inferences drawn from 
such details even when thsy vlead, to disturbing oonoluoions*
With thie parable in mind Nygren denies Julioher’» contention 
that parables are self--evident analogies from life. Nygron 
points out that as proof derived from human life the ’Prodigal 
Son’ is a singularly unoonvinoing analogy. In other words#
God’s love is on a totally different plane from that of a human 
father* (

Without venturing to offer some banal definition of ’parable’# 
we might indicate ’why’ and ’how* this form was employed, ’He
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did not speak to them v4.thaut a parable'# says Mark hyperbolic ally 
(Mark 4» 34)* Jeauo 'gave no doctrine in an abstract form# no 
skeleton^ of truth# but all clothed# as it were# with flesh and 
blood’# Lessing’s epigram, ’Events of time cannot reveal
eternal realities’ # is unacceptable inasmuch as Jesus did reveal 
eternal truth# not only by his human activity# but by genuinely 
human illustrations* The affinity between the natural end the 
supernatural makes this possible; the disparity between these 
two orders makes for the element of mystery or paradox 
HcÂpoT̂ P o\ iO V ) *

Much has been written about the Church’s elaboration and 
modification of the parables# specially in the actual a|)plioation 
with which some parables close. Dodd informs us that this or 
that parable ’has suffered a certain amount of e x p a n s i o n ’ . (̂ 4)
In view of the length of the average parable (moat can be read 
in under a minute each) it would seem that they have suffered a 
measure of contraction. Eminent churchman like William Temple 
and Edwyn Hoskyns confess that it is well#nigh impossible to 
recover the ipsissima verba of J e s u s . O n  similar grounds 
we may doubt whether we can ’reconstruct for ourselves the 
precise situation in which Jesus uttered’ any partiCulax* parable# 
once we discount the originality of the setting presented by the 
evangelists* ’on this basis it is possible to argue in dia
metrically opposite fashions’. as for Hellenistic details
of architecture and agriculture# need we assume that an observant 
bilingual ’native* of ZX'X/Xof/V^ sBvujV was less
familiar with such features than m  Antlochena?

As with the logia so with the parables# the likelihood of
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repetition in nXtered situations cannot be excluded. Regarding 
one of theea reiterated sayings Grmfieid otatoo# ’it might 
easily have been spoken by Jesus on more than one boeaaion’
The wore gripping the illustration# the more pointed the aphorism# 
the greater are the chances of repetition; with this every 
preacher will concur* Quite apart from the proverbial tenacity 
of the Oriental memory^ the Easterner is a stickler for verbal 
accuracy in transmission# however inooneistent he may otherwise 
seem*(^) The naked word is a potent factor in Oriental Society# 
where words mean more than ideas# and ideas more than deeds.

If we as Bert that the great part of Jesus’ teaching (which 
when harmonised amounts to but a few pages) was directed to 
adversaries and the uncommitted# it follows that he left sing
ularly little in the way of instruction his followers could 
speoifically call their cm# Our Lord had a glorious vision 
of a universal Ghuroh; md the typo of cxogesie which ascribes 
the built of hia teaching to the contemporary crimes# and 
grudgingly allows that it might have some relevance to the 
Ohrlstian centuries is largely unsatisfying*,
Criaj.a in some Representative Paimables. Along with the note of

urgency that charact
erises the message of the Kingdom# certain features stand out 
in the parables# features we associate with the notion of 
Kingdom-Kingship* The more prominent of these are - service, 
conflict# increase# crisis# glory. In present-day theology 
’ crisis’ would probably conjure up the idea of ’ divine confront
ation* or ’call to decision*# We tdse at/?/Vv  ̂ to signify 
judgment in the olaaaic (and classical) sense of the word. The
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oomiBg àfs :tlie icinedo» dpea not la itself ooaatitute the asjisi®.
7 / .  / •Christ*© coming is more a /o^ then /<pi<rf̂  (John 3* 17)*

Jeremias observas that# ’the primitive Ghuroh sew itself ««. 
standing between two orises (oroee end p a r o u s i a ) I t  is 
the cross rather then the coming which precipitates the crisis; 
and this crisis is an essential element in the thetao^ia oruois* 
Not surprisingly the subject of the Kingdom fa#m...the back
ground after the Bessurrectlon; the Apostles proclaimed not the 
Kingdom but the cross#

The parable© of growth (Leaven# Mustard Beedf Gower# Tares) 
all speek of increase# occasionally impeded by hostile action#
A typical example of this group of parables is the Seed Growing 
Gecretly (Mark 4$ 26̂ 29)# Harvest inevitably oomes romid; this 
Dodd conceives as a picture of Je&ua stmding amid the ripe crop 
of Judaism’s need* Xu the light of what Paul soya about
sowing and raising# our Lord is more likely ‘fco have the final 
harvest in mind (1 Qor# 15* 36 ff)# Garrisgton relates the 
parable to the axiom laid in John 12» 24# The harvest
follows doath and burial# In IWf* I4» 14» 15 tho Gon of Man 
appears with a sickle in hand far tho harvost of the world is 
ripe; the oca text oloarly points to death tmd coming judgment#

To take another representative parable that of the Nocturnal 
Burglar (Matt* 24# 43 ff#)$ Jcremlàé finds ’the application ##. 
to the return of the Son of Man ### strong#’# for a burglary is 
’a disastrous and alarming event# whereas the Farousia# at least 
for the disciple .** is the great day of Jey’.̂ ^̂  ̂ Jet as 
ThleliOko notes ’Jesus was sooustomed to use his metaphors with 
sovereign freedom’ * Ee goes on to show that such dubious
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the divine intruder* On any interpretation it om be
argued that the Parousia will turn out to be a day of ahme even 
for many professing follov/ers of Jesus (I John 2i 0)*

The reference to the Parousia in Ihe parable of the fen 
Virgins does not depend on the fate of the two verses (Matt.
2$% 1» 13) which are commonly regarded as additions* the 
most the parable conceal®' a Mosaianio utterance of Jesus’ i$ 
Jeremias’ estimate* This comes with the statement that the 
bridegroom is not one of the Messianic categories familiar to 
the Jews* ICummeX# on the other hand# feol$ ’that it la
Intended to point to the parousi# ••• quito certainly from the 
metaphorical words of the bridegroom’* fhe figure of the
bridegroom vfm a faî iliar one to the disciples; the Baptist 
refers to the Ohrist as the bridegroom (Mark 2» 19; John 3® 29).

in another book Jor^mi#; haa apparently pointed out that 
the messianic ago is often described #  a wedding feast*
According to Barrett# Israel in the 0*T* la regarded as tho 
bride of God, Further# the only interpretation which tdll
cover the implications of (Matt* 25» 5) is that the
verb presupposes the sleep of death# Falling asleep is not 
culpable f in this instance it seemed unavoidable * The issue 
had been determined by preoautions tsken or neglected before
hand* #e may safely embrace the insights afforded by Ghrysostom 
end Augustine# and refer this parable to the last day end the 
bliss that follows*

%ile discussing the parables of the fares and the Drag*̂ iot 
(Matt* 13» 24"̂ 30# 47 ff*)» Joremlas alludes to Christ’s rejection
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$of the aritorla for ritual separation praaqrihed by tho Phariaoea 
Instead Joaua substituted a new etandard whereby some, were ex
clu dod or aolf-exoluded from the Kingdom# It is God vMo 'has 
fixed the moment of separation' # (49) Eve# if there are grounds 
for auapeoting the ganulnoneaa of the alluaiona to the furnace 
in Matt# 13» 48» 50# there are equally emphatic reference» to 
final retribution elsewhere in Q and March# which are harder to ■< 
eliminate {Meirk 9$ 43# 45# 47; Matt# gg 29; 11® S3; Luke 
10® 15; IS# 5)# '.All the most terrifying texts cane from the 
fiiouth of our Lord'# may# 0,8# Lewi»* A.p.riori it may bo
possible to diamisa the evidence for irreversible judgment# but 
only by arguing that Jeau# misjudged tho iaaue# The textual 
evidence for judgment la uneasoilablq# 'to may be horrified by 
the fierconeaa of the conclusion' # writes T#W# Manaon# 'but beneath 
the grim imagery ia m  equally grim fact ###'#

'On the hi® tori col plena' # :Oodd qonaludoe# ' there is no
"esohatology of bllas** in the'̂ aoyinga of Joau®' , This

.' ' - 1
again is an open queationi 'Blessed mo the meek for they shall 
inherit tho earth*'# ei-mouncoa Jesu$$ (Matt# 3» 5)* M#eill 
comments on Matt# ôt 10 o / odj>ocvtd //ô; èîT/" » the
rhythm allow»# if not require»# it to refer to all the foregoing 
petitions# and ao token it bring» out more clearly tho es chat- 
ologicEl force of each' v Including that is# 'Thy Kingdom come'#
8o alao Origen (whose Greek is unimpeachable) understand» tho 
text# In John 18* 36 we road# 'My ICingehip ia not of this
world', This# is the only passage where tho R#B#V# renders 
 ̂kingship' for /dc/<r/>sc/u. # but tho difficulty of reconciling
tho JohoBine saying with the Byuoptio viev^oint is not thereby 
solved#
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persist# W# Manson'a definition of 'world' help® to raaolvo #i&, 
'it is the moral complex of the aolfish instincts end ooncerns 
v/hioh dominate iaea's hearts' # thus corresponding to the
Arabia BU.ùy,ü# Jerêiàiao' more drastic euggestion# whoroby he 
casts doubt on t!%e use %  Jesus of the Aramaic equivalent for( m)Ko(Tyuos I also eases the problem#

A qualified version of Dodd's considered opinion as to the
coming of the Kingdom can now be offered# 'It is neither m
evolutionary process, nor yet a oatastrophib event in the nearf 56) 'future# but a present crisis'*  ̂ Bather# we would sê #&the kingdom (the coming is but m  aspect of the total picture) 
involves a process# at times secret and sporadic. Its crisis 
are ell but interminable# but will bo resolved in a future world- 
shaking crisis# Nothing loss than this catastrophic (or apooata- 
static) finale# is lilmly to move scoffers# for whom KingsXiip 
dv-T-ds i/picov and waves of old-fashioned revival are alike 
delusions#
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Xiifgairo aad âniatemi» Pîxilologista often aosumo that no two synonyiHD
have precieoly the mmo eignifioatlonj a 

partioulax* ahade of me#i% in one of a pain is supplemented by 
the distinotivo nuance of the other aynonym. fhes© fine differ
ences in meaning# however# are not always discernible; cmd are 
perhaps more a feature of modern usage. For instance# a careful 
examination of the two l.iU verba which bear on our subject 

y ^ ' ^ (:U%d o /V f V  ny/// ^6 j CX v/<r r  ̂  in
their •oontoxtuol environment* will bring out the fact that no 
useful purpose is served by attempts to draw subtle distinctions 
between the meaning of one and the other as applied to resurreotlon. 
It is noteworthy that french loaves out this pair from his historic 
survey of H.f. synonyms# so meagre seems the evidence in support 
of the existence of such distinctions as would warrant inclusion.

Moulton and Milligan give one example from the Papyri# where 
oiyi<TTyj/Ai does stand for • restore* the prefixed proposition 
may imply this sense on odd occasions in H.*!?* usage. Both verbs 
are frequently used in the ordinary non-roligious oenso of rising 
from a recumbent position or rousing from sleep (Mark Is 35; 4$ 38; 
Matt# 95* 7§ buke 4* 16 etc.) In the hZX both verbs translate Ü f p . 
a verb which is employed only once in reference to resurrection 
(Isa. 26* 19). fhere the accent is on the revivification of the 
actual corpses of the fallen faithfulo ̂

The distribution of «'/ / 9;/̂/ — in the gospels and
epistles (where applied to resurrection) appears to rest on stylistic 
preference or random choice* The phenomenon of distribution need



not bo accounted for by more elaborate motlvea than these %
Paul’s handling of the verba is a case in point; Milligan com
ments on 1 These. 49 14# ’only here and in v# 16 does ho employ 
iUvi rroLtr ffoc/ with reference to the resurrection ... A0 a rule 
he prefers cf. 1* 10 and other forty occurrences in
his Bpp.’  ̂ On the use of the two verbs in Matt. 19% 41-42 
(m Luke li* 31-32) Matthevf Black obaorves* ’In the Gospel 
passages . (XY ;y /<?(/ /a 6 r<Æ mâ, . iy^Pf â ( T /ic-rjc aro
synonymous terms ... <?V rp (<pf<r6f represent a purely Greek 
addition to malce m  otherwise foreign idiom intelligible’
There is only an oblique reference to the resurrection in these 
passages; nevertheless the lexical point is still pertinent.
A comparable variation occurs in another Bynoptio setting;
<î vo£̂ riy v<̂/ is found in Mark 8| 31# wj^la the Matthean 

cmd Lucan parallels give èy&p S . An interesting metaphor
ical use of the two verbs appears in Bph. 51 14 (a fragment ofV ^
a baptismal hymn according to Armitegc hobinson).|/£yé/̂ <? ̂
/Tc/z ^vy<rroL This seams a clear oaco of elegant

variation.
In tholf' reamrks on the usc^a of these verbs#; comraontators 

customarily bring out the force of the tenses employed# tacitly 
assuming that the meaning is otheriTise solf«ovidont. Ab rogarda 
the tenses they state the obvious# ’that the perfect concerns 
itself loss with the historic fact and more with the result’ 0( 
Even the changes in voice# from passage to passage# do not 
appreciably éàà to cur understanding of the texta ’Whether one 
can find any substantial difference between Luke VÏ1 14 
(Passive form) and VIII# 54 ^ye/pe .(.Active) is doubtful’# so 
Moule avers# ’ they appear both to be simply intransitive in



s e n s © ’ •(7)

Any attempt to describe bow ’ resurraotion’ operate© by 
resorting to th© two verbs in tb© relevant N«T# passages is 
doomed at the start. K#mel adifdts that ’it is significant 
that Jesus does not describe ail the prooeae of the resurrection 
and only hints at the condition of the risen once’ * All 
that can bo inferred from, the straightforward affirmations on 
the matter is that ŷu<rroc in thc.M### signifies the 
rising again of vAat ’ lay low’ # and the visible ro-emergonco of ■ 
ivhat for % time was unseen. Our Lord’s own rising from grave 
was ’hid from mortal ©yes’# In any event neither he nor thoee 
he raised want through the total bodily corruption . that death 
mvkm* At most it might be said of Lasurus that the initial 
at ages of d© composition had set in# only to be halted by Ohriat’s 
action. We oan proceed no farther in describing the %)roc©ss of 
resurrection.

Bomothing remains to be said with regard to the condition 
of the risen ones# especially by contrast this has some 
bearing on the Quranic picture of the state of the blessed, where 
St. Paul sums up the issue’in the far-reaching paradox - it is 
raised, a spiritual body’ - Jesus 4©olc#?es# ’ when they rise from 
the dead# they neithor marry nor are given in marriage# but are 
like angels in heaven’ (Mark 19# 95)* Luke transmits this m  
WJcyyC'\o( ... u/of <f/<r/ toO S^ou (huk© 901 36). togolic 
attributes W.11 be çoiife-rred upon those who are already the 
children of God. One consequence is ’that when there is no 
death# marriage for the propagation of tii© race will be unnecessary’
(9)
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Both Viaoent miâ Kœmol point out that our Lord*©
teaching hero ,haa affinities with, oontomporery and later beliefs 
held by the Jews* Similar forecast# ,ap%)@ar in.l Enoch .104§ 4 ' 
•Xo shall have groat joy as the engalo of heaven** Beroicoth 17a 
cites a .saying of Bab# which oomes even olesor to the Bymoptl.o 
desorlption of this aspeot of the afterlife*. .ImoidemWl.'iy
in Luke’ s expended version of the legion vse have m  intimation 
of immortality mere oatfgorieal than anywhere else in the 
By nop tie goopolsj this is expressed perlphraeitically y^p

ÛcC é'T/ rpi/cxv-cx/ (Luke 36)*
'Who is it that raises the deud on the Loot Bay? Ohrist is 

undoubtedly the central figure In the final drana; whether in 
his Fcirouaia or as the Judge he oooupios the pre-eminent position 
to which God has exalted him* fat the evidenoo- impels us to the 
oonolueiOh that ,G.od is the primary and ultimate oaus© of rwurreo. 
tion# both Christ’s and ours* On the basis of this textual evid- 
enoe Bfîhl oritioi##, âquinae’ contention’ that Ohrlet’s reaurreo- 
tion is the oauoe of ours* * 8t* Thomas’-a proof toxto inoludo
I Cor* 15# 90# Bev* Is 5# Bom* 4# Sg and John Is 16* Mo oauaal 
oommexi.on am bo oatabliahad between the two reaurrootiona merely 
on the grounds of terms like ’'firatfruits’ or ’ firstborn’; ihiB 
is the gist of Dahl’ a argumont* Mor la grace in. John Is 16 to bo 
Gonoeived of as a - quasl-meohmleal force which aomohow generates 
resurrection*

In the majority of the texta that speak of Christ’a rising 
êy&fpü and. cxz/Vr?;/// are Used ’Intransitivelyf (Middle or 
Passive and oooasi.onally Active with the latt#r verb) * Exemples 
of iŝ &fpiO (Middle or Basalvo) occur in Mark 6s I4 •» Matt* I4# 2 «
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Luke ps 7; Mark 14® 98 « Matt* 26s 32; Mark I6s 6 « Eatt*^$
6 <* Luko 24# 6$ Matt* 16# 21 «? Luke $$ 22g Matt# 17: 9 (B*D*);
17s 931 27# 63# 64} John 2ls 14} Bom,4$ 24} 7* 4} 6* 34}
I Gor, Igs 4# 19» 16» 28} II Oor, 5« 15} II fim* as 8* Instaucea 
os? the use of <̂ v!<rrrĵ u/ (Active ins transitive or Eidd3.e) appear 
ia Mark. 8s 31} ga 31} 10# 34} Luke l8« 33} 94# 7} I Theoa*
4# 14# Matthow’a predllootion for Py^/pco i© wotiooable*
In eaoh of these exempleo. Ghriot is the ©ubje.ot of the verb» or 
in other imr#» the Bereon raided.

It ooame olear that the unexpected agent of the Son*a ra- 
ourrectioa ia God the Father, Moule aske# ’ia the Peeaivo verb 
with which it (the Beaurreotion) io usually ,,, deacrihod» to 
he preoaed m  theologically eignificant - indicating the initiat
ive of 0od Himoolf - or to he taken as a mere intrmaitiv©? that 
in thia case the former is probable is euggestod by the freaue*at 
UBO Of a transitive îdth.Ûod as oubject and Christ as object' 
Example© of this eonstniotion (Ghrist as ohjoot̂  of the transitive 
verb) occurs in Acts 3« 15} 4# 10} 5# 30} 10# 40} 13̂  30» 37} 
Bom, 4# 24s 8# 11} 10; g; 1 Oor* 6s 14; 11 Gor» 4$ 14; Gal.
Is If Gol, 2s 12} I fhess* Is 10} 1 Pet, 1# 21? ell with
éyefpio } while in Act# 2; .24» 3.9} 96; 17* 31 <̂ v/<rrrjM'
-%B used ?dth a similar ■ construction.

However» the fact that (Xvt<rrrjp.o often Active'when 
applied to Ohrist W  the Bisen One» together with his prediction
in John 9s 19» A u <7'ĉ T £  ri>V VoCOV 'ro d  t o v  f^o a  € y & p tO  ocU T o v

suggests that he was no mere paasiv© recipient of th© gr#0§ of
resurrection but an activa participant in the drama* points
out that Westqpttp Hoeî^is and DdVey et al* have interpreted the



Xîassag® ©B referring to the Qhuroh the Body of Ohrist* ^
This e^glanatlom, hm its merit©» but the meatioa of ’ three 
days’ in the context enforces the view that the Bayi% applies 
first m d  foremost to our Lord’s own role in all roaurrection#

■ We may turn now to those passages where the two verbs are
used transitively» with God as auhjeot and Man as object* These
texts have a more direct bearing ou our thorn© than the g?zoups
listed above (John 5* 21} Acts 26; 8| I Oor* 6; 14 - e^ey^puj
II Qot» la 9; 4t 14; Jaa. 5t Ig; Heb. lU Ig), ^5)
tenor of these verses is clear and accords well with the tenets
of Judaism end Islam; Qod the Oroatdr is likewise the Be-oreator»
iUBomuoh as rasurreotion may be acoouiated a fotm of reŝ cxeatiGnfs .
On I These* 1$ 10 Milligan remarks that ’ the resurrection of
Jesus being traced as always to the direct act of OodS a
fortiori the resurrection of Man should bo traced to tli© sat'ae
sour00* Dahl’© criticism of Bobertson and Pluinmor’s proposition
that ’’thé; connexion between the antecedent (rising) and tho
consequent is therefore not logical merely but causal’ - strikes
one as valid. The relevant evidence in the W#T# suggests that
the comoxlon can be accounted for only in ter̂ â of spiritual
logic» and not by any lav/ of causality# Or in F»,f. Bruce’s
guarded words? ’ the resurrection of Christ is bound up with the

(17)resurrection of men in general,’’ ^ Bound up with» but not 
necessarily brought about by» is the relation of the.latter to 
the former events#

What are- we to make of those passages whore Christ expressly 
cla5*ma to raise the dead on his oto initiative? This is a some
what different question from tîae relation between the two re- 
surreotiona# Only a few versea are applicable» all of which



aro Johanûiue{*Toàn 6i 3g» 40» 44» 54 of# John 3.2; 1» 9» 17) *
The Iat1i05? group of thro© ©imply roiteratos a bald statement of 
fact# ' the raiaing of La^arua* The formor group of four sounds 
like a refrain û-̂oj oojto ev -rp eo'/cr̂ rp p/ucpoi* Once =
again wo see that the claims Ohrlat makoa for 2>lmS0lf are even 
moro startling, than those made on hi a behalf by the Apostle a*

levertheXoBB those pronounoomenta require quaiifieailon#. 
Frovioualy in John g; 21 Jeaua had doolai*ed that raising the 
dead was the Father’a x̂ rerogatlvo; o TUrpp c y e f p e - f  r o h ^  V ê K p o u s  

am authority delegated to the Bon as is oloar from what follows. 
Furthermore Barrett shows itk M a  oomionts on John 6& 40 i<rTiv to

f fè /M 'J M c X  TOO U o ( r p o S  p ( 0 U   ̂ i^ o (  7To(.S  ^ Ù 0 y \ /  o ^ / u J ' X t o v ^  {^cC f

v̂oKrr̂ iTùô  aariv'l that (̂ v̂ 7"rTj<rco *may W' rather loosely eon««
s true tod with the aamo /v</ beoauae the final raising

(IB)up is also dependent on the will of the Father’"  ̂  ̂2n all this
the Spirit works integrally with-the Father» and the Spirit’s
part in giving life to mortal bodies is emphaslgsecl in 11*
here as,elsewhere the. # 1 1  of the Father la' paramount»-, but the 
authority whiph He delivers to His Son ie limitless# A© In 
création and- the Incai?naticm» bo s1©o in resurrectiom the work 
of the Trinity etmd#, Indivisible.#.
■A Mo to an the fJubstantiye.o» Of the tvTo nouns that could sig-mify

TOStirtootion in Oreok Pyepô /s 
appears only once in the H*f#' (Matt# $7# 53)» a passage peculiar 
to Matthew# TMm is the sole context where éy&p<r/s dosoribe© 
reaurroction# In Fsalm 139# 2 the term done too the act of stmidlng 
p and ooxmXm>oix%%,f̂ o(0£Spo(i sitting down#

The remaining noun for reeurroatlon is of course o<vP<(r'To(<7-/s »,
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wàieh ©ooura fas? more frequontxy in the M*T* Like ô ycPrriy 
this tmm% was elevated to new dignity omoe having found its way 
into Biblical language# Moulton and Fiilligam wlto» ’The
MMative of Ac* 17 (oeo v*32) prepares m  for the total novelty 
of the meaning “resurreotloa'k it was a perfectly natural use 
of tho word» hut the idea wm itself new’ *  ̂ According to 
Bauor» Ae©ohylu© aeemo to have used v̂ĉ crraô /s with the meaning 
•reauweotion* t In hi© Bumenides» hut his a p h o r i s m focvovroj 
ûür/j c-crr' l>{yyL(rroc<r̂ s - is OU outright denial, of ©uch a posBihil- 
ity,

Gnostic end other influenooo led to similar deni do or 
equivocation© with respect to the resurrection on the part of 
those who colled themselves Ghristtans, llymenaeus end Phi lotus 
held that the resurrection had already tal̂ en place, thus excluding 
’ the notion of b future resurrection’ * Their error amounts to a 
gnostic denial of ecchatalogy Which æ  exalts the present statue 
■of Ohristitms that it aoes no need for hope and faith, Justin 
reports t!%e objections of a party who rejected the idea of re- 
Burreotiom, yet clung to the hope that at death their souls would 
he talcon up to Iwiwon̂  ̂ n/Xbis .,ĉy<xy,oĉu pJcv(?<rP̂ oc/ é/S rov oupocvoy^"^^ 
Bauer also recerde a Graeoo-Bomcm insoription ■ to the effect that 
belief in resurrection is a sign of eowsrdioe» Sc-Ao/ 7jb<vres 
ê/S c<Vg< (TT cxa~/\x yf/X yTfo y r(?J ^

Th© intensive form of the noun e'̂ ocv̂ <rro<̂ cr/j occurs in Phil*
3* 11 and no.tv elsaxvkere in the U'*-T* In a comment on this verso 
Lightfpot distinguishes between the two stsmdard phrases for the 
resurrection# y cX/cycrrcK /%0y re^pCov (I Oor# 15® 4̂ ) 
ho regards ae of general application ’ of th© dead whether good or



bad’# On the other hmd». y <̂ Vĉ cTr<x(r/5’. \̂<:ppc'̂y (fmm the
dead) IB host oomfined tp. the raising of the righteous,  ̂ This
dietinotion soomo feir, orm though 1% la baaed on ineuffioleat 
teki# The eoçpnd phrase appears in context© v/her© worth and, 
attainment are mentioned m , attendant faotore# There the ro- 
Burreotion la more than a naturM procès© or an aiitomatlc out- 
come; it is a prim to he won or els© a mark of divine esteem,
ICatheudo and ICoimag, Only one other pair of synonym© need conoera111# #  'm u m l  .i t# lu  jjw Ç  t m» . w, n  .

UB farther# and » verbs
that, (span’-, the %)eriod between death ^ d  reswreotioa, Both 
%7ords' are used to repro^emt the daily round of sleep. Besides 
employing the verbs in the customary literal sense» Paul m à  the 
Evangelists .use them figuratively as an ax>t description of - that 
%)hase which is otherwise know as death* Before passing cm to 
the motaphorioal usages of the t m  verba» w© may briefly allude 
tc 'the references to literal sleep in the Jenuo slept»

é K ic f fé r a fe  I Matt,# 8i 24| tho diaolplça xvora sloeplng» 
/KhcPé̂ cfJov'rba 26; #) ^ ̂ ô ûcû u/yoys {ïAik0 22# #); the
soldiers were brlbod to ©ay they v o m  K o /y n o /c ^ y 'u jy Matt, 28» 1); 
mankind in general may be classified m  f o v r c s t The so,
0?. 7'* In practice the two .verbs are synonymous to the extent of 
being l%iterohangeablo,

In three inatamcee /<ô hm a derogatory sense of spirit
ual sloth 03? apathy (Hark 13» 36; Eph> 5# 14# .X The as* 5# 6),
From • the entries in Lidell md Soett it would seem that till© 
extension of meaning cm bo paralleled in extra-biblical Greek» 
whor0/f^^^</^ aftcn occurs m  the equivalent of ’being id3.0’
Not. 5:0 with which neithor Im Biblical nor in secular
Greek acquired this particular at l#aat this is the



impression that o m  gets, from a perusel of the lexicons.
Whilst It Is - true that both verba have sometime a been used 

to signify the sleep of death, in the ease of ̂ ô ff&û co this 
peculiar ©uphemiotic son«o eauaot be exemplified in secular 
literature* This again'is an'inferenee dravm from data provided 
by lexicographer a * The few example© supplied for Kacffeuroj
as depicting the state of death derive from the LIS and the H*T, 
Olaasical and Hellonistio Greek furnimh mw%y ommplcc of ôf/uAi oj 
to connote the sleep of death*  ̂ k natural development of 
this connotation was that the graveyard hecamo imovaa m  the jilaco 
of Blmp^ /̂ op/v^ryp/o  ̂ (of* cemetry), Oepke:*s article on 
in T.wvl.f* tends to. hoar out the obeorvetiono m t  ahovos Dio 
Votohôl diant » seltener ewar als /<ofpici(r̂ oCf% aur eupheraistiohen 
BeBoichnung âea To des (1* Th* 5» 10) * Bpe elfiaeh Chris tllohos 
liogt in dieaar Hedeweise nloht* ’ (

It c.ould acarçely be argued on the haei© of lexical evidence 
largely figurative that the ©leap of death implied in 
is of a deeper kind than that indicated 1>y its synonym* The 
safe et course is to treat the two verbs as practieally synonymous 
in their %^* setting, hut hearing in aiind that ao a ouphomiaiB for 
the notion of death /̂ opA.<x̂ 1© the more usual term.

Another group of reforoncee form a bridge between the literal 
and the metaphorical uce of tlioae verbs* Those reference© occur 
in context© of parable© and miracles and symbolise or ©lee pre
figure the prolQBgod /<o//̂  ?̂<T-ys of doath* The parable of the Ton 
firgiias has already been discusBcd* Aboivt the virgin© it is said 
that i i h o ' ^ //c<?r (Mutt# 25« 5)* In 'the parable
of the Bead Growing Becretly» ta© farmer sleeps while
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Ood Is giving inoraas© (Mark 4* 27)*̂  By tho us© of 
/<cxûeo fe/ in the story of on© of Ohriet’© miraolcs of lifo- 
glTing (Matt# 9$ 24 # Mark g% 39 « Lvko 8; $2) and of /̂ rc£̂
in another mifaole story ÇJojto 11$. 11), it is mad© clear that 
Jqsuo soos death as a tranoitory phase through which man passes 
into nmi life# Ho have ©K̂ >l©yed the same Aranaic %7ord on 
both o€.aasiOBs# ^

The metaphor of sloop is introduced in the 0#T# end in 
aâ ooalyptic literature to represent the repose of death (Gen#
4ÎS 3D| II 8m# 7t IP4  Jer# 51$ 39}# ilohertson and fXmmaow 
quote an example of this from the fostmentS' of the Twelve 
Patriarchs; u'̂ Yty  ̂ Instmcoa of
Similar figurative adoption of Kû̂ pioĉ ô and its synonyms are 
given by Milligan? than© occur in pagan literature, but Milligan 
no tea that there m  in Ja?/ish writings ’the motŝ phcr occurs ## 
without any reforenao to the hope* # this
standpoint is bluntly expresaod in Jar# §li 39» c/7fvA<r'oucr'rv̂  
otTs/o^ cx,"cÂ /ov daath, however mild3,y
oonoeived, la thê  end. for # 0  enemies of God,

An improvaô ant on this aomhre prospeot of unending sleep la 
discernible in Dan# 12l 2# (Wo mod not consider the few other 
passages in the 0*T# in which th© possibility of tm afterlife is 
hinted at, haoaus© the notion, of sleep is absent from those passages) *»
(35) this text from Daniel epî tomises one of the 'deux courants
oachatplogiquem### I’caohatologio collective da la résurrection* 
it ia worth quoting in fulla *And many of them that sloop in the 
dust of the earth shall awake, #me to everlasting life and some 
to shciBO and overlasting contempt’ (B*?#)# This appoara to be the 
prevailing eoohatological mood of the H#T# ohaervabl© in almost
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every writer mû, enforced by the authority of the Master,
The metapherlcel usage of our two verbs is most oiearly seen 

in the following verses; A f o / y ^ a ^ ^ o C / In Matt# 27» 59} 4ata 7» 60?
% Oor* 7» m  15» 6# 18, 20, 51} 1 Thé#* 4» 13# 14, 15» 11 Pet.
3» 4 - t£cxâ£Li f&f̂ / in I The##, 5$ 10. If sleep is a» apt simile 
of the mconsoiouf state men call death, it is still more felioit- 
ous 8B a figure, when death i# viewed as terminating in resurreotioa, 
For after all men e^eot to waken up from sleep and generally do 
so. lilligan oheerve# that *it was doubt las# indeed the extreme 
appropriatenesB of the word i£o, in the latter direction
(future awakening) that ltd Bt# Paul to prefer it to k jT o & v ^ c r K û t y x  

in speaking of the death of believers’ * ' ■ '
If we could believe that death despite its duration is some- 

hcuv aîvin to the transience of sleep, then the grave would lose most 
of its terrors and he weloomed for what lias beyond its gloom#
KopUikio helps us to see death in proper perspective, F.F. Bruce 
describes £/<D(p 4̂ ?̂ in Acts 7» 60 as ’an uno:qpootedly beautiful 
word for so brutal a death» * the reality of death and above all
of Christ»s death# is never in doubt# but reality and finality are 
different things. Milligan’s quotation of Chrysostom»s moving 
mrds brings out the oataiytio effect of Christ»# death upon ours#
€ 7f£:( f i j  7} y \ l? £ V  o  X p i c r r o S  k ^ )  uTT ’& p " T O i /  /‘C o û ^ p /û ü

c( é?a(.Y £  /7 i J K £ r /  ûcÂ.VoL-r û S  / £ ^ \ £ / T o L /  )) 77̂  \/ £> (X)\)\oC

hifvûs /6f/ Kû'̂ uiKTiŜ '̂  ̂ It is a matter of differing viewpoints| 
what in man»# estimate seems the final stroke of fa## ’doBoribes*,* 
as Cod ©ees it .*• a ©leep from which there is to bo a wpeedy 
wakening».

The attitude of the N,T, towards the so-oallsd Intermediate 
State is one of significant reserve. After carefully examining the 
evidence (ton references to # mostly metaphorical or difsot
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quotations from tho 0,#,; , throo roforonoos to TTraip̂  fk/ctos 
8 almond la - led to the oonolueioB that * the two to mm ,,, each of 
thorn occurring only in a single relevant inotanoe# give us no 
ground for saying that Gtoist taught any doctrine of an Inter
mediate Btsto’., Nothing, will curb the human impuleo to peer
Into the unknov/n# hut doctrine ■ cannot ho w  our el y huilt on so 
slondor a foundation, Ihat has heem clearly revealed Is aeeUremoe 
enough for the Wliever, ’Anyone who falls asleep in Joeua», ,wrlteç 
Stauffer# Valaepe in peace. He sleeps till the final reveille 

In effect no one need wait for the Hesurrection 
longep' than the yearo of his life# for the dead in Ohriet shall 
rise to greet their King without any awareness of the lapse of 
time*.

All that remains to consider %m the time, factor m  it
ijilpinges upon the notion© of /<oiupo-̂ s and immediate entrance
into Glory# assuming that the two are somehow reconcilable, The
attempt to fit in ’psychological time* into the ’tidy patterns
of objective time’ is hazardous, But when we ponder the
indefinable dimensions of God’ # unbounded Now# wo are completely
baffled, Frof*. ‘loula hm recently pointed out that' in esohatology

%,0al mistake is to malto time the determining standard of .all
(44)I time scale is different’, For the omniscient

eu^tainerr of the universe# with its staggering magnitudes of a 
million light year these dilemmas are unreel, ’The date of 
death belongs to this mrld. Our day of resurrection is the 
came for all and yet is not separated from the day of death by 
intervals of centuries - for those time intervals are here# not 
there, in the presence of God# where ’ a thousand years are as a 
day’, To those who sleep in Christ# the sloop of a milleniuiB
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will seem aa but a night’a rest that is followed by the sudden 
awakening of a glorious dawn.
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CHAPTEH m  
ASFBGT3 OP THE BESUHREGTXON BODY

•Resurreotion’ end ’body’ are terms that stand together* 
Henoe an enquiry into the meaning of ’body’ in the context of 
reaurreotion in a vital etep toward» a proper underetanding of 
the reaurreotion doctrine# Thia may be done moat profitably by 
a oonaideration of I Corinthiana 15# a ohâ t̂er in which the two 
worda occur more frequently than in any other chapter of the 
N,T. The Corinthian pace age it#elf ia thoroughly Pauline in 
thought and temper? once the validity of the Apostle'a logic 
has been esaeeaed# $he remaining problems are mainly biological 
and metaphysical.
The Goapel and the Resurrection* For Paul the theme of re

surrection was an experiential 
issue of prime importance. The only Christ he knew was the 
risen 3on of Cod* What above all inspired him to restate this 
cardinal truth of the Gospel was the conviction that with its 
abandonment the whole structure of Christian belief and ethics 
would be in danger of collapse* Theologians of different eras 
and schools have shared Paul’s creed in this respect# and have 
held to his corollary that faith in the Resurrection of the Body 
cannot be dissociated from the Resurrection of Christ# Both 
articles are essential elements of the Gospel# and may be viewed 
jointly as the fitting sequel to the Incarnation*

We shall confine ourselves to two representative pronounce
ments on the subjects Westoott speaking for classic orthodoxy 
avers that ’ acoording%to /the. divine instinct of the first age# 
the message of the Resurrection sums up in one fact the teaching



of the Gospel* Xt Is the omo link between the seen and the 
unseen’ # the obverse of this affirmation is strikingly ex
pressed by a oontemporery theologian# Whom none can aoouse of 
ohsottrantismi Seihboid Hiehnhr oonfesets# ’there is no part of 
the Apostolio creed which# in our present opinion# expresses the 
whole genius of the qhristimn faith mors neatly than )m% that 
despised phrase# ’’I believe in the Besurrectlon of the body**#’̂ ^̂

What vmm the oiroumstance» that gave rise to this extended 
treatment of a decisive #%ttef? .scholarly opinion is divided 
on the issue# and it is unlikely that the precise 0itm ia Leben 
can be 'recovered* Oullmmn and Moffatt (inter alia) assume that 
Paul was combatting the Greek concept of the ’immortality of the 
soul'« On the other hand Oalvin felt that the Apostle was 
reaffirming the central fact of o.hristisnity in oppositiom to 
a Vague scepticism of the Hadduoeaa type# a cheerful (or 
cheerless) nationalism# which had crept into the Ohurch mid was 
crippling her witness# ’ I t  is not truth that is threatened’# 
explains Barth# ’but men in their relation to truth’ # In  
effect# F«ul manages to counter all objections without pin
pointing any single one#
Process or liraoie? In 1 Gorinthians 1§ the starting-point is

m  event rather than a hypothesis of natural 
immortality# The case for the crucial significance and con
tinuing efficacy of our Lord’s resurrection is enforced by the 
sevenfold repetition of the perfect# Jy/j/âproc/ (vv# 4# 12# 13# 14# 
16# 17# 20) I this describes’ a decisive action of God# which 
determines all that follows in Ghristim experience’, At 
V*12 Paul embarks upon the argument proper# Basically thia looks



liko a ayllogisBi (insofar as a question can ha oonverWd into 
propositions) * Tho oyXiogipn may be taken in tw waye; if 
there is no rosurrootion# ühriot ia not risen - or else - if 
Oliriat ia not risen there will be no roaurrootion, Dahl in the 
course of a detailed study diatinguiahea the traditional ?iow 
(dominant up to the 19th Century) from the ’âcoopted BWgaoia'7 
The earlier view tended to emphBaljBC the first form of the syllogisra 
thus leasrlng towards the idea of natural immortality? whereas the 
’AGOoptod Bxogosis’ sees the Lord’s roeurrootion ' as the efficient 
cause of all resurrection*

la there something inevitable in the resurrection 'process'? 
Thia ’necessity’# m  vm shall 000# is Iqbal's postulate'in Ms 
exposition of the Quranic approach to resurrection# 'the universal 
X>heaomsnon of life'. Dahl considers the implioationo of the 
view sympathotioaliy# pointing out that in w. a§# 53# along 
with Jë/" implicate, (<?Vr/ ) in v, 44# lends supposât to such a 
theory, 'But tMs is so important that it mitst proceed from 
some basic necessity either in the divine will or in the nature
of things*' Bosidoa 'the sood-plant anology of rr* 36 ff. 
lookB vary' l i W ' an appeal" to natural law whilst the
mology suggests a process or m  underlying principle# this is 
offset by the feet that resurrection,is plainly regarded
as a. mirwle#. end it is the pattern of ou^.own (Bom,.6; g),

Dahl#; however# is merely seeking to rehabilitato the 
Traditional view m  a counterblast to the f Aocex^ted BxOgosia* • 
Further on' in his study W  declares ' that 'if the imjplication’ 
i© that the .resurrection body cm% grow naturally out of the 
présmit one them the whole biblical conception of God's 
free gift'is imperilled', Eventually Dahl offers a com-



promise in which the Reaurreotion of the dead is deemed to he 
' the fulfilment of God' a plan for mortal man' rather than the 
'pure miracle' of the • Accepted Exegesis', Barth views the
matter not in terms of logical necessity arising out of an 
original immortality# hut as a general truth with a teleological 
pivot* He avoids the expression 'immortality' confining his argument 
to the two resurrections# 'the historical fact *#* is hound up 
*•* with the perception of a general truth# which by its nature 
cannot emerge in history# or *. can only emerge on the confines 
of all history #•*'♦
gmil imd Body* Hebrew thought conceived man as a psycho-physical

unity# and extended the scope of redemption to his 
total being. The key to Haul' a soterioloi^ ( in the fullest sense 
of that term) is to he found in his anthropology* Moreover in 
his anthropology the Apostle is ' fundamentally what he describes 
himself# a Ĥebrew of the Hebrews' # as J*A*T, Bohinson maintains*̂  
This is why Dahl makes great play of the 'Semitic Totality Concept'
(l5)j consequently an examination of Paul's onto^o|ogical terms# k 
notably au)/u.oL and is called for*

The famous pun (TiDp/̂ epitomises the anthropological
dualism of some leading schools of Greek philosophy# in particular 
prphism and Fythegoreanism* {Plate apparently quoted this pun 
on more than on# occasion (Gorgia# 493̂ 1 Gratylus 40Q H)# 'though 
it is doubtfhl how far he identified himself with the Orphic 
position? for unlike his Meoplatonic successors# he did not 
stigmatise the body a* evil# nor did he regard matter as the 
source of evil' # This modified Platonic dichotomy largely
influenced Patristic and Goholastic exposition of the doctrine of 
resurrection# and was accepted by the main stream of the Reformation
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Ohurohcî ÿ, Henoe Dahl om speek of Calvin's 'concoption of the 
nature end immortality of the soul as almost aggresively Platonic; 
and also since he tended to depreciate the value of the body'#

Whatever may he our evaluation of I*’ thia particular
setting# or our estimate of Platonic influence in the shaping of 
traditional exegeaia# the argument of I Corinthiana 15 hinges on 
the connotation of (Tcj,ua( in the Pauline epistle a# J#A,T, Hohinaon 
drawa our notice to the difficulty of tracing Paul's vooahulary 
at thia point hack to ita 0*T. source* GuriouaXy enough the
0*T* has no specific word for 'hody'# What it does supply instead 
are worda auoh aa meaning fleah# n'?Ill corpeo and
which ia ocoaaionally rendered 'hody'# hut which has m  religioua 
import*

Wheeler Hohinaon' a diagnoaia of man’ a make-up is a useful 
atarting-points 'The Hebrew idea of the peraonality ia an animated 
hody# and not an incarnated aoul' * Not being in a poaition
to dogmatise in matter# of Hebrew philology# I ahall content myaelf 
with quotations from outstanding O.T* scholars# even though thia 
may sound like a pompous rolling out of famous names* A*B* Davidson 
thus analyse» neuheah* 'the actual living creature #*• in a word 
the living concrete individual# when the word Was applied to the 
immaterial substratum of this life# the "soul" the seme concrete 
individual character •*• still adhered to it'*^^^ More tersely
Pedersen declares that 'the body is the soul in its outward form'* 
A0 regards the permanence of this substratum Vriesen contends that 
the nephesh can never be taken 'in the sense of an independent 
element in man which possesses eternal life in its own right'

It goes without saying that where in the gospel## the

(91)



tramalate # what Joeue really ©aid emd meant
wao » The Greek word oocurB in Matt. 8# 9D? 6s 25; 108 39;
16s 2%  Mark 3# 4? 10# 45î Luke 9* 56; 141.26; John 10$ Ilf
18* 25* In each of these exa#lea the A*f* and B#8,V, dtaoerninglyIrender Mfo'.. Paul’$ uaage follow© a similar trend# though vdthA
signifi'oaat doviatlone# He uaea yux^i twelve times. Im eight 
inetenoe© the meaning ia equivalent to ' life’ or ’poreon’ (Horn*
2% 9% 111 3| 13$ If 16# 4f X Oor. 15# 45l XX Oor. i* 23;
Phil. 2$ 3Pf X The# g* 8). The remaining ooourreaoas of the 
?;ord raej ho regardod'ao more s tr ic t ly  ’ psyohioal’ (Eph#6* 6f 
m%.l. It a?) Ool. 31 83» Î m e #  5» 23)» thon#i except in
the case of the last referonoe the ’paychology’ is one of émotion
rather %hm of a constituent that cannot deotroyod.

The solitary reference to I Oorinthiaas Ig occurs
in V. 45 fc3<roiv (M.B.B# ’animate being)* This is a
direct quotation from Gen* 2# 7# which Davidson rondera ’he 
became a living b e i n g ) ’That which peraieta’# acya Barth# ’ia 
not the aoul (that latter ia the predicate which muat give place 
to something el a©)# but the body# and even that# not aa cm imortal 
body#„.bht in transition from life in death to life’ #  ̂ All 
told# thia otherwisa oruoial passage she da no light on the nature 
or destiny of the soul# iaaofar m  yupp i# envisaged independently 
of rikpoi * Olcarly little prcgrosa c#i bo made along thia lino# 
and a Gonsideration might yield profitable résulta.

The plurality of meaning that attaohos to (nZpiĉ in the LXK 
has already boon alluded to; the teaŝ'a can be ©hown to repremont 
nb:fewer.: than<lele;ven different worde#^^^ In this respect the 
Greek wrd resembles the English ’body’ (etynologically untrace- 
able), #ich displaya similar traits of polysemy# with at least



ton distinct aeammgq,. Xîjpicx oùQwm »ino times ia the ohaptor 
under review (l Cor* Igi 30# 37$ 38 bis# #  bia# 44 thrioe); 
oiiv. oxmiiination of it© nuances ia crucial to our understanding 
of Paul's resurrootion doctrine*

Lika (Tup^^û-Ûjy^a §m stand for the external frmio of man 
(Gal* 61 17} I Cor* 13# 3). More frequently the oxpreasion 
'ia the nearest equivalent to our word personality'* The 
following exmiplaa cm be brought forward in support o f tliis 
equivalence# Horn. 12* 1# where the H*E*.B* read# 'very solves';
I Oor* 6* 18# 19? Iph* 5* 98» here éa:(yroy iiya rf̂c beat osml&im 
'̂ocutZjv (noptuToC ; in Phil* 1* 20 (raj/ĵ c<7/\uou %o properly rendered 
'in my person' N*i#B* J*Â*T» Robinson who cites these exemple a 
goes on to point out that often 'is simply a poriphrasis
for the personal pronoun' (Rom,6* 12} II Oor* 4* 10} of. 1 Oor.
6» 10. In Bom. $i 6; 7$ 24» 8* m  PMI. 3: 21, feha
collective g^plioution Of <rk/pcK suite the context, Oommenting 
on the first two of these voroes F*F. Bruco writes#. 'The body **#
is that herit.f;igo of human nature embjoQt to the law of sin and
death «*• maaea nerditionis in which the whole of the old creation 
la Wolve*'. '

Obviously we cannot, sharply define the individual aapect 
of crüptx. over against the corporate, For instanoe in Rom*08 6 

the tra%%alatos 'the sinful solf# a-aatisfaotory alternative
to the ooilootive -sense, • Nor# as J.,A*T, Robinson insists# cm% we 
readily distinguish < ^ p } from all thA& Is implied In 
Robinson goes ■ on to quote a comment by Althaus# ''Because the one 
and the sô no body ia both ( sum of sensual functions) and
oiopoL (n limb of Ghrist's risen bodj’)f cny concrete or objective 
oaqiresslon of what dies m d  what Is preserved and purified



ly*

through rosurraoliion is ImpoBeiblo'•  ̂ This statement does 
not militate ©gainst the oonolusloh that <n3/̂ oc io oloser to 
the meaning 'person' than it is to any other oenae conveyod 
hy the word 'body'.'

The qollootiTo aonso of <r̂ po(. insures that the truth© 
embodied ia the term 'solidaire' are not loot sight of; while 
its indefinable connexion with <rupl betokens a visible form.
It thus seems that whilst in Paulino parleuoo (nZpicciB a fluid 
term# it approaohes most olooolj to the meaning ' essential 
personality' or 'ego'# however these v/ords might be visually 
oonoeived* A parallel English usage is suggested by the sentence# 
•somebody's calling you'# whereupon we instantly visualise a 
person without much thought of si sing up his physical frame.̂
Qlimax and Analogy, To recur to the argument proper (I Oor.

15' 12 ff,)* Paul's promises end deduotions 
ere calculated to reassure the believer"rather than impress
the outsider. Ho introduces the hortatory (/o/ at strategic
points in his 'polemic' (w* 1# 31# 50# 58), Qhrysostom in a 
homily confesses that 'if Ohrist be not raised# neither should 
others be raised' does not at first sight seem plausible' 
what reason can there be in this? Since then this doth not 
appear to be very reasonable# see how he works it out fully, ^
In similar strain Barth agrees that 'Luther was right enough when 
he said that to proceed as Paul proceeded here was a weak 
dialeotioa or demonstration among heathens and unbelievers# that 
is nrobere negatum per neg?atum, or peters prinoinium*, ^
Eventually the Apostle resorts to anology ( w, 35-44) “ and revelation 
M  i/dTr/yp/ov{y0 51) ,



YY^

thmi omTbiark on a longthy treatment of eao^etioal 
problème, aball select a few aalient pointa from the chapter, 
which bear on the theme of resurrection, ti?he aubllme paragraph 
(t t , gO-:s8)# that follows the Initial presentation of the issues 
at stake (rv,12^19)f 1^ imuoually rich in spiritual insights#

(t . 20) foreishadows the soed^plant anology unfolded 
from v#3g onwards# In v, 28 wo have a crux interpreturnV -  ̂ ^ , / p ^

"Ti-o /fo/v r^s j£uû7ron̂ éy?̂ (rov7ç̂ ,f thls S0M9 havo taken
to suggest universal restoration# Heputable exegetes are 
adverse to the view that such mstoretim Is necessarily connoted# 
B#H# Gharles regards the phrase H n  Olnrist* as decisive, restrict
ing the denotation of the clause to 'all lAo are spiritually,; in 
fellowship with Christ##' Bobea?tson end Plummer hold that
it is precarious, on th© basis of this text, to argue that 'all 
mankind will b© saved', and further note thatyLo/73/<?/V may 
be used in a 'natural sense' of resuscitation, ^

safe inference can be dram regarding the question of 
universi^ism from a passego primarily intended to demonstrate 
the reality of resurrection# lering correctly assesses Paul's 
aim* ^11 laisse on'bout ce chapitre le# damnes dans l'ombre'
% 0  denial voiced in II Macc#7# 14^0 equally lacks scriptural 
warrant, 'But for you there v/ill bo no resurrection to life'; 
if this is taiten to exclude the ĉ v̂c/crroccr̂s /<p/̂ <r̂ pJs cf John g: 29# 
Paul was more concerned with t W  positive side of the Gospel than 
with negative# Moffat’in hlc commentary recalls the words of a 
Jewish writer, the Apoetie's contemporary, who exclaimed, '^ruly 
I shall not weigh what sinners have prepared for themselves, 
death, ûdgraent and perditionp rather I will rejoice in what 
the righteoue have won^ homecoming redomptiom and recompense'



(IV Bad. 8» 38

Geologically, v#S8 roprosonta the qlimax of the %iatle 
iva Tj o (3êûs tîûcvtol êv /7b?(r/y , the import of this pronouuc©*»
üieni lie# in the aaeura&oe that individual resurrection is not 
an ; end in itself, hut finds its rightful place within the 
context of aivine^human solidaire #

Despite its ehortcominge the seed-pl&nt analogy ( w .35 ff*) 
in remarkable hpth for its aptness and vividneae# Not surpï̂ ieingly 
it crops up in the Talmud, and is used by Jesus as well as by 
Paul# Death involves dissolution; life in Ohrist reguii'es 
continuity# %e tiny seed meets both conditions# Go mystery 
of life out of death is thus graphically illustrated by on image 
dravm from nature; yet this very image retains, at least for 
the religiously-inclined, an. element of the mystorious verging 
on the supornatural* 'Go modem mm', observes Jeramias, 'passing 
through th© ploughed fields thinks of'what is going on beneath 
the soil, and envisages a biological development# ĥo people of 
the Bible passing through the some plough-land, look up and see 
miracle upon miracle, nothing less thmi tlio resurrection from 
the dead' #  ̂ Ultimately oven the scientific mind will concede 
that the process of life and growth is as inexplioablo as it seems 
ine Vi table#

Many of the Babbie believed that the particles of the body 
would reunite at the resurrection# A modified form of this 
theoi?y wee held by several Dlmrgh: Fathers# Grtullion's elegant 
formulation of it will suffice as example# ’roaurget igitur 
caro, et quidom omnis, ot guidem ipsa, et guidom integra'* 
Chrysostom imvelgha against the opponents of the view end aslm,



'But where io that wonderful and surprising trophy over death, 
if one body fall and another rise again? .#. Why, it is not one 
BUhstanoe that i« «own and another that ia raised, hut the same 
auhatanoe improved'#  ̂ Prediotahly oommentatore of reoent 
years have reacted against what they oame to regargj m  crude 
and materialist opinion® of resurrection, Meyer hurats out with 
'How unintelligent to think ### that the mame body that was 
buried muet be restored isvery wheat «talk contradiote
thee', 'But', retort# Dahl, 'every wheat «talk doe# nothing 
of the sort since it is biologically identical with it# seed'* (̂ 0)

After rapidly tracing the development of the ' crude' view 
enshrined in baptismal creed#, Archbishop Ramsey is loth to 
dismiss the formula 'resurrection of the flesh' as a perversion; 
rather he see# it as 'bearing witness to a Christian view of the 
body as against a "spirituality which threatened the whole Christian 
conception of men and the world' * with all its defects the
traditional view doe# hold fast the idea of continuity, without 
which there could be no justice in the sequel to resurrection, (̂ 2) 
However, once is e<p*ated with essential personality (or
self), the conviction# of the past will be seen to dovetail with 
the result# of modern scholarship.

It is the 'sown' (r'LUpLd that is compared with the yiyMvo\/ k 6j<ko^ 
the epithet is applied not in any pejorative sense of 'mere' but 
as ' naked' grain (N,1,B#) seed that is yet to ripen and be fully 
clothed, The pre-resurrection process is hardly a biological one.
Death is all too real an enemy, and could be viewed as a 'process, 
in which the bodily form of the human organism decays in order 
that its essential principle may pass into some new mode of



oppression'', ^̂ 3) But whilst the dooaying may bo prolonged, the 
•passing'- iss InstaBtanoouB,- Barth with his flair for coining 
the incongruously apt oaya, 'It might muok rather be called a 
thanatologioal magnitude* *

How radical io the change which tho ct̂üüûoL 'undergoes, mid 
by which the àn/yêfcoŸ . shin# forth m  tho K/1;/ (v.̂ O)?
Gereas Paul's first analdgy ■t'oeauro#' the Identity of ossenoe 
botwooa-past'and future self#' hie second analogy would-e^em ■. 
to suggoet a drestio alteration of foriî (in the Greek eense of 
piofiz/p)* Where is ho end to the variety of forme in the universe• 
Boubtloss the heavenly body held in store will be decidedly unlike 
the earthly* , yet truly derived from it* As* however* v/e mo the 
hand of God in the mirael# of resurraotion# the new bO(^ cannot 
be wholly derived from the old*

Oh' the evidential basie of this issue notable loxioograrjhora 
aro at variance* •' OrimWDhayer asoumed. t h a t m e a n t  'totally 
different' in qomtraet * ’which on the strength of tMs
hypothoaii should mean partially different#  ̂̂ B a U e r *  cm the 
other hand'iî holds that the t%# terme are virtually interchange able 
fhë 0ccur:̂ nco of the eynomyms in àl-ternate; ver com (vv##* 41) 
would appear to favour Bauer's judgment'* ' Such refinements of 
Imiguagt̂ 'Wore foreign to t W  %oatlo' e mind# ' Perhaps the 
aWhoî pcrô s'Goc of w# 51* S2 most adequately conveys hla intention* 
and gives, the, qenop of a striking transformation which none the 
lose does not exclude continuity#

<>nr bord' # resurrection appoar^ceo help to
explain %}i%u paradoxical #et#4ip* Equally 

applicable to' the resurrection body of Ghfiat is Hasiangen'a



aphoriBm on the Inoarnatiom, "What Ho wm not ho bocaï̂ e# what 
Ho , not H© romain©d* $ #, truth which forW, in line with Mb 
faTomlto thBsi«* .parapMeBOB thus* '-J'Obub- remalmd the Oodaan 
foravar* that ho novar shad Mo humaâ natur#' Go prohaMXlty
Is B t m  strphgar that for #  human nature will romain a permanent 
poBBosoioa#, Olavlei?' Booa nothing Incompatible in ©BBOolatlng 
nome#B. with continuity# rather thê  result will be in aooortê oe 
with God's purpoioi 'Continuité ft nouveauté ne #e eontra#8©nt 
pas, mai# a© opmbinont harmonieusement* suivant le plan do meu' 
WeatoQtt eaproBBeB the isme truth by stating that in the rosurreetion 
'nothing 1# token away* but something is added by which all that 
wm before present ie transfigured'•

In addition to having a heavenly origin* the reaurroctioa 
body is integrally l ip k o û . with the Holy %irlt# Ho phrmo $o 
neatly epitomiaOB Paul's conception of this future 'bodily fxpreosion* 
m  does the numinoW 'n'v6̂ u/tco(r/^ov^ Of adjeatlvea pertaining 
to this class Clavier' aoym 'Be- #$in#noe /̂ o/* la .mem© # #  dans
(TapK^f/<o\/ * semble indiquer"que cette ©pith#te m  désigné pas une 
composition .##, maie une dependmco ou i w  direction # Con
cluding Mb enquiry Clavier m.aintMuB-- that: the Basentlal ohea»aotçr- 
iBtiç of (TcOyCioc TT'vc-iJMoc^iKùM '##ot p #  d?âtro OU w n  un aorpB en x 
oaprlt* mais une: er̂ #%e #  l'ioprit* -##%#'# par l'Esprit#
In-other .words■the-atroBB is"not on some- ghoot^lik#'’appoarenoe 
BO much ÉB on control by the spirit# With thio ̂ Bhrth • agrees* '.God's 
■ Spirit triumphs W t i n  a pur#' spirituality (OeiB.taein). buts 
it 1b raised a (ClO'd-) spiritual, body* the end of God*-a. way lo 
corporeality'# '

'Pleeh m à  blood'* Paul insists* 'cannot' inherit the kingdom



of God̂  (I Oor, 15*50)# This again pointa to the otherworldly* 
tra».ocon<i©nt03> phase of the Kingdom# So far so good* yet the 
denial poses a prohlemi how oan it ho reqonoiled with Ghriet’s 
poat-rasiirrootion* 'for a spirit has not flesh and hones m  you 
so© that 1 have' (luke 84» 39) f Perhaps the two sayings can he 
harraonisodf if we regard them as hound phrases* the first re
presenting our mortal nature* whilst the seoond si^ifies a 
visible shape of unvarying çonsictenoy#

Arqhhishop Bmmsoy has m  instructive sontenoe apropos the 
ahandonemont of the rigid antithesis between spirit and matter* 
a view fashionable in the previous generataon; *But to-day there 
is in physics the tendency to regard material objects as the 
organisation of energy in particular forms* and to hold that the 
persistence of a body lies not In the immutability of its 
physioal constituents.but in their continued organisation in 
aooordance with the principle of the body's self-identity' 
a principle first perceived by Origon aa, Saiaeey informs tis# May 
not the clue to this principle of organ!laatiom lie in TT̂ drUf̂ rikd̂

Science etends baffled before the more perple#ng riddles 
•of life and death, The particles of our present bodies are in 
constant flux over cha.nging 'while the aamenoss of the subject 
continues'# 'It is apparently a mystery to Science'* wites
Dahl* 'why cells grow old and die* since there is no reason why* 
giyea the right conditions and not\rishmen% colla should not 
0x1 at indefinitely'.# Dahl takes it that th© right condition© 
will be re stored in a different sphere of oxiatcnc©# lor
need wo rule out the poaaibllity of a nonf̂ cellular bôdÿ>

A point of contact with Paul's previous resurrection manifesto



is provided in I Oor# 15* 51 (of# I The as# 4* 13 ff)| the 
parallels m à  contrasts are worth noting# Both passages bring 
out the element of surprise and suddenness that is associated 
Width the End# In both the trumpet is sounded* 'This 1» the 
deoisivQ sign of crisis# God wills it (the trumpet is the sign 
of command) * •  ̂ l/dth this explanation wo may combine the 
insight afforded by Rev# 1* 10b* 'a great voice as of a trumpet'* 
and Rev# 1* 15 b# Gorrington notes that the earlier ' highly 
imaginative expression of these hopes and aspirations was 
tempered ♦# by $t# Paul in I Oor* XV# The vision of the
Lord descending is central to the earlier view* whereas the 
event of Christ rising is the decisive element in the latter#
Paul's intention has altered; in I Cor# 15 he focuses attention 
on the fate of the departed* v/hile in 1 The as# he is more 
ooncemed with the destiny and solace of thoae who survive#

(Twyjd̂  1ÏVC-0/UoCTf KDV la Paul's ansmr to the questions he 
poses in v#35# Correctly understood it answers both queries#
Not only does the phrase serve as the link between the pro- <md 
post-resurrection experience of m m  {(ua/.i or being the ̂ rncbsAiging 
prinoiple of human axis tones)* it is also a pledge that the 
unity of all who rise in Christ will be confirmdd through tho 
new predicate of sound spirituality^ 7î\/éU.U(xri k o V « A soul 
without a body, even if conceivable* would be 'inoomplete and 
distressingly dull*# H#l# Mackintosh adds that 'an outer mode 
of being necessarily belongs to spiritual life as such* and that 
if we think away externality there is on end of fellowship# 
Philosophical idealists may disagree vdth tho view'that externality 
is anything but contingent; nevertheless Mackintosh's hypothesis 
conforms to the promise of Scripture# Ho quotes a couplet to clinch



th o  m a t te r#

The otemal form will still divide/ ̂ 7^
The eternal soul from all beside#

#  would Buhotituto 'self for 'eoul'* mà  venture to apx>oud a
quoiifying couplets

The Eternal Ĵ pirit shall all unite 
In Love's eternal circle bright#
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OlâFTBt

Bnaoe Time and Deiiy is "the title fmmuB pMIobo- 
phioal fhe m m  ia tho street, regarda the

first 'tw dimeaeioBe as more er" le# real, sinoe- they may be 
oonoeiiroâ of m d  mêa&ureà; though preoise definition of suoh 
oatogorios eludes the ohaervor* St# Augustin© oaoo confessed 
that he knew what time was until someone asked him what it;:#as;. 
then ho did not know#  ̂ io far as the realist (naive, critical 
or B0O-) is concerned deity is a concept of little consequenoo# 
fo the idealist, on the other hand, deity is a magnitude of a 
different order from space and time# in some respects more real 
but equally indefinable# Oonversely, he may look upon space and 
time as illusory#

We 0 m  discuss eternity ’oniy■ in terns of notions derived 
from time or analogies based on time* If in fact time and 
eternity were 'utterly disparate# further discussion of eternal 
dimcnbions would be pointless* Man was created in God's image# 
and this image is a pointer to our understanding of divine 
attributes# Apart from the image tho substance remains inscrutable, 
Plate declares that time is the image of the otomel cY-Av'/e,.$ .. <?/'VoVoc 
Xpovov /̂ (Y/ü<gy/(Timaeus 3733) $  ̂ to arrive at a tenable
view of eternity our reasoning faculties are thrust onto the track 
of time# Austin Farrar putB it'thuss **th© positive ' meaning we 
assign to the words "eterml"# "spirit" ##*# is borrowed from 
finite ea#erienoes of cur own# Our type of ■ eternal is (say) a 
law of nature exemplified in all physical events throughout tima'*^^^

l0 there then m y  warrant for Oullman* s view that eternity



m m

must bo taken aa ©ncUos© time# and that tho two ooaoepts ûq not 
a tend ox>poso4‘? More recently Barr has disputed tho validity 
of this conclusion# ainoe he olelma it roots on a faulty linguistic 
procedure# The burden of Barr’a contention is that the lexioal 
data on* time in the Bible connot be fitted into a preconceived 
theological eoheme* Bearing hi© atricturaa in mind wa shall 
proceed cautiously and resist the temptation to theoriae or 
generalise#

9 /The noun is a convenient atar:ting-X30int for this enquirŷ
Used v&thout qualification it oohvoys the sense of 'an age' - a 
period of time* Oonverted into an adjective it signifies 'eternal'♦
Eenc© it may serve aa a puâ ely verbal link between the concepts 
of time and eternity# Barr reminds us of instances where Plate 
m m o ( ] i v v in one or other sense# In the .fimaoua (l?d) his

7 ^usâ go suggests the endless# Tfo jd l  / ^ d i / û v rù js  a( tu j^ps # which 
âroher-Éind translates 'eternity that abides'# Bleewhor© Plato 
seems to us© the same noun *&o signify 'time' simply ^pÇ^ûChdTTo^ 

cY/wŷ  r / o L y  ù v t d £ (Laws ?01 o), Barr gives this as 'passing a 
hard life' # A#B# Taylor offers a more intensivo paraphrase of 
this eagpression 'a hell of unending misery'# which is closer
to #,e connotation of ca"/u)V in the Tiĝ yis.

O.ullmann draws a corroborative deduction from tho fact that 
'the plural "ages" is particularly preferred whom eternity is 
mentioned'# to speak of 'eternity in tho plural proves that it 
does not signify tho cessation of time or timolescness #### it 
moms the linking of an unlimited aeries of limited %mrld periods# 
whose suceeesion only God Is able to survey' # Apparently
Oullmann is not alone in m#ing this assumption; ^aase in his 
T#W,M#T# article v laboured under a similar misconception#^



^ Gie is oourao ia Barr's line# end he is at pains to demonstrate 
tîiat-tliQ preforenco for o/ZÏLvgs, on the part of two writers 
io purely stylistlo# Go Seer of the Apocalypse and the Apostle 
to tho ‘.Clontileo both plump for the plural# this being more in 
aoeord vidth the doxologiool sotting 'to ?dii<?h many oaaes in Paul 
and the Apocalypse ho long* • Obvious ommplcs of this form
occur in Horn# 16: 27§ Gal* Is 5| Phil* 4» 20; II Tim#4̂  18;
Eov* 1: 6; 5: 13; 11: 15#

Furthermore# Barr maintains that where t^/uj «/ j  o^/ij vds 

appear in bound phraoee likOz;W c^jybvDd and ro L s  o<^[û\/oiS 

the oemmitio value of y need not be the sarao aa when it la
used freely# Barr is right thus far# though the eemantio
value jd J y ^ v e s may be constant whenever these bound
phraaoa ax’e used# if allowance ie made for the backward-looking
direction of come of these phraeeo and the forward-looking
direction of the root# lore pertinent is Bm'r'e obaorvation 
that 'the me of the plural in comtoxta like d/s roos #,*
may be traced to, *#$ the Hebrew or ##aio phenomenon'# which 
h m  been mtyled 'ÿlwal of extension'*_ Accordingly ocf^jvds 

is only a foarnial"'plural of # m h  a similar relation exists 
between olm»îm and ̂ clm; plurality is not here a relevant factor#

Whilst OUllmaan'B argument ounhot bo sustained on loxicel 
grounds# it„ docs not follow that hie conclusion • is. thereby 
proved false* On o<Jüjv/os Barr's conclusions are closer to 
Oullmenn's Who 'rightly B o m that for his sense# the. entirety of 
time without limitation# ho hae to turn mainly to the adjective 
o(/asv/s?d *9 especially, as 'the sense o f f o u n d  in "this ago" 
has HO adjectival' counterpart' #• For our present purpose it
seems best to narrow 'èo\m the discussion to o<!ujv with tho



moaning 'unlimited duration* plus the matching adjoctiTo o</cu\//os 
and to ignore tho equation  ̂a limited period or this ago*

Prof# Barclay is almost certainly correot In hio eumime 
that 'Plato may even have coined The choice of
tho epithet# aa descriptive of the Platonic universe of idee© 
was dotthtleaa purely arbitrary# yet felicitous in its derivation 
from̂ /Ajv' # Hesiod# Theognis and Isocrates had used tlie noun 
in the unlimited sense, Plato does not employ the adjective
with m%y frequency; it is used too sparingly by him for solid 
conoopt-building# And #oreaa it fits in brilliantly with his 
grand design# tho philosophic usage of such words cannot be 
determinative for our grasp of the unsophisticated Biblical 
approach to tho eternal.

Heed we assume that the Platonic sense of this term was 
what the Biblical translators (LX3C) and writers had in mind# 
when they rendered o(//jjv/d6 for n^iV or else reproduced the 
Greek term to exprosa their Master's words? To take a tent
ative examples Plato sets 'indestructible' in sharp antithesis 
to 'eternal*# ^(vdSh&Opo^ ochW ûi/k cdf/l)v/ov 
tho referenco is to the complex of body and soul, Gan the body 
in this Platonic complex ho rightly described a© imperishable?
By contrast Jesus relates the two concepts of ' eternal life' 
and 'imperishability' ao mtocedent and consequent Uurols

c//ùüv/ûV y At// ÛU ptiy o/Tî û \ u) V Toc/ # *, (John 10s 28) ; 
or else the second clause is to be regarded m  explanatory.

From a scrutiny of the entries under in several
lexicons I confess it difficult to locate the precise Platonic 
sense of the ivord# insofar as it goes boyoad perpetuus* Abbott-



Smith's entry makes no mention of Plato# and define a the 
adjective in temporal or ©upra-teiaporal terms# 'ago-long'#
' that which is without either beginning or end', ( In Liddell 
and Scott the emphasis is again on duration rather than on the
qualitative aopect# 'perpetual*# 'holding m  office for life - 
perpetual* *  ̂ Grimm-Thayor give tho primary moaning a© 
without boginning or endlesa# adding that from Plato onward© 
tho epithet draws attention to tho * immoaaurableneee of eternity* #

Turning to Bauer on offôuv/ûj # we find that Plato ia 
mentioned aa an opening geaturo: •eternal*# with the additional
caption 'standing epithet for princely# osp# imperial power* # 
Under Hiie heed the following references are listed* II Thom*
2s 16; Eeb.g; 12; Acts 13» 48; IX Pet.la 11. The second of 
these verses# Heb.pa 12# speaks of cz/ajv/ocv 'hurjotjucnu' ; this# 
in the light of Rev. 13» 8# and Gad's eternal plan of redemption# 
may well represent * unending extension in tho backward, direction*, 
A similar caoo ooul.d be mad© out for tho ' eternal Kingdom* of 
II fet.li 11# extension in both directions# Most of the examples 
from the N.T, provided by Bauer are grouped under temporal or 
oupra-tomporal headings - long ages ago# before time began# 
without end# for all future time. 'It is impossible to 
carry the qualitative sense through the New Testament'# declares 
8almond# 'it is only when we take the quantitative sense as 
fundamental that the different uses of the tom (̂ /ajk/z?̂  ) 
explain themselves*. ^

Perhaps# however# Moulton and Milligan* s judgment on the 
matter in ita compreheneivo sweep beat covers the factes 'Without 
pronouncing any opinion on the special meaning which theologians 
hme found for thia word# w  must note that outaido tho N.T. in

(22)



%l%0 vernacular aa %n tho clasaioal Oreok ##. it aovor loses the
( pq)aonao of pô rpetuus* # ' From these pronounoomonts v;a could 

take it tho meaning 'perpetual* or ♦everlasting* i$ the oommon 
denominator in virtually all tho cohtoxta vfhono oooura*

To revert to Plato's definition of Time; ho does not 
expressly deny that time ie eternal ^̂ /luv/ûv dhtovu 
ih'̂ ûM̂ Kcdy.iê  t on .wM.oh hia annotator eommonts# * not%vi the tending 
this (contnaot) time itself is declared to be eternal . It is 
eternalf not m  an ,aggregate, but as a whole*, ( Strictly
speaking it ia the attribution of eternity to 'portions of timo*
that Plato deoioively r e j e o t e i .♦ )\c/'/éU\dûy/dr ^tt/
7 )̂/ <î/'f/û'/ û£//t/c7Y ûûK Dpffojs (Timaous 37 D)# Prima facie@ this 
intuition may be roconoiled with the perspective of Gen, 1*

At the riak of solf-contradiction wo ehould raise tho question, 
by no means auperfluouct but not immediately germane, did time 
begin v/ith creation? Barr quotoe Philo* c interpretation of the 
creation story m  it implngec on the 'making* of timeiĵ/?//£>v̂j \ ) )\ \ ? -, / >'

7yY T fp o  /YûcTyUou û( \ a /7 (TûY  o/ ùJTuj y d y o Ÿ ' S Y  ?y M é t  M r û V \ ^ ^ i

Be that as it may, it is analogically probable that time like 
human life was created in the beginning# m à  y^t becomes endless 
in the forward direction.

%#t the qualitative .e@n#e often adheres to 'eternal* is 
un#ni#l0* Ouilmaha in fact n#its thic, as "an attribute of 
God# the adjective has the tendency to .lose it© time
sense and is used in the qualitative sen# of divine-immortal*
Though of qour# divine-iimortel is not a sharply defined attributes# 
and cannot be easily distinguished from: everlasting'. In numorous 
instances oifiJy/DS. is applied not directly to God's person# but to



relations# plans amd re all tie a of which, he la the Initiator*
Mo3?oly to define tlio adjective in ©uoh context© m  confomiing 
to tho divine natura is to put tho problem a ©toga further baok*
Wo have ©till to make a choice; ie it to be tho God of Aquiîia© 
Oalvim# ,Barth or Tillich? The philological question ie turned 
into a theological predicament* Beeido© one thcologim, in hie 
more ©peoifioally philosophical mrke# use© 'tho eternal* as a 
oubetitute for God# ' becaucc the latter has moeociations which 
are not common to all religion*, ^

It is more than probable that Jcsu# used n^iy or one of 
it© dorivativeo, when describing the eternal* It is equally 
probable that for the Bvangoliota and the Ape©tie© the O.T* 
concept of .Wtemity* waa a controlling factor in their adoption 
and adaptation of ocJùjv/ojs #. They quote freely from the 0 * T* # 
but never once allude to P l a t e 0*#* Dodd adduce© exaiiiplo© 
from Jo-wish appcalypae to illustrate the m o. o t  c^yuJv/o<

♦for the life after doath, conceived aa- Indefinitely, or avon 
infinitely prolonged''. In this cenncxlon Dodd contrasta the 
lexical predilection© of Philo and John* The former in using 
uûoivdi<r/cd leaned toward© pagan usage; while 'in its preference 
for the form/Iv77 the Fourth'Oospoi betray© the Jewish
affiliation, of it© language.' * ^

k brief note on the use of übiV in the O.T# may be holful* X  
8almond observé© that# 'The Hebrew Scripture© have a variety of 
oppressions for indefinite or unlimited duration# of which the 
most important is the familiar übiv **** That it done tes 
duration admit© of no question'* As this is #0 .epimlcm
of a N*f* Scholar# we need to turn to Hebrew XoxLmm for'
Verification* Koehle%^43amgartner define nbiX m  a long time#



long, duration# all future time# eternally#. eternity - Umt not 
to bo uudoratood philosophioally* • give the follow
ing oxpreesions m  equivalent to nViV 'long duration# antiquity# 
futurity# indefinite unending future! * ^

Barr doubt© whether 'mrde. for. tlma end. eternity ... when 
brought together will fall into a pattern syroorphou© ivlth tho 
truth about time and eternity* # Aooordlngly he adtl.30o m. to 
ooneide.r the eyntaotioal context of moh wvàn in, order .to 
appraise the ©omentio velue of any apeolflo word#  ̂ But# 
when this, ha© been done# oo.mo form of ©ynthesia must be worked 
out# if the positive content of l̂̂ jsZ/os <. i# to be ascertain
ed# Barr# however# does not concern hlmeolf v4 th positive eon*:̂ 
olueloTO# The frequent .ocour̂ eenoe o t  càIuj^/os ia the H*T#- 
preclude® a piecemeal investigation of the evidence in a single 
chapter; so we ©hall confine the discussion to noteworthy 
examples and patterns of thought#

In the ByEoptic.goBpela sometimes qualifies a
'disturbing reality*! TT̂/y? (Matt# 18» &)$/do/sa/r/v (Matt#25» 43,-46)1 
o f 7-7; ro^(Mark 3: 29)§ of^Ttupos (Jude 7) # MeNoile 
comments: roTTup td ô /ljv/dv ##*# would suggest to a Jew of that
doy "unending fire"* (Matthew ad v# 16» 8)# In the Marcmi text
(3» the epithet ia .further enforced by the preooding T0 7  

îuJVo( # which without doubt boars a * duratlve' meaning# f# 
Taylor describes this •act of sin as a permanent barrier •*.#*; 
he la loth to r̂egard the Ivangelist' s language bb * that of strong
hyperbole# *  ̂ Of special intoxoBt in ?̂ujy/dy found
in II Theas#!# p# poles apart from Plato*© àYu)}\ù3Do^mmm^kW ouk 
oi/ojYjDV (Laws 904 a)# The tm phrases however, do not? 
stand in clear contradiction to each other# and only misguided



ingenuity'would seek to square the one v/itîx tho other# Aooording 
to the rondoring »agê loî\g* is îmv& possible though ho
dooo not em'bmoo it because ♦ the tho%ht of finality is ueoessar- 
ily present*# ^ T o  be sure, the severity of suoh passegoa 
might be softened by weightier oonsiderations than the linguistic 
argimonts sot out here# but it is not our present object apeei- 
ficolly to argue for or against Univeroolism.

•Eternel* ia quite explloitly linked with * time®* in the 
folloiving texts» Bom#16» 25 pCfovo/s û̂ /ùjv1d/s \ 1% Tim#!» 9t 
Tit#!» 2 9^6 j{po7iov oùiLüvit̂ vm Eternity (or antiquity) is 
thereby èonoelvèd of in term© of portion© of tim,e# naively 
perhapa# but pertinently for our understanding of uJiAV/os in 
the Biblical éetting# A plauaiblo commntary on this conception 
ia provided by Plato in a otatomont which Dodd trmxelatoa# 'These 
are a^peots of time# which imitate® eternity and moves in a" 
nmorioal cycle» ( Timaeu® 38 a) #  ̂ This statement must 
presuiîïably be interpreted in the light of B&mr (cmd Soman* a)
View that# 'What i# oalled a "cyclic view" om the Greek side is *#« 
not à view that hold© history to be cyclic* ; the circularity 
has to do with the movement of heavenly bodies and their connexion 
with time# ^

The foregoing iuatanocs recall a parallel usage in the LS# 
Psram 76s 6 (77» g) J77/ ckfcjv/u # Tucked away in Philemon (v#15) 
ia a rare adverbial use of our term - /yd a) r/oy oiTfJjç ps 
MoUl© takes this to moan 'for good, ponaanontly# oxaotly as Ex#21s 
6 »## It must not therefore be asswmd to carry a deeper meaning 
«•# of some condition trmsceuding time*# ^ P e r h a p s  the way 
d?iLY/Dj is emxïioyed in Hebrew® should" come clcaeat to the 
'Hellenic* usage. But here again the religious roots of the



«ubstaîitiTea qualified - * salvation* # 'Spirit*# inheritance, 
covenant (Heh# 5» 9; 9$ 14$ 9» 15$ 13» 20), hulking large aa
they do in Israelite religion tell© against a hasty correlation 
of the adjective with any extra-Bihlioal pattern of thought#

What remains to he considered is the most characteristic 
N#T* use of ac)ùüdi ûd. in the phrase 'eternal life'* This oaqpression 
recurs in many parts of the N*f* and therefore calls for in
vestigation (matt#19$ Mark, 10» 17; Luke 18» 18$ John 3» 15,
16 etc#; Acts 13$ Rom# 2» 7f Gal* 6» 8; I fim#l< 16;
I John 1» 2 etc* Jude 21) * Barrett simply tells us that the 
phrase derives from IY “ H  » and further that the
term ' retains its original esohatological connection, hut also 
that it may equally he thought of as a present gift' #
Turning to B*E* Lightfoot we are informed that 'eternal life is 
never predicated of tlxe Father or the Bon', and that the noun is 
often used with the adjective' *

This point is taken up hy Dodd in his treatment of the 
leading ideas that figure in the Fourth Gospel» 'In just short 
of half the occurrences of the word It has the epithet
oĉ/oj without any apparent differences of meaning'*
'Life' in the Johannihe perapootivo i© solf-e;splanatory and oan 
thus occur absolutely# It derives its content from what we 
know of tho Giver» it illumines (John 1» 4), s; Sustains (John 
6» 33), abounds (John 10» lO), and endures forever (John 6» 51) 1 
This last #rait, one feel a is adequately secured by 
'To think of any end to such life', explains Dodd, 'would be a 
contradiction in terms# If therefore it is to be thought of 
in terms of time *«• it must be thought of as everlasting'•
We must also concur in Dodd's conclusion that when this life #•«



♦iEj transpXantôd into tha field of present experieno© #«• then 
the ohief thing about it ia it® differonoo in quality fmm 
merely phyoioal life'* Several other luminoue ejpreaolonB
add to our appreciation of tho qualitative oxoellonce of 
'eternal life', foremoot among which ; a. ViTord uaed over
120 time© in the N#T* m d  used with an obvioualy non-?latonio 
connotation#

By sontimeat aa well aa by argument v/e are led to tho 
view that the A#?# rendering of o//cj \̂/ os - •everloating* - ia 
by no mean© ill-founded# The adjective might imply more thm% 
thia in certain context©; it never implies leas, except where 
it is expreaaly referred back to the past (e#g# in LKX)# There 
it need not be regarded as carrying my aenec other than the 
temporal#

Eichrodt* a obaorvation ' that thero<m^ be no biblical 
conception of time* distinct from any other conception of 
temporal 3,'oalitias, ia not a judgment wa care to question*̂
Hence it i® idle to propound a theory of timoleaaness or time- 
fulneeD v/hen contemplating eternal, so wa might wall end on 
a non-acadomio note#

Merely to grow old ©ndleaaly along with Tithonua aeema a 
prospect to chill the heart# But when ia wèdded to

cy/6j \y/ûS, ivith its train of graces, tl'ien the hope of the believer 
becomes m  unrivalled prospect# 'This life* do cl ore a Stauffer, 
•is the only kind of existence that can be said to have a future 
in a mortal vjorld ### it has eternity in itself #

Athanesia The paucity of lesdoal data on immortality in the



Grook Im a point that ha© already Won made. The evidence 
is as follow©» â odyoio'foc nowhere occurs in the O.f. (LK 
excluding the Apocrypha), nor is the term used in tho gospel©
AC to, and Apooalypoo# Only in three of the H.T. epistlesi does 
tho Inglioh oquivt4ent - 'immortality* appear; in one inotmce 
thi© is otriotly a variant reading for a synonym 'u/f dûcpcr/oL

In a recent work on the euhjeot Prof* I.T* Ramsey euggoats 
' that belief in God has in fact always been closely aoaooiatod 
with belief in immortality* * Ho goea on to aver that one or 
other belief tends to become dominant* In the o.f. belief in 
God tended to overahadow any •atirriags of immortality*, whereas 
in idealist philosophy tho converaa trend is diaoemible* Bamsoy 
ci tea the example of McTeggart who held * that traditional belief 
in God oompromiaod end impoverished belief in immortality**
In Ghristianity, m  perhaps in Islam# the tm boliofa exist in 
Qonjunotion ih as agreeable a balance as can be achieved on 
the basis of textual evidence. Tha-t is if we telco immortality 
here. In its v4d0st sense, to embrace related concepts like 
* eternal life* mid the hereafter*

If immrtality is to possess any dlstinguishablo content it 
must refer to the whole person, rather thmi to one 'component* 
of the human dichctomy* Clavier in alluding to I. Thoss. g: 23 
says, 'La formule tripartite que Paul utilise ... n*a pas 
la riguer trichotomiquo du platonisme*. In any event the 
universe of dî soourse i®. different, trichotomie de Platon se 
prolonge dan®. 1* -me ello^eme,. qui est partagée en tr̂ is*.
The problems raised by the doctrine of final resurrection are 
loss baffling than those that beset notions of individual



immortality re® trio ted to the soul# Oscar Cullmaiia reminds bis 
oritio® that whilst • roauiTOctioa ie firmly rooted in historié 
revelation a more wieh. to survive ia a particular matmor wuld 
give 'involuntary grounds to the opponents of Christianity who 
eons tan tly repeat that the faith of Ohristian© ie nothing more 
than the projection - of their doeire©'.

The prior question, whether immortality is a proper eon- 
elusion that the relevant non-Thoological evidence merits, 1® 
one that wo cannot enter into. A variety of arguisento froEî 
philosophy end psychology have been mooted dowi the ago® with 
tho aim of oMwing that tho idea of immortality is as rational 
as the being® who hold it* X#T* Ramsey lists tho more im
pressive and tabulates the eolontific objections to each.  ̂
fheoe argument® and countor.-argument0, are ,ao evenly balanced 
that they tend to eancal one another in their total impression*

‘ 'Every argument for the soul'© x̂ ermmience hereafter, based 
upon its essential Ohàâi»aator> tells equally in favour of its 
pr©-a5d.àteHoe''• Wes too tt, who maintains this, proceeds
tp show that ouch arguiiients, if'at all teionatrablOf are so 
an;ly on.. philosophical or peyehologicol g%Y)unde apart from 
Biblical evidence* But if the validity of theoo argument© 
be granted ( m d  they cwmmt be conclusive), then' ' if m  
survive in my fu#ur# state, we shall bo equally unconscious 
of thin through v^ich W  are nov; passing, and not rocognico 
m y  retributive juatio© in the mm'dition under ?/hioh we shall 
exist*. ^

Ab the subject must be discussed, the safer course is to 
discus© it in terms of 'personal iimmrtallty* # 'So we shell



make no logieal misalloqatioïisi- **t If wo spoalc not so nmch of 
tho "Immortality of tho soul" aa of tho "immortality of the I" 
or of "my Immortality"*'  ̂ Though having said this wo mmst 
still ûoîifeas with ?#f* Forsyth, *âu4 I do not romomber where 
we have Ohrlatlan wam?aut for believing that man was oreated 
immortel* * ^

l%at then is tho immortality of which thé BibXo spealcs?
Wo ravcrt to tho ecrix>tural and apoo»y|)hal reforonoea for 
light on the ^ c L / fâ ^ p ( r /o c the near synonym of àûoC\/oL(r/dL

occurs once in the same context (I Oor* 15» 53*̂ 54)? it seem®
advisable to include • iacorruxjtion* in our survey* Again so 
meagre i© tho H#f* data for ' immortality', that vjc are falling 
back on the witness tho Book of Wisdom to supplement the B.f* 
material* This does not mean that the relevant details in 
Wisdom have a direct bearing on apos'Wlic usage*

In Wisdom tho distribution of the synonyms is as folXowss
kÛ oiYoccr/ôL f Wis* 3» 4; 4» 1$ 8» 13» 17; 15# 3 ^  à(p^ocp<r/oL

Wis*. 26 23# 19# . Aleandrim origin of Fsoudo-^olomon
sufficiently accounts for somo of the linguistic fcatui^s 
observable therein* In Wisdom 'the notions about life after 
death combine Platonic and Stoic doctrines with Jewish teaching' 
wriMs Pfeiffer*  ̂ L*E* Brockington expresses the ©mm 
thought more vividly; 'Ho is apparently attempting to bring 
"Solomon** up-to-date in the light of 0 belief in immortality*
The way of life advocated in the Jewish law gives fullest scope 
to wisdom and leads to immortal life' * The writer was in
part ahxious to combat a foBa of Epicureanism, which presmably 
had infected the Judaism of his day*: 'When it is extinguished,
the body #11 turn to ashes, and the spirit will disaolv© like



ompty air' #  ̂ Badduceelom may p o ^h a im  have beam inf Xuonood 
%  8 cop tie view® of this type#

V‘-'
•Bnico .Motsgw notes that the writer of wiadora borrows two < 

other P-latonio tenets that are commonly ll&Rced wi# belief in 
the immo.vtality of the eOUl* first, he prosupposeo the
p3?e-exl.®tenco of soul© (Wia.S: # '. tileoondly, he irnxslioa
that the body i® a clog weighing down the ©oui 15)
From this it io a simple stop to deduce that the writer Wlievod 
that men is inherently immortel, more so beoauao by postulating 
pre-oxiotenoG he has buttressed the etruoturo of tho argument, 
and yet his manner of wording 1® notewortiiy. It 1® virtue and 
wisdom that bring about immortality (Wi®. 4» 1| §« 13, 17) •
Oould it be said that those who lack v4»dom or virtue forfeit , 
the right to ,immort#ity?

-Tho0o x>aBsag00 in V/iadom in which u(^âup(rU ie used shed 
further light on tho imites?'® philosophy of religion» 'The 
inoorruptiblo spirit i® in all things,' Goodriok remark®, 'The 
question is whether P®eudo*»8olomon ie here thinking in Groofc or 
in Hebrew! # If the former,, then tho referenoe iaay be to the 
stole Idea of the 'soul of the world' ,(Wie* 12# l)#
Whether or not thio ' iuoorruptible epirit' i® the prinoiple 
of hu!%m immortality is loft m  open question* in Wie* 2i 23 
w# come oloeoot to the concept of intrinsic immortality, 
h(B&oS eKTfcns rov ocvûpùôT/oY à7r\ (kî âocp/r/oL , which 
î iù m i là  Eno% render®B ' God, to be ou# framed man for én immortal 
doe tiny* *, ^jiC /oCpcr/oL ‘ as Moffatt has it 'retain® the idea of 
•etemEil duration or indootructiblo eoeeuG#* #- ̂ Tho ineighte 
of our Alexandrian aohoiar are valuable| he aannot of oour$e be



helâ to î>lemo for aot aaeiwg Immrtall# Im Ito trua light* 
ainoo that light waa to uhim*

Baforo x^roceadlsg to tho ax̂ oBtolio wage of d/̂c<\/ci(/-/ct p 
wa aîiould moHtloiX' omo ohaoure raferomqe to the tern# which 
while auhae^ueht to the period mérita a brief mote# G#H#
Bodd in M e  o.mtraat3 from the liemmtio' literature q m t m  a 
apx̂ oaX. made the prophet of Foimaudroai? h#iy have given 
youraelvoe otoi? to death* vAeu gre have the right to partake of 
immortality? #«.#* Beave eorruptiou and parWto of immortalityl’ 
(0,H* %p 0)* Even though the thought here expreaaed
be traced to a 'fusion of Platonic and Stole doctrine'** the

cation eeems? to be that immortality'la a privilege to be 
gained by turning away from error# It meede to bo ae%̂ lr#d* 
though In theory it m#' be doomed, an innate poseooBion#

It may or may not bo oignifiOOTt that Paul wob àâcÂ.voc(r/<pc ■
U% one of the two epietlee addreBaod to a church cltuatod in 
lolIUB proper# Ae the provenamee and' doBtinatioH of the Paatoral 
Epi&tloa are in. dispute mhall not trouble to d?mw any inferonco 
from the occurrence of the term in % fimothy* fhe vorj morphology 
of ^̂ dot\̂ cLa-̂ /ck Buggaete a connotation cMofly negative# Hence* 
we may regard immortality aa the obverae of eternal life* tr/lth 
its positive content of dynamic spirituality*"

In I. Gor* 15# 53 wo roads *Por this corruptible must put 
on inoermptionf, and thlo mortal must put on immortality* (H#V*)| 
and BO again in v#54# #o second clause in both Torses sounds 
like an elegmt variation or generous iteration of the first#
Bahl notes *tlîo guarded introduction of u6ocvJ.cf-/u at
this point* in au oh a way that it could not be confused with



tho pagan use of the word*# Pml carefully avoids relating
"6h0 m  BuWtmitlvo#, rather ho employs

end Sv^ tov m  indefinite nouns# Just an earlier 
In I Cor«.15# 43* 44 he loams the oyr&/jjc-ru/ and
£̂ ê/j?ûToif unattaohodt Apparently throughout the chapter the 
Apoetlo has the indosorihable.’ego* in mind# ,

^%e function of the prefix Is tlien operational*
déclaras'IEarnsey in cryptic fashion# Quite 'dearly
imraortality* in Faul*n scheme* operates as a eequol to 3^^
surrection* and * tho'" resurrection to iiwrtality crowns the
redemption from ̂ xilt#* Or? w  may view inoorruption and
deathlessness ço #di%ies with which vfo- are endued at the
Eesurreotilon? in which m m  Clavier*# observation ia to points
* revotement*. et non mctâ acrphoaa in’tlme-'Ot spirituelle* du
corps pracent» par dau:̂  qualités abstraites %ui appartiennent
proprement au seul oorpa pneumatique § àé 6oc s a-/u ot oclidx/dcr/oL 
\66)

In what ways does oĈ êdpcrJd. differ from its synonym?
OoodriCk attempts a double difinition; *and so It may be that 
the first refers to eternal life beyond the grave* wMla the 
second {.oiOdvaCcr̂  d ) dene tee deliverance from that second 
death v/hich morm to be meant in the nezt verse (I Cor# 15?
Pcrhapc this la too subtle a distinction? ao on the face of it 
édÛwvd<r/d. oçems closer to eternal life, fho adjective <d(ĵâ<A^rov 
deecrlbOB the crown that Gteistiane strive for (I Cor# ÿ% B5)? 
and similarly it is applied to tlie inherit#%ce kept in heaven 
for thorn (1 Pet# li 4l of# I Pet# 1; Ê3; 3; 4)# Oommenting
on the first of these Fctrine temts. Sel'̂ n̂ says? * the adjeotlvos** ♦



ero well suited to describe an inherittmoo in which life la 
Immortal , and the satisfaction# offered ’beyond all tho 
vioissltudos of time* #

. Blaewhoro tho epithet is applied to tho risoB' onas (I Oor*
15$ 58)* end to God (Rom# li 23#.I %im#.ls 17). Moffatt*s de
finition quoted above •eternal duratioa or indoatruotible 
eoaonoo* is the .moot aàtiafao'&ory whore is attributed
to God* oilldvÀru) Im a rolativoly poorly attested variant 
reading in I,. 5?ir4# 1& -17# fhe third referonoe to divine ijpior--* 
tality is found in I 6.; 16§ Â Ĵ /c>s *# o ^uo^os 
çkâoCYâ cr/oL)/' * In this vorao iwortallty ia asoribod either 
to Ood or to Cteiet* though the. domlogi.ofitl context m#coo the 
former aoori|>tio.n $ore .frobsble#, fhla is*, m  it ware* Immortal
ity in the ebçolut.e aenae* intrinsic and unqualified. Oo»entator*a
do m r i more than stress the. unique sonae in wlii'ĉi God %b here 
declared to be immortml# (

let what God poaaeaàoo. He willingly bestows upon his 
qrcuturee# • is true of His holiness* . love and righteouenoss#
With the propo.x» qualification it im true aleo of H;Ib imm,ortality* 
m d  all? aooording 'to tho ÎT#®#* is. imparted through the fSox̂ 
fhUB WQ road in .our'final te$t II 10g *our Saviour
JOBU0 Cteiat? who abolished death and brought life and immortalité 
( oĉ âocp (T/oCY ) to light through the gospel’# It is the 
OoBpol wfeioli lllWinoB the doctrine of ©tGrual^life and Immortality* 
for thereby Qteist’s triœph is proclaimed over ’him who had 
death at hi a command’ (Sob# 2® I4 B*B#33#)# Who concrete reality 
of tho laoaraation culminating in Ohrist’-'s Beourraction point man 
to what lioB beyond death, The hop© of iimmortality has been



oowortad into a certainty by the Gospel of the Resurreetion,
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Boholara ar«* agree & #at tho Qura» ia the Tountaiia-heeA 

of lelamio thought m 4  the meiuapring of Mue3.4m action* Some 
vmuia go further and waiutalh that Mother eouroea for the 
XaXawlo Prophet*a teaohiî g iuepire little ooaf&deuoe*#
Tho early tradltlo&a doubtloa© proved of value la aatlefyiag 
the ourioaity of the maaaee for oolourful m d  Imtlmate details 
of their les#t*a life* hut as a guide to his teaohiug they 
ar© often unreliable, Guillaume # who ope aka oonfidently of the 
formative influence of freditlon ia Xslemic life, déclarés that 
Ht is difficult to regard tho hacfith literature as a whole as 
m  aoourato and trustworthy record of tho sayings and doings of 
MuhamwndH ^ I t  is with the Prophet's authentic words that 
\w wo mostly concerned in these thapt#r$# Occasional allusion 
will he made to isolated hg,d%ths$ where these appear to shed 
light on salient points of qwanic eschatology; hut# in the 
main# appeal will be made for evidence to the authority of 
the qurau,

The limiting ef diacu%eion to the Holy Book will afford a 
more suitable##!# for comparison with the correspond## source-* 
book# the How Testament# Fo%'tunat#ly in the Quran problems of 
authenticity scarcely erist* Berenbourg avers, H'authenticité 
du Ooran n'a jamais did mise m  doute# et le science n'a fait 
ĝue confimier et eanctioîmer la tradition qui nommait Mahomet 
comme l'auteur du hivre don# toû  ses ohapltros et ver&ets*#  ̂
Moreover# there io a substantial textual uniformity that contrasts 
sti'ikingly with the rich diversity of H#T# wamueoript evidence;



single authorship and a apoedy fixing of a standard recension 
contributed to this uniformity*

Islam lacks a doctrine of sacrifice or of full-scale mediation* 
'The Qnrnn'# write Iqbal# 'is led tp rojeot the idea of redemption'. 
He traces the root of this attitude to the unique view of man 'which 
makes it impossible for one individual to bear the bv\̂ den,;of another* 

Further# as we shall See, the Quran relegates the historical
to a secondary role* What ohiefly engages the attention of 
the Holy Book (apart from that more implicit 'view of man') are 
two cardinal dogmas - the unity of God and the certainty of the 
Bnd* These tenets, above all others hold the field in the realm 
of Quranic thought* Ab an example we take the F&tihah (which, 
whatever its date, sum# up the message of the Quran in the more 
vital aspect# of creed and conduct) • Here pride of place is 
given to the Plvi$e Being and His attributes* This affirmation 
is directly followed by a clear̂ ĉut reference to the Day of 
Doom, The petition for guidance in the second half of Bora I 
has point only in the light of what come# before*

^jy attempt on the part of a student to work cut a systematic 
chronology of the Suras is bound to be pro carious, and would be 
open to all the objections that previous attempts of this sort 
(from yalaluddin's to Bell's) have met with, If as Bell has 
surmised the Quran was first promulgated in short pieces, sub- 
sequently put together in Gura#> '  ̂the effort to trace the 
development of the sura forms, would require a preliminary 
incursion into form criticism, an endless end thankless task 
for anyone reoklese enough to undertake it# A simpler course 
is to group the 0uras roughly according to the order worked out



J.J.V *

by Nqldeke. ( This aotiolor' 0 soheme has all the marks of 
Teutonic thoroughness, end is the one which haa found the widest 
acceptance; in Bodwell's words it 'ought not to be departed 
from without weighty re&mona'* Accordingly Holdeke'a arrange^
ment, duly modified by appeal to the traditional (Egyptian) order, 
and the cautious analysis of Bell, is the one we shall adopt as 
a basis for chronology.

Bell, himself, adiï4ts that Hbldeke's dating is useful as 
a first approximation, but he holds that ' the criterion of style 
seems to play too large a part in it*, le assigns several 
passages embedded in the Suras of the earlier period to the 
Medittan sojourn, sometimes on tenuous grounds such as 'they 
appear so*. At other times no reason whatever is adduced in 
support of a particular dating. True, the criterion of style 
seems everywhere decisive in Hbldoke's work# but then style 
together with vooubulary are the main tesjts for dating the 
consecutive literary output of any creative mind, Admittedly 
matter, m  well as form, should be talien into account in any 
reckoning of dates. However, as the eschatologicel material* 
is so widely and evenly distributed over the Suras, the validity 
of this test (of content) ia correspondingly reduced,

Arberry in his preface note* that* * there i* a repertory 
of familiar themes running through the vdxble Koran; each Sura 
elaborates or adumbrate* one or more often many - of these' J 
Of such recurrent themes that of Judgment (and the bast Day) comes 
second in importance surpassed only by the concept of deity.
Hence the thematic and basic nature of our subject renders the 
criterion of content less important̂ ,wherever it is presumed to 
run counter to the test of style#



sallent features of the early Suras are well-knowa 
and readily distiagulehable* Poetic fire and figurative colour
ing heighten the effect of the raysteriou® deliverances that 
introduce the new revelation* In these Sura*, eeye Bodwell,
'we cannot hut notice the entire predominance of the poetical 
element, a deep appreciation of the beauty of natural objecte, 
brief fragmentary end impassioned utterances, denunciations of 
woe and punishment# expressed for the most part in lines of 
extreme brevity* * It is the language of one who feels
he has little time to lose, who is impelled by the urgency of 
a divine mesaage, let somehow the gravity of the message is 
reinforced by the formal beauty of expression to make the total 
effect doubly impressive#

^abbagh finds that illustrations borrowed from nature 
abound in these durait and he gives the reason, 'Gar l«s figures 
m  rapportant au ciel, a la  terre, aux montagnes, auk valle's 
etc# .80$ # plu# poétiques'# This phenomenon is strikingly
exemplified in ($#1V; hMXt hmMi OTVÏlîf XQli 0V* Stanton 
discovers a further characteristic namely that these sums contain 
' exportations' which are ' enforced by frequent oaths by various 
things created* # Instances of this device occur in LIl, 1
LÎ11, 1; himV, I; l œ W ,  1; lOI, 1; lOlII, 1; 0, 1*

Almost from the cutset Muhammad encountered opposition to 
his claims* Montgomery Watt lays stress on this factor, and draws 
the inference that those paemages in the first Suras where this 
element is absent must, antedate section# in which explicit mention 
is made of antagonism# # #  thing seems certain, the massage 
delivered by the Prophet soon aroused scorn and opposition* In all 
prcbablity the theme of judgment, though not clearly stated at



fir&tÿ warn hinted, at fmm time to time « This together with the 
denunolatlon of idolatry and of mmi'a ingratitude provoked much 
hlttornesB m  later led to open oonfliot between tho Prophet*a 
adherent# and his opponents# llontgomery Watt* a 'kexygmatlo* 
kernel, where there is no suggestion of opposition* includes 
patently early passages like 3C0VI, 1-8; BJQ0 V, 1-10; XOIIl; 
LKOTl, 1-10; 1»V.  ̂ We may take it that far more was said
by Muhammad than is preserved in the terse linos of these 3uras*-
Bud smd ̂ àahâniyah. The first of these Suras contains onlv a
pJ jplJ. #"M4"WW«#LUJI[JUW V

veiled allusion to the hereof ter {Mil» 6).
For riming effect the hapax is used here, in place of
the more familiar Of subséquent Suras* Baida# interprets
the verse m  a wafhing against man's tendency to self-assertion; 
the prospect of mooting 0od thus acts as a do torrent to evil-doers* 

Another tern in this Sura doserves attention* midrae linlcs 
(JtOfl, 18) #th Bphrm's dabora* 'the duotores who *** 

load tho departed souls to judgment*. The Syriac word is not 
properly cognate, and Joffefy has ^oWn that tho morphology of 
tho Quranic term can he traced to an Iranian source, without 
inferring that it is a loan-word* There is no oxplicit reference 
in tho passage to Hell, and we may assume that the expression 

^  1/ , with its OBiinous ring, was understood by those who
heard it* It would seem then that while the message of doom was
implicit at this early sta#e.y It did not come as an unmistakable 
clarion call*
Magûr* Another word, in the next 3ura (chronologically), is 
A. symomŷ a is substituted for this at a latter date, la the 
trump (hMIV, 8); Dai## notes tho connexion between tho root 
verb and tho •striking* or • plucking* by which sounds are



produced on musical imtrumento, This observation in itself
is a minor point, except insofar as the use of illustrates
a coiiimon feature of these early passages. In thorn one finds a 
substantial number of unusual v̂ ords, many of dubious ancestry, to 
express notiona which later become fixed in etcrcotyped formulas 
and refrains, the meaning of which requires little explanation,
B agar and Hutamah. Bur a hm  yet another distinctive expression,

(vv. 86, 21$ 43 recurring in IIV, 48). On 
tho assumption that the word is genuinely Arabic, it is adequatoiy 
explained by the epexegetioel verses that follow, end ̂ vould thue 
constitute the earliest reference in the Quran to the Inferno,
Boon after this the Prophet introduces the first of many aynonyms 
for This is the cryptic , which occurs in GIV,
4, 3$ but.not els0?/hero. Whilst Masson's remark, 'l'expression 
al Hutemia semble &tre un nom propre cree pour la circonstance' 
is doubtless correct, it fails to account for the purpose of 
'creation', To strengthen the impact made by trumpet blasts and 
scorching flames the Prophet throws out #is enigmatic word, which 
if anything would convey the force of a ' crushing' experienoe,
Eâwiyah. A genuine hap̂ ox crops up in 01, 6; this is ̂  lA «

The various suggestions for the foreign derivation of 
this term ore listed and found wanting by Joffery,  ̂ The 
equation of with cognate Hebrew and Byriac words meaning
chasm or abys# appears sound enough,., mere so booauso the noun 
cm plausibly be derived from 'to fall' (per 55amakhahari and
Bâsi), Furthermore * , the noun to w hich as
l>rodlcato, oonjurem up tho picture of a vast enclosing womb. In 
the Arabic Bible generally represents the Hebrew Sheol
(G©a.37« 35,Î XI Sam. 93» 6; Job III 85 Pa.pa 17 eto.^^^
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There id no ovideno© to shovir that Muhammad was oonversent 
with the 0*T, conoopt of Bhool and all its implications# By 
hid time the Hebrew concept ha# given way to more elaborate 
representation# of the hereafter in Jowl eh thought* Motwith- 
etam#ng the 'topographical* affinity of tho Hebrew Bhool with 
auoh Ideas as the pit and tîio grate,̂  tho Arabic term lo 
never associated in popular Muslim theology with that popular 
topic of tradition I the puniahment in the tomb*̂ ^̂  ̂Bxplanatloud, 
in the context, to the effect that and &A ** fire, are
curtly metonymical (containor by the thing contained); and are 
not meant to be formal definitions of vc&lltieo <whioh after all 
tranocond the oategorles of time and space*
B êhirah _ gmd Bi à I in » Two other term# have eometlmo# been olaeaed

a# noinoQ for Hell, but tho argwnont# behind 
the Identification are not especially cogent* The first word 

1 1 4 ) i0' vaguely related‘to the motion of 
’ wake fain© os * # As an afterthought Bal#.wl ^ ^  j
to his copBanto on the verse; even though his previous Inter
pretation is more st̂ l̂ctly etymologic# and so more convincing*̂
The second teipm ■ oocurs' in MXSClXlp 7* At first sight
this looks like a corruption of the usual, word for 'prison*, and 
thus m  tho reverse of (LIXKIll, I8) it makes good senae*
The pair \TOUld’be at once oomplemehtary and antithetical (the 
infernal and supernal regions, oft X»3P:i, 28)# The
probable connexion of the two terms is a3.1udod to by Muslim com- 
mentatora, though they are tied to the Quranic définition that 
the antonyms stand for *a book Inscribed* * Holdeko's suggestion
thatdA;̂ -̂'̂  .was a viov̂  of Muhammad* s omi" coining,, to which Jeffery 
adds that i_crept in a# explanatory glose* But



why should a glossator fall baelc on so far-fetdmd m% oxpXamtlon?
Lagajund thoBeVm# To thoso cUotiaqtivo exproa&ion# 0 > ^  should

hq attached* Baida# defines the tona ao ' tho
genuine flame* or olm a proper noua for the Fire (BXIC, 15»-16)*^^^
This 'place-name* along with three of tho foregoing*î * *and throe others still to he moutionod( ) meko
up the Severn sectors of Hell* The eeparat© compartiBonte (some 
more permanent than others) were each aesignod to reprobates of 
Various eeqts*

Muslim commentators vie with one another in supplementing the 
grim m d  gariah details of the original imagery* These
absurdly olaborate interpretations are rendered improbable by 
the fcjot .that the majority of the names for Hell belong to tho 
early period, when tho Prophet.'a only oppononta 'wore his follow 
Meocana* Ho allowanoo had yet'been made for tho possible 
rejection of tho no# faith by monotheists of older religions#
8a''ir* Jolic-innem .and .Har* The more teohniqal and recognised
 ....... . i n * , t ii W

names for Hell do appear in these early 
Bures, but occur much more frequently in the Suras of the middle 
and later periods. Of those appeara oncb in an early
passage (l»Œiï?t 12) end 15 times in later portionos this tern 
is properly a synonym for Fire, Also rare in the early period 
is the transparently foreign * Oehlnnom (LXl, 13; hf, 43P
h l Z W i t l f a# h z x m f lO; L M Z lX p  24), that ia 5 times out of 
a total 77 in the whole of the Qurm*

The distribution of yL (Fire) la a more complex, matter# 
îîaod in the construct or qualified state it ia common in the 
early period (III, 1); ManII, 4l- 20; , ZQU$ 14; lOfXll,
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5; 01, 8; 01V, 6; CH-, 3, or 8 out of 20 ooourranees)« In the
absolute form, however, It ia very Infrequent in these early Suras
( /U' ut tJoav,- 31; mxvi' '55 mextoï» la » 4 out of
nearly 100 inatanees* Moreover two of these voraes are easigaod 
to a later datO' by Bell, -a datlaig with which Holdeka would aeem 
to agree*  ̂ Such, obvious disparity In aiotrlhutlon suggests 
that ' The flra* vm gradually oOOTerted into the standard nmm 
for Hell, m%à it' remains the moat exprosrilve ahd readily eon- 
oeivable of tho various nomes* At first, hoxfever, the oonqroto 
imagery of ooneuming flaiaos, duly magnifio4 by epithets mid 
qualifying ■ phrases, auffieed m  a graphic symbol of the tomonts 
to oome *
fJaîiim and As Buhhî al Sâlih has ' oWervad one of tho traits
»a«O. WWS* * «BW««I Kar . N>— t  ♦ * I

. that mark out the Suras of the first Mocoau 
phase is ardent brief and elliptic# stylo, with the symmetry 
of amtithesim* # This antithesis is made all the'more
Impressive by"' the assouanoo 'with' which those passage a are so 
profuooly adorned* A oaeo in point ia the
oombinatiom* The formes?'term ia the '*Hot Place' per exoollouoe* 

ia fairly froquoat In tho early stage (&I1* 18; h&a&, 36; 
hXXXI, 18; llüŒlXp 14; ïBiTOXr, 16; Oil, 6 - i*o* 6 out of 
25 eoourr^noea) * One romom for thia relative frequouoy i# the 
faot oouvoBioutlj rimoa with it# oppO&lto*

The latter word, p ia even more typical of the early
Suras* It oooura sixteen times in tho Quran; and h#f of these 
ooaurreaoes are in the first Me com period (LIZ, 17; B¥l, 18, 88; 
Lxniit 34; LZK, 38; hxm.it i3i u m x i ,  22, 24; on, 8)*
In tho last of these 'texts the reference may bo to am earthly



summum, boàime and mot to- tho blloa horeeftor* i# often 
aBBoolatod vâth cA2v , and Wlmg gomorally anarthroue It 
conjura# up the image of a state rather #am that of a place, 
(though: It i% difficult to Tlauelise the om witîiout tho other)# 
Bearing in mind the notions of luxury and erne that inhere in 
the expression, wo see how aptly it ayBho.liee# -the delight# that 
mo reserved for tho faithful, delights whicĥ  are vividly dopiotod 
In many of the contexts where the word opcuro*
Tho Garden, or .Gardens* The link ho two©» end

hm alre.ady he.©» alluded to. Garden or
Gardena are term.© ??hich in, tho Quran ere ea#loyod in so general 
a BsnBB sc freely distributed throughout the Book that no 
firm deduction can he draw regarding its ̂distinctive usage ia tho 
early Bur as* By contract and'-tr^ have yet to make m%

Îappearance, so we may well defer the discussion of these .terms
until tho next. chapter* The location# of A-hv - c^ iLa, re pall

• •

the Garden of Hrden, the idyllic .'domain over which the first 
pair ruled and roamed (G©n*lt S8; 2s 8); the vision of this 
primal oasis ia thus projected into the waknowa future* This 
is hut a further illustiatipn of a principle enunciated by 
Wensinok (following on Gu$ml), namely that 'Oriental esohatology 
is the reflex of primov# event#' *

More important still la the consideration that the picture 
of a garden with qoollng stroma and luscious fruit was hound 
to have a strong attraction for the inhabitants of so barren a 
tract as the Arabimi peninsula* The Quranic, presentation in many 
of its forms was, in the fords of Montgomery Watt, 'suited im the 
first place to the restricted hori^.ns of'Mocca and' Medina' «
Oddly enough leaven is never once designated a garden in the
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f ig u r a t iv e  language o f  th e  The q u a e i- te o h n io a l use o f

P a ra d is e , in  Luke 23& 43; Ï1  0or$ 12% 4t Hev* 2i 7# cannot be 

t# ie n  m  p ro o f  to  th e  c o n tra ry *  The Garden was th e  soene o f  

man'# f a l l ,  an i t  became the  arena o f  the  Son o f  M an's c o n f l i c t  

and b e tra y a l*  W hether o r  n o t  th in  be the  reason f o r  h is  n e g le c t 

o f  th e  taqvresstbn m  an e s c h a to lo g ic a l m etaphor, th e  Seer o f  

R e v e la tio n  p re fe rs  th e  sym bolism  o f  a H o ly  O ity *  E xcep t f o r  

tho  r i v e r  o f  l i v i n g  w a te r and th e  tre e  o f  l i f e ,  a l l  th e  fe a tu re s  

in  the v is io n  o f  Be Q iv l ta to  Dai a rc  c iv ic  o r  m a je s t ic  (B o v *21,22)#

K ftw thar* Repeated a tte m p ts  have been made to  in c lu d e  w i th in

th o  scenery o f  P a ra d ise  ( O V l l I ,  l )  # wenslnck p o in ts  o u t th a t  

such in te r p r e ta t io n s  were adopted by the la t e r  o o m io n ta to r# , 

whereas o ld e r  exegete# were unaware o f  t h is  p a r t ic u la r  e x te n s io n  

o f  meaning* As a peg on whleh to  hang subsid iaa^y ideas

c u l le d  from  C h r is t ia n  sources the  word do ub tless  p ro ve d  handy*

F o r e l-e ih a s c ll ^ a w th g r denotes a r i v e r  in  P a ra d ise  perhaps f lo w in g  

in t o  a b a s in , from  w hich one d r in k s  never to  t h i r s t  aga in*  ̂

BhohraatSnS, on th e  o th e r  hand, f in d s  a s im i la r i t y  betwoan the 

b a s in  and the  r iv e r s  o f  P a rad is© , th u s  im p ly in g  tha ,t the  b a s in  ia  

a: .s ta t io n  on the  way to  Heavent The a f f i n i t y  o f  th o u g h t

w ith  th o  more s p i r i t u a l  con cep tion  o f  John 4s I 4 in s ta n t ly  s p r in g s  

to  m ind ( o f *  Bov*. 7 i 16^17) B ty m o lo g io o lly  th e  grounds f o r  a 

con o re te  d e n o ta tio n  o f  vcX** are tenuous, and the  o ld e r  in t e r 

p r e ta t io n  th a t  abundance ( o f  fa v o u r)  i s  meant has much to  commend 

i t  ( o f *  John 7^ 38 ) .

m u h e m a d 's  emphasis On p u n ish m e n t',

s ta te  a B e l l ,  'came n o t  a t  the 

b e g im in g ,  b u t m  a re a c t io n  to  In d if fe re n c e  o r  o p p o s it io n ' *(

H o t qu it©  a t  th e  # t a r t  perhaps, b u t soon a f t e r  the  F a tra h  the



attitude of the Meoome began to The Prophet ©a hi#
part proclaimed the meeeage of jud#emt, pro die ting temporal 
diameter m%€ oowlo oateatropho, the whole gradually merging 
into the oonoopt of the haet Day, It would ho difficult to 
show that one or other aspeet of punishment - temporal ooemlo 
or final - was predominant in Muhammad's view of judgment; 
unie so of oouroe the evldonoe is saleoted on a purely arbitrary 
basis on an a priori soheme of dating* 01 early all three 
aepeotg $r# envisaged in the early Bmmp and that right from 
the first; though probably the Prophet's preauppoaition# m  
to what was involTOd in the 'imminent* judgment, beoam© gradually 
modified*

the outset there warn no preaeing need to sot forth a 
dootrine of reeurreotion; the fast of judgment was In itself 
an effeative spur (or deterrent) to those disposed to listen*
We read of Judgment ùtjÔ^ (DWKI, 9l XOV, 7; OVll, l), 
of the Day of Judgment ( h %  26; hmiV, 47; 15), end
of the Day need absolutely (DM, 44; ixm, 34# IMXVI, g),
To be sure, the phrase oooura in M7III, Wt but
both Moldeke and Tradition assign the second half of this 
Sura to the Medinan period# This leaves the two references 
to the 'Day or Rosurreotion' in BHf, 1, 6#- $ura IXE? is 
preeminently the resurrection Sura, simply because th© 
Resurrection is there introduced, m  it were without preamble#
It v?ould seem that at this point B%hmmad realised the important 
part that resurrection must play in any balanced vi#%̂  of the 
End#

The foregoing statement requires qualification# The Idea 
of resurrection is touched on somewhat earlier than in Bur a



LM,?# DIKIXi LIÜQO;?)# It is noteworthy that the Terhs
used in thoso context© are other than the common verhe of rising*
Two of tho usual Verbs and do in fact occur in tho
laat phase of the earliest period (hVI, 47; 4p DR, 43)*
But the composite nature of Bum LVX is admitted by Holdeko, while 
Tradition acsigns B M  and LMUXI to the lato Meccan period* ^
Bell regards both L¥I, 47 and BM, 43 G© late addition#*

To begin with KOIZ, 6s here v/o have the olauceVkJkl 6r-̂ Ui*
The passcigo belongs to tho Earthquake Sura, and the earthq̂ al̂ o 
is seen as the indirect cause or, at loaat, as the ooacomitant 
of the Resurrection* The earth brings forth her treasurea of 
dead bodies* People emerge one by one and are confronted with 
the record of their deeds* In the next Bura (again per loldeke's 
reckoning) yet another verb is used (BÂMÎI, 4)*
According to Baidüwi this verb is morphologically related to 

, the additional consonant having an intensive 
The dictionary moaning, however, is to overturn* What follows 
this verse is a reference not to people en masse* but to the indiv
idual ( Cf— ^  ) who rises to recogni# his folly and neglect*

The same verb comm again in a similar context (O, 9)*
In another Bura, the language of which is reminiscent of Surat

M *

as-5.al#al#, the verb employed i# , evacuated (LKMXV$ 4)#
The earth is emptied of its burden of Wmmity; the inference 
that humanity is the most important element in what is emitted 
scorn# fairly obvious, There is a hint of the rosurrsotion idea 
in the re-aesombling of bones mentioned in BMV, 3-4* This verso 
foreshadows the fuller parabolic treatment of physical resuscitation 
found in IS, 361#



The idea of resurrection somewhat eaaoa the problem as to 
how those who died before the 'Hour* reçoive a just rocompeaee 
for Qonduot on oar#* Juetioo con be most oondignly ra©tod to 
imdivlduals who =ai»o in no doubt concerning the survival of thoir 
personal identities# On the Semitic view of personality a 
restitution of the body is essential, insuring as it does thi# 
awareness of continuity W.th a past exporienoe# *To deny a 
bodily resurrection** gays Shahrastani,. *1© to deny rewards 
and punishments, and loads to.many contradictory thones .#.#*(4̂ ) 
At this early etage Muhammad has realised that if judgment was 
to enihraoe both the living and the dead* it had to he preceded 
hy an act of rcaurrection# Judgment ic logically tho next stop 
to resurrection; and roourroction, itself, he comes the door to 
Heaven or Holl, themes which the Prohpet preached with such 
©arneatness end seal#

As-for immortality, whilst the concept- is implicit in these 
early.. Buras, it find#, m  e#ro#s mention, such refraine- a#

^  first appear at a much later period#
Other, expressions involving, the, notions of perpetuity and 
permmiano© are çimilarly absent#. fhe serving youths (B?l, 17), 
are said to,,bo.made immortal, and allusion is m,ado to the 
natural desire in m m  for contimied survival' (01,?* 3); this 
is all# But- these ,t%# unconneqted texts May he taken as pointers 
to the prcbablity of em abiding state hereafter#

(1) 2).# a# MargCliPUth? Mohammed* p#y.
(2) A* Guillaume, The Traditions of Islam. i)#l2 Of# 0*0# forrey*©

more sweeping judgment's' - * Thé 'Muslim Tradition gives a 
picture of this .primitive ■ pe.riod which is so untfuati^rthy 
in its religions, content that it very rarely cen ho given 
any weight#* The Jewish Foundation of Islw-.B:.p#0#
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(3) Harti'dg Derenhourg* quoted by P. Qamanota in Mohemmod et 
la Flm dm Monde, x>#3 n#l#

Sir M# Iqbal, Beliglouo Thought In Islam# p.gO*
Boa chap# VIÎ mder 'Miatory and Chronology* #
1Î, Bell, la-tyocmctioa to. .|he .W.r*#, p.8a. • 
Ioltleke/Soii\vG3.1ar, PP«74'S34. %o
oomparatlTo gohe.maa of ohronoligoal arrangeaient© In^ 
eluding that of Hdldeke and of Tradition (Egyptian) 
is given by Bell in op#cit*, p*110-13# Gemot am t - 
reference will be made to Boll's table# 

a) J#M# Bodwoll, Prof we, p#3#
9) R# Boll, on.oit## p#102#

(10) A'f* Arter#, ghg Koypî  Vol,ï, p.a8.
(n) J»M# Sodwoilj ■QP.*...olt-.., p.3.
(12) Ï. samogh, . p* 246.
(13) a.a.«. StmtO», fho #aqhi% qf ..-fee Qvtp*m, p.20,
(14) W*M#-Watt, Muhammad at M(3oqa# p*6l#
(15) ̂ bid#;# p#&)#
(16) Baidâwia 1% lop#
(i?) T# Amdrae,  p«l,59# Me gives the alternative

éh.abbaya» wSipii daunda rather more like' the Arabia term#
18) S0O A. Jeffory, SsS^^JS!S^SkmiJlÊ,.JÊ:^,SSSSljm* P«148»
m  M ü &  i« io«*30) B, lïasBon, ^ûjâiaa» p.745* 
ai) '"'. Jeffeïjy, op» eii,, p*»^,
22) Jeffery, ibid. # rofers to tho tivo Mualâm eomontatore#
2%) B00 for Imstahoo tho B#IVB#S-# tramlatiom#
24) Soa A,®. Mnûwut Se,SSSMffiL£OàËUÊsSi.> PP*4S5f 499* 

(25) Cf. A,J. tesBlnck, Sjo,MasiMJSgM? PP*1<53 ff*
26) Baimwl, la loo,
27) a00 Bale's, The Korarn, p*573*
28) A# Jeffery* p#l§5# Ho also ai tes Wldoke'e

©urmioe#
( %)) M ü â »  la loG,
(39) Foî? e disousBloa, of tW oabjooi; se© lastee, Pâ&SS^E^:..'

of .|slaiat pp#lTG ff#
(31) B0O Boll's moto8' on aura bin? 'the palpably Modimam verso g, 

31-34' im The gurân Vol# g, p#6l6; and on aura BXMV, $ 
ibid#9 p#646# MéldoWb obeorvatioae on lator fragments 
in theso Burae aro to be found in his poeghiohi;_Q̂  pp.88 ff# 
Furthor, the reference to fire in JuMzVxi,’ 12 may not W  
absolute in tho strict songe# ■



(32) la his irhoâls swxwaarla©4 X», Gardot, &aii* iDjaaao,*, B,l*(2)
Vol*II| p,44Ü« ——"

(33) A,J, Wôaeiaok» op*oii». p.169,
(34) W.a, Watt, art. ’ÏÏîêâî’èd ia Eia Image' in ïraaaaotiona.

Vol. m u  p#38, ----------
(35) A.J. Wenaiaok, op.oit*, pp.231 ff.
(36) ifarâ*. Voi.lY, p,|i©.

Sb^astiai, Klt&b Hihéyattt»! Iqdm, p.148 (&r.p.470), 
A, Gaillauws.

38) R. Bell, Intgodaotioa> P»106.
30) See H, Bell*» olofôaologiesl table, JJaaw P*118«

See bia note* on Saw» LVI and lU, in Vol.2 of %e„ 
pp*553» 804.

(41) BadSwi. ad IXXXXl, 4, 
(48) Ssbahnaotâni, oa.oit*. p .148 (Ar* p.468)
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OIMPTER XI
PBÛBLEM3 OF m  mj) IN THE M I D M  AMD 

later MECCAN 3UM8#
The Gurae of tho mld-Mocoan period belong to a ao-oalled 

tranaltional stage of Quranio unfolding; accordingly they 
display certain features which have already been observed in 
the earlier Eurae* Vivid imagery* poetic fervour expressed in 
pithy enigmatic lines are the more obvious of the common traits 
that come to mind* and along with this we find the peculiar 
assonance which makes such lines so memorable# Another character
istic* the opening asseveration* crops up intermittently. But 
in this second sub-period the few introductory oaths that occur 
are taken by the Holy Book rather than by natural objects as 
had been the Prophet's custom hitherto (MIV* 1> L* 1; XXXVIII, 
1| MXVX, l) # 'The asseverative style' * as Bell points out* 
'seems to have gradually been discarded'#

At the outset it should be stated that the bulk of the Guras 
from which wo shall be quoting in this chapter aare classified by 
Muir* Grimms and Tradition as pertaining to the second main period 
of Quranic evolution (Holdëke's second and third sub-periods)* 
though predictably there is considerable disagreement among the 
four as to the exact order within the major grouping# ^

A further characteristic of these middle and later Meccan 
Suras is the recounting of prophetic stories from antiquity. At 
times the purpose is decidedly eschatological* while at others it 
is hortatory# These ancient episodes are repeated in various 
forma to underline the inescapable nature of the judgment which 
overwhelmed infidels of successive generations in the past#



Bell feel8 that * the prophetic atories are repeated almoat to 
wearlnesaS  ̂ Buoh reiteration probably reflects the constant 
use of similar themes with appropriate variations in the Prophet's 
preaching to changing audiences and on several occasions»
Gradually and unavoidably the freshness and novelty of any message, 
however startling at first, begins to wear off. The critical 
Western reader is more aware of the monotony of these narratives 
than the Arab hearers of the original. But growing monotony is 
undeniably an impression of the final Meccan phase. Thus Noldeke 
avers, 'die Phantasie Muhammeds muss te an Sohwung and Grsprunglich- 
keit einbussen*, On principle, the prophet could not afford 
to alter the emphasis that he held to be primary. In any event, 
to a relatively uncritical audience repetition of this kind is 
proof of intense conviction.

An added reason for the introduction of these accounts of 
patriarchal and prophetic preaching was Muhammad's increasing 
contacts with Jews and other monotheists, from whom the basic 
traditions were acquired. Among the characters who figure in 
the accounts are Hoah (Suras OTX; TOIlj XU;
XI; XXIX; VII), hot (XXXVII; XXVI; XV; XXVII; XI; XXI,X), 
MosesrPharaoh (XhIV; XX; XXVI; XL; VII). (5) m  addition 
there are numerous references to lesser known communities, the 
people of 'Âd, Thamùd; ar-Basa, Tubbâ  end Midian, #o were 
deaf to the entreaties of God's messengers» The full list of 
disbelieving people is given in L, I?, 13; subsequently in 
L, 35-36 the moral is enforced for the benefit of those with 
responsive hearts and attentive ears.

In sharp contrast with the apathy, obduracy and scorn that 
Hoah and his faithful successors encountered was the ezxperienoe
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of Jonahy whoa# miaeionary endeavoura, though unwillingly under- 
teken, were crowned with unexpected eucceas (hXVIII^ 48̂ 501 
X» 98; XMf 87)* 1‘hie waa to become a etending witneae to the 
fact that threatened calamity may be averted by faith and con
version#

Bell diatinguiahea the two forms which the Prophet's ideas 
of punishment apparently took* '%e earlier was #•« that 
unbelievers would be overwhelmed **# in this world# (The later *« 
was Apocalyptic#* ^ V / e  have already noted the many allusions 
to the Fire in the early suras; the apocalyptic element in that 
group is specially marked# fhe middle and late Meccan Suras 
contain sundry references to temporal calamities that overtook 
unbelievers of former days# From this it could be inferred that 
similar catastrophes might occur in the Prophet's agê  unless 
his contemporaries relent and turn to the truth# Otherwise 
threats and object lessons of the sort used by the Prophet would 
have had little point#

A temporal calamity of the type envisaged in XVII, 60 may 
equally be regarded as 'apocalyptic*# Bvery town is to be 
destroyed before the Bay# Whether or not the towns are to be 
destroyed consecutively or simultaneously is not made clear.
It is no easy task to disentangle warnings of temporal disaster 
in the Quran from what# for want of a better word# may be termed 
* apocalyptic* upheavals* more so because the scene of the final 
drama is set within nature itself (Sura LXXXI is a comprehensive 
example of# XX# 105"#106) # If the thx’eatened calamities were 
purely local in extent# there would not have l>^m advantage 
in individual conversion# ‘fhe entire community would need to 
be converted for disaster to be averted# Howhere la it stated
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In the Quran that all will he lead to the right path. On the 
contrary# there are many references to the # those
who are misled (J# 7; VI# 77; XXXVII# 67). Emerging from 
and looming beyond the temporal was the spectre of eternal doom# 
ushered in by * apocalyptic* convulsions.

Ndldeke^s criterion of the occurrence of ar-̂ Babman as a 
proper name in the mid*4!eooan period and its absence from the 
3uras of the third Meccan period is not really relevant to our 
discussion. Furthermore# the validity of such a test is 
questioned by Bell* In view of the free use made of 
* patriarchal* narratives in the »Buraa of both second and third 
periods# we propose to treat the two stages as a unity. The 
linos of division between the various creative phases# as laid 
down by critics# are somewhat arbitrarily drawn and admitted 
to be approximate. The suras of the earliest period merge into 
those of the second# sad these in turn into the next. Broad 
lines of demarcation will generally suffice.

In the Quran the Prophet is occasionally given the title 
one who warns. The term occurs mainly ( though not exclusively) 
in the Suras of this period (e.g. VII# 183; XI# a; XXVI# 115; 
XXXV# ai). Montgomery Watt has briefly indicated the relevance 
of and the roughly synonymous to •both esohatologioal
judgment had temporal punishment* • Muhammad* a waminga were 
largely ignored in Mecca; it was there that he had to parry 
the incredulous questions and outright denials that wore thrust 
at him whenever ho mentioned resurrection by implication the 
possibility of an afterlife was likewise rejected* ^uch objections 
are reproduced in the following texts# XXaVÎI# 16# 51; î## 3;
XXX# 67; hXXîï# 7î XXIII# 37, 39# 04; XVII# 5ai XXVII# 69;



XLY, 23; XVI# 40> XX, XOjf H# 2?. There is aXao the rhetorioaX 
question recorded in LVX# 47, B Bure of the first period# though 
olaimed to be oompoeite by Bell* Quite underatandabiy, at
a still later date# the Medinano would not have dared dispute 
the veracity of this or any other doctrine taught by the Prophet# 
and the objections are no longer heard#

According to XhV# 24 the Prophet is challenged to bring
forth *our fathers* m  evidence for the credibility of resurrection#
He àimimm the challenge m  a mere impertinence# Allah having 
assured him that isolated acta of resuscitation could not be 
vouohaafed on demand# Bather# the reaurrection would be a 
universal event which all were to e#eri#nc# almost aimultaneoualy# 
in Hie own appointed time* Jesus# according to the gospel 
narrative raised a few of those who had * recently* died (Matt# 111 5)#
He did so not in reply to challenge## but as m  act of compassion
upon the livî ig# and as a sign of his divine authority#

Earlier generations will take part in the resurrection; just
m  they had shared in thé fashionable delusion that resurrection
is impossible (ItXXlX# 7)* Strangely enough these Meccans# like
their worldly predecessors the Sadducee»# were able to reconoil
belief in a supreme Being with a scornful rejection of the idea
that dead men could be raised (XVI# 4̂ )# It is clear from XXIII#
85 that the doctrine in its vague form was not a complete novelty

(to the Meccan#; their ancestors had heard of it* ' ' Whether
through Jewish or through Ohristian influences# ideas of this 
sort# were circulating among the pagans and coop tics of Arabia# 
Montgomery Wait espressos it thus* •Such things wero^in the air" 
before the Qur'an came to Muhammad and wore part of the preparation 
of himself and of hi# environment for his mission*#
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muât here be given to a consideration of Oaaaaora'a 
thesis propotmdtd in him book,. Mohemmed et la Fin du Monde»
Thio scholar * a views have not gained much AoeeptEmoo; but m  
our subject is a related one, hie 'findings* cannot be ignored* 
Caoenota claims that hie thoela in a noVel reconstruction, 
’entièrement nouvelle*, and that it does juctioe to the
osohatological facta recorW%in the Quran* It looks hov/over 
more like a reflexion of a view known as konaequonte Bsahatolô f̂ie, 
consistent' eoohatology formulated by e Gontlnentel eohool of that 
name* Johannes Weiee was the firot to cepouse the view, md he 
subsequently modified its exoeaees* hater it was strenuously 
upheld by that mamy^&ided $mXx%^ Albert Schweitnor* It finds 
classic expression in his work, fhe Quest of the Hisjtorioal 
JeouSf the German original of which was first published in 1906*
The gist of this interpretation is that ’esohatoXogioal* factors 
and pressures largely detemlB^d the decision# Je^un made, and 
impelled to hij& actions* Oaeancva, writing in I9II, doe»
not in fact mention Sohweitner, but acknowledge a the * curieuz 
parallélisme* of luba«mad*s teaching at this point *avec celle 
du Ghriat* a» interpreted by ïi&nm*

Mutatla mutandi.tj this theory bears a roecmblanoe to 
Bohweitaer's, with the He/dra replacing the crisis of the 
Grucifixiion, and a completely different eoquol* G&e&acva maintain* 
that Muhammad came not only to herald the ’Hour*, but that right 
up to the last he held the conviction thatthe ’Hour* would appear 
during his lifetime* In this, it is alleged, the Prophet wa& 
influenced by some obecure Christian group that misinterpreted 
the doctrine of the Paraclete in apooalyptio terms* ^^^^Muhemmed’s 
death, so the theory goes would have meant the virtual collapse



of, Islam. But fortunately the astute diplomacy of Abu Bokr 
saved the day; thus the interest and energies of the faithful 
were diverted towards more practical enterprise#, A suitable 
sprinkling of the Qurauio text with * saying»* imx̂ lying the 
prospect of Muhammad’s death and the postponement of the Hour  ̂
was all Abu Bekr needed to carry out his plan* Casanova finds 
support for his thesis in the apocalyptic literature of the 
Muslim sects (notably in the Mai ship), with this he combines 
a number of isolated snippets from Tradition,

The crisis# if ever there was one# must have come to a 
head in the later Meccan period# In a number of verses such 
as LIV# 1; XX# X5i XXI# 1# the Prophet proclaims the approaching 
Hour, To be sure# he regarded himself as the last of the prophets; 
beyond him lay the prospect of the End, Shahrastâni substitutes 
the Resurrection for the Hour and states the matter thus# 'Similarly# 
man progressed from code to code till the perfection , * was reaohed. 
Nothing lies beyond it but the Resurrection*, Viewed through
the telescope of prophetism the End seemed very near. The Hour 
receded into the background as social and institutional problems 
arose# but the Prophet never lost sight of its reality.

There can be little doubt that ?4th the march of events 
Muhammad altered his emphasis and became reconciled to the 
likelihood of his dying before the coming of the Hour, After all 
the decree ( XVI# 1) was one for Allah to implement# and
could not be speeded up (of, XLXIX# 8g; Xhl# 47; VII# l86).
How then could the Prophet be certain either thai»'-.the Hour would 
or would not come# while he was still in the throes of his mission? 
The Quran speaks of death as the lot of all men (XXI# with
special reference to past prophets; from this the inference is 
drawn that the Prophet will also die. Even more explicit are



the words of xmx, 31, -» , In
spite of these clear-cut statements Casanova insists, ' dans 
cela , il &'y a de preuve formelle que Mohammed doit nécessaire
ment mourir av^nt l'heur*• Net necessarily, of course, hut
this all goes to show that he did envisage the possibility of 
death.

In XIX, 77 we have a disjunctive propositionÂ^V-J' W  Lt,
(of* VI, 40)1 the context perhaps refers to the prolonging of 
the season for repentance. Baiddwi gives the unlikely explanation 
that the former ( ) points to the triumphs of Muslim
But the issue is clear, the Prophet will not compromise himself
by categorically affirming that the Hour is sure to coincide with
his coming* In at least three instances the nearness of the End 
is asserted, but the proposition i# rendered problematic by such 
qualifying expressions as <.jw^(XVII, 53) I ()^ (Xbll, 16);

... (71, 40), The Prophet would not (and could not
on his view of progressive and revocable revelation) commit
himself on the matter of the time and sequence of final events*
As for Andrae observes# 'Une presentation ordonnes et coherent# «.* 
n'est pas dans l'intention du Prophets, ,*# Son mode d'exposition 
n'est pas celui de l'apocalypticien qui veut enseigner les choses 
dernières, mais celui du prédicateur qui veut reveiller et secouer 
ses auditeurs' •  ̂ în the concluding paragraphs of his book 
Casanova almost gives his case away by conceding that the note 
of indefiniteness and resignation is discernible in many Suras, 
and in particular (or so he assumes) after the Hegira* ^

A definite contrast exists betweren the respective attitudes 
of the N#T* and that of the Quran towwfds the hastening of the 
day* In XVI, 1 the Prophet counsels his hearers not to seek



to hasten the day, Further# from XIII# 7> XXIX# 53 it appears 
that he was repeatedly challenged to accelerate the threatened 
calamity end thereby establish his credentials# but he had to 
confess that the matten was not in his hands (VI# 57)* Proleptioally 
speaking Hell already enfolds its future inmates (XXIX# 54), 
whose present cries of provocation sound ludicrous»

In the N#T»# on the other hand# Christians are enjoined to 
work and prey for the speedy coming of the lord and his Kingdom 
(Matt# 6 t 10; I Cor# 16* 22; Rev# 22* 20)# The ejplenation for 
the contrasting attitudes is simple enough# Whereas the relevant 
Quranic texts are in the main addressed to unbelievers# the 
exhortations in the N#T# are for believers. In the former# the 
stress is on impending judgment# which by God's mercy may be 
deferred (XI# 11); in the latter# judgment is overshadowed by 
the glorious hope of the Parousia# and with it deliverance for 
mankind from the vicious circle of earthly existence# Although 
the Ray and Hour are fixed in the Divine mind (Mark 13* "32)# yet 
paradoxically the interim period may be shortened for the elect's 
sake (Mark 13$ 2P)»
Paradise* As already noted# the distinctive expressions for the 

inferna], place occur mostly in the earlier Suras* A 
few terms not found in the first period appear in the middle 
Meccan Suras as alternative names for Heaven. Of these names 
the most evocative and least frequent is • As Jeffery
observes this is a pre-Islamic borrowing from the Iranian and 
la the nearest synonym for # garden# in the Quran. (
Paradise is in fact the only existing word for garden in
Armenian (Bardes)# and as such appears in
Gen# 2» 8 and throughout the Armenian Bible# For the 'eaohatologioal'



Paradise mentioned in the N.T# another expression (also of 
Iranian origin) is employed in Armenian# Balddwi defines 
m  a cross between a vineyard and a paXm-grove# and regards the 
Quranic term as designating the highest reaches of Heaven ( of.
II Cor# 12$ 2; 'third heaven')# ^ B o r n e  support for this
denotation is to"be found in the two contexts where the word
appears (XVIII, 107# XXIII, ll), From these contexts it would 
seem that those #o inherit# Paradise are the spiritual elite# 
those that is who have passed the double test of faith and works 
with flying colours*
Eden. One of the reourrfnt phrases in these Buras is the construct

# with gardens always in the plural* The 
phraoe more rarely crops up in the Medinen Buras# In the Quran 
this expression is invariably eeohatologioal in roferenoo (XIII#
23# XVI# 33| XVIII# |0# XIX# 62# XX# 78# XXXV# 30# XXXVIII,
50# Xh# 8). 'Eden* as a place name does not odour in the N.T.#
it io rare in the 0*T# where it signifies the primeval garden.
At times it is used figuratively# in similes for grandeur and 
luxuriance (Is# 51$ 3# Back# 28$ 13# Joel 2$ 3 etc#)*

The proper derivation of $ or for that matter of Eden#
is a vexed problem* Arab scholars tend to derive it from the verb 

<:>Ŝ  meaning 'to abide' (heidavd ^  )# The cons true t
phrase would then convey the meaning of 'gardens of perpetual 
abode'# It would# moreover# suggest the sense of security# 
as BSghib has it# Jeffrey discounts such explanations and assumes 

to be a loan#word from the Hebrew by way of the Byriac.̂ ^̂  ̂
However# the long-fStsnding association of ‘JTY with a homophonous 
root meaning ' delight' is now under fire# Bemitic scholars would 
derive the name from the Bumerian edin (* plain# of* the Arabic



# ooastaX plain).  ̂ Perhaps the derivation suggested 
by Arab savants is after all not too ivlde off the mark*

Where the Quran speaks of Adam and Eve's garden, dCa, is 
used absolutely (VII, 18, 26; XX, llg). The usage of ojue. 
in eaohatologioal contexts is not particularly instructive; it 
follows the same pattern as garden/gardens* In XIX, 62 (of. the 
Medlnon IX, 73; 1X1, 12), the insertion of the phrase appears 
to be purely epexegetioal, some would say redundant* In general

serves a useful purpose as a stylistic variation 
for other names of Heaven*
Ghuraf* Here and there the Quran throws out hint# that there will 

be some form of gradation in rewards for the pious (XX,
77 ) * Baid&wi's comments on the eminence of
Paradise in the scale of heavenly habitations suggests that 
various attempt# were made to correlate degrees of reward and 
punishment with specific spheres in the hereafter*  ̂ The word

"  j *

provides a fairly firm basis for this line of argument, 
even though it is almost as rare as in the Quran, is
properly a synonym of an 'upper chamber'; the former
term, however, is now the standing expression for ' room' in the 
wider sense*

In the singular occurs once only (XXV, 75); Arberry
renders this 'highest heaven', a translation which agrees with 
Baidawi's Apparently the singular
can be taken to denote a sphere more sublime than that implied 
by the plural* Logically there can be but one 'chamber' par 
excellence, whereas there are bound to be many 'chambers' * Two 
plural forms are used in the Quran (XXXIX, 21; XXIX, 58),
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and ( XXXIV, 36} Î the two are identical in meaning. The

first of these references (XXXÏX, 21) deaorihos chambers above 
chambers, with the highest presumably symbolising more exalted 
status. The last of the references (XXXIV, 36) speaks of the 
abode reserved for those who are worthy of recompense* And each 
of the four occurrences of the word carries within its context 
the implication that the • chamber' or 'chambers' are kept for 
the noblest of believers# The nearest equivalent for this notion 
in the N#T# is the fuos/a) - mansions - of John I41 2, used once 
with this celestial connotation# But here there is no hint that 
such mansions are allotted to the chosen few.
Barsakh» As counterparts for the Catholic dogma of purgatory, 

and for the notion of repose or harrowing experienced 
in the 'intermediate state*, Muslim theologians offer us the 
'punishment of the grave' and larsskh.»  ̂ The former of these 
conceptions will be treated in the next chapter, as some of the 
alleged allusions to the 'punishment of the grave' occur in the 
Medinen Buras#

For Barsakh the lexical stock in the Quran is more substantial 
The word appears three times; twice it is used in a more or less 
concrete sense (XXV, 55» LV, 20» of. in XXVIl, 62 for
a similar idea)# Jeffery relates this usage (barrier between 
two seas) to a cosmological myth, and shows conclusively that the 
term IvmiBXk origin# This barrier is vaguely
reminiscent of the partition between upper and nether waters 
mentioned in Gen# li 6. Like the geometrical line it is real, 
albeit invisible» this point holds good even when applied to 
the metaphysical barrier of which we read in XXIII, 102. What



precisely is thi© l&ttor barrier? Bftidâwî rather unhelpfully 
defines it by giving a synonym jf'U- , end explains the term 
abstractly as a total prohibition, 'ZĴ , from a return 
to earthly exietenoe* He does not, «0 far ae I can make
out, take it to be either a state or place* Sale quotes the 
opinion of Ibn Mafruf to the effect that Bareakh signifies
the grave*  ̂  ̂ The two or three different senae# in which
the word la employed by Mualime are given by Hughes* (

I bn Kha3,dun in line with his more philosophical approach 
regards Bargakh as a stage in which intellectual perfection ia 
attained, presumably after death*  ̂ In popular religion 
Bareakh fills the position that Shtol occupies in 0*T* religion# 
sometimes standing for the grave, at other times signifying an 
indeterminate abode of the departed somehow fitted into the 
intervening period between death and resurrection# Whilst 
semantically it parallels of Luice 16: 26, in effect
the two notions are distinct* The great gulf separates the 
blessed from the damned, whereas the Barrier divides the present 
life from the afterlife* It is doubtful whether the Prophet 
wished to convey any truth other than that of an irreversible 
step from which there can be no turning back* At death, man's 
fate is settled for ever, unless Allah wills otherwise beyond 
the resurrection* Any attempt to interpret in spatial
or experiential terms would involve us in the 'fallacy of mis
placed concreteness'*
Hi.iâb and Â raf* Another word also approaches in

religious denotation* this is VII,
44 (of* XXXIV, 53)* The first part of the verse reads

I which Arberry translates



•And between them is n vail, anjïon the;'!Ramparts men **#•.
Rail, however conjecture# for the of the re
ceived text#  ̂ The conjectural expression i# unopmmon in
Arebio, and the emendation does not take ua far in clearing up
the mysteries of the paasage* The 'screen' like the 'great 
gulf completely separates the two parties" on either side, but 
unlike the 'gulf it i# itself occupied by a third group* The 
thorny problem of how to dispose of those whose soales are 
almost evenly balanced is thus temporarily solved# Presumably 
their yearnings to pass over to Paradise will be satisfied in 
due course* ^
p̂remonitory Signs, The premonitory signs that introduce the

final event are adequately discussed in
older works* These comprise eight leaser signs end the 
seventeen greater signs* A few of these may be traced back 
to the Quran, but the majority are obviously borrowed from 
Jewish and Christian apocalypses at a later stage of Islamic 
development* Apart from tke natural and cosmic portents that 
loom large in the early Bur as, we have three major signs the 
evidence for which may be plausibly derived from Quranic texts*

Gog and Magog appear on the scene in XVIII, 93,99, but 
here they are unaccountably associated with Alexander the Great* 
Thus the prophecies of E«ek* 381 2 are conflated with the visions 
of Dan, 81 21 and 11» |* Unlike Alexander the Great, Gog end 
Magog are not historically identifiable* It may well be, as 
Jeffery says, that this composite picture is a reflexion of
Gyriac legends on the subject of Alexander's-advance towards 
the East*  ̂ The passage in question ijSTibgojidary rather tha 
eachatological, though XVIII, 99 suggests that legend furnishes
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an imaginative background for eschatology. Another paBaage 
(XXI, 9 6 ) is perhaps more truly eschatological: Xajdj and
Majûj pour in from all aides, but a stop is put to their further 
advance by an abrupt change of scene* fhe context is obscure 
enough and may refer to the Resurrection; in which case the 
irruption of Gog and Magog will coincide with the End*

Baiddwi profusely elaborates the various theories relating 
to Alexander's sobriquet, -v3 , m d  surmises that Gog
and Magog hail from Central Asia 'the land of Turks and beyond'*( 
fhe Abbasid Caliphate had a bitter foretaste of the fellow Peril, 
in 1258 A.Df, which is coeval with Baidawi's career. More 
recently Dr# Asad has put forward a new suggestion as to the 
identity of 65̂ ^' • He contends that the Qurw has
Cyrus in mind rather than Alexander when it speaks of y>
fhe Quranic figure is a worshipper of the true God on the pattern 
of Isaiah's Cyrus# But on either explanation, if {jC 
has any esohatological significance, then one or other conqueror 
merely prefigures a future deliverer#

fhe second of the major signs according to the traditional 
list is the Beast, O^yjùS • fhe word occurs I4 times
in the Quran, and from some of these occurrences it is evident 
that the term is wider in denotation than 'mammal' (XXIV, 44;
XXXV, 44)* As is presupposed in the verbal root, the noun 
applies to all creeping things.

In XXVII, 84 \ '3 clearly refers to an apocalyptic monater
that emerges from the earth. In contrast to the elaborate picture 
of the Beeet and the Dragon presented in Revelation (11* 7|
13* 1 ff.; 17* 3 ff; 19* 19 ff") the Quranic allusion to



la bald end foaturoloas* Baidawi, however, adds a number of 
details to produce a freakish creature with the composite 
structure of ̂qipirliug mammal and bird# Masson reminds us 
that the Beast was a sermon topic with Cyril of Jerusalem and 
Bphrem* simple Quranic reference was gradually filled
in v4th features borrowed from Christian sources* The vhole 
conception may go back to the myth of the primeval monster, 
ietiftthan ( cf. Pb* 74» 14; I#. 27» 1). '42)

For a third sign, that of the Antichrist 
there is no evidence whatever in the Quran# With the develop
ment of the Gog Magog theme the introduction of this comple
mentary figure became -apposite# As regards Christ'e second 
coming all one can say is that this sign may or may not be 
alluded vto in XLÎ11, 61# The opening clause of this verse
reads \fi.\ M • The pronoun could be regarded
m  impersonal, or else if the text, is fully coherent with its 
setting the pronoun should refer back to Jesus (w*57-*59)* Then 
by pointing rather than Jesus is declared to be a
sign for the Hour# Masson informs us that reputable exegetes 
like Tabari? Eamakhshari and Jalalain so understand the passage# 
Thus interpreted the words provide a textual basis for a 
fascinating topic* From Baidawi's comment on this text we 
gather that a sectarian twist was given to the incident* Jesus 
descends upon the Holy Land and not only destroys the Antichrist 
but also does away with all emblems of Nasarene veneration, 
replacing Chris toi atry with true worship# (̂ 3)

Tho trouble with this interpretation is the complete lack 
of allusions to Christ’s second coming elsewhere in the Quran#
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Moreover, whilst is a common Quranic term, would
be a hap ax if it were genuine in XLIII, 61# At all events 
is the usual v-ord for sign in Arabic, and again like it 
occurs frequently in the Quran* Masson concludes, 'Si 1'inter
pretation de ce verset n'était pas sujette à controverses, un 
rapprochement avec le# textes chrétiens *•* s'imposerait'*

Another popular subject in Muslim 'apocalyptic' in tho 
ascent of the Prophet to heavenly spheres * Related to
this is the , Muhammad' a nocturnal journey on earth
and through the lower regions# The occurrence of the verb 
(XVII, I» of# Sura LXX ) was the rudiment of an
extensive literature on this theme within and beyond the field 
of Tradition# The points of ooinoidenge between the legendary 
cycles of popular Muslim theology and Dante's Divine Comedy have 
been thoroughly investigated by Asin y Palacios in his ha 
Eaoatologia musulmana en la Pi Vina Comsdia#  ̂ He comes to 
the conclusion that Muslim legend served as a model for the 
Italian masterpiece#

There is a wealth of 'picturesque, desoriptive end episodic' 
detail in the Quran from which the Traditional drama of the 
Miraj' and IsrS' could be adapted and elaborated# The chief 
terms for Heaven and Hell have been considered in this chapter 
and the preceding, and a few details were and will be described. 
One further point may be mentioned here* Are Heaven and Hell at 
present in existence, and are they populated by eligible members 
of past generations? Tradition seems unanimous on the first 
point# Wensinok quotes from the Fikh Akbar II, 'We confess that 
Paradise and Hell are a reality and that they are created and 
existing at present*' The Quranic texts adduced in support

. 1



Of this confession state only that the destinations are al
ready prepared (ill, 127; II, 22; III, 126 all Medinen - of.
II Pet, 2» 9). Aooording to XXVI, 89-91$ Heaven and Hell mil
on the Day, he propelled into view for the benefit of the
respective inmates. The context refers to Abraham's generation,
Ih appears that the prospect of Heaven or Hell for these ancients
lay directly beyond the Day,

In VII, 13 and XXXVIII, 80 the Devil pleads to be respited 
until the Day or Hssurrsction; his request is granted* This 
suggests that for the present he is let loose on earth to 
practise his knavish tridcs, but one day he will be confined to 
a more restricted sphere. Again from XI, 100 and XL 49, it 
seems that the punishment of Pharaoh's host is still in the 
future, for on the he will lead his people into the Fire, 
Baidawi admits this, but sees in the passage solid proof for 
the doctrine of the soul's survival and the torment of the 
grave, 4̂7) this is inconclusive and passages could be 
quoted to show that the martyrs are translated into the divine 
presence at death (II, 149, %%I, of, VII, 36 for the Fire)*
Prophetic insights do not doVe-,tail neatly# the Prophet would 
doubtless have concurred with Emerson in hio opinion that '& 
foolish consistency is the bugbear of little minds* (Essays,
Self Reliance)#

The impression gained from a study of the eachatological 
material in these Suras, as it bears on our main theme, la as 
follows# the doctrine of resurrection is seen as an essential 
aspect of the Last Day, References to the resurrection are 
numerous and tmequivocal. Its constant proclamation provoked 
ridicule from pagan Meocans; this gradually subsided or else



brushed aside m  of notioo* In tliîîc the soornful
objections oeeao to bo rooordod in the to,icb* Dramatio agemo& 
crowd tho Day of Bosurrection, leading on to 'bhe final destination/ 
Already in %e middle Meoom Burn© the abiding dbar&oter of this 
final state is indioated (Will «III; XII; XVXIl), By the 
repeated m o  of CiLL , its dorivatives and ito equivalents the 
eternity of Heaven and Hell in etrongly implied, T i m m  points 
and others will he looteed into more fully in later ohaptera*
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QIAPTEH III
BSQHATOLQGIQAL SYNmEBIS .MD T O  m P I N M  SUBAS
When we pass on to the Suras of the Modluan period, the 

criterion of style oeaaee to he decisive# StylietioalXy the 
Surae of this closing stage do not differ appreciably from the 
later Me coon Surae# Among Western scholars there ie a wide 
measure of agreement as to the number of Suras that should be 
allocated to the Medinen sojourn* Noldeke's list at this 
point almost coincides with what Tradition has assigned to 
Medina in respect of the actual Ruras included, though not as 
regards arrangement. As our main interest is in the overall 
picture that the consecutive groups of Ruras present, Ndldeke's 
order will once more serve as a working basis* One exception 
to his arrangement is Rura XXII, which this scholar has for 
convenience placed in the last group, but which in its 
eschatology is solidly Meccan# The opening reference to the 
earthquake (v#l), and the insistence on the certainty of the 
Hour (v#7) are typical of an earlier phase of growth, as is 
the challenge hurled at the Frophet to hasten the coming of 
the End (v#46)# ^

The Medinan output includes two lengthy Suras, al-Baqarah 
and al̂ Imran, which Katsh has 'chosen as the most representative 
in the Koran' • The former, Katsh reminds us, has been described 
as the 'Koran in miniature', and is a 'summary of all the 
essential points of the Revelation #* elaborated elsewhere'#(3̂  
Whilst recapitulation is undesignedly effected in these Suras, 
a number of fresh motifs also appear# Taking the Medinan Suras 
as a whole one may say that they are more readily Identifiable
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than earlier Suras* Allusions abound to topics of contemporary 
Interest end to episodes which were occasions for a spate of 
prophetic deliverances* The historic encounters at Badr and 
üdud, as well as lesser conflicts and crises, have left their 
marks on the compilation of the text# These traces provide 
scholars with reasonably accurate clues whereby individual 
Suras can be dated* This remark could apply to the different 
strands that have been woven into some of the longer Ruras*

We do not propose to examine the abundance of references, 
vague or definite, that can be made to dovetail with events 
in the post#^egiran period# The oritioo-historical evidence 
has been adequately analyzed and collated in the light of 
Muslim Tradition* As Bell remarks, historical tradition is 
sound enough where it speaks of the Medinan experiences of the 
Prophet and his band, thus enabling us to fix a satisfactory 
outline and interpret many passages with confidence*

While in Medina Muhammad steadily consolidated his power# 
Triumphs on the battlefield and the gains that accrued from 
isolated skirmishes all helped to enhance his prestige# 
Montgomery Watt refers to ' the deepening of the faith of 
Muhammad and his closest companions in his prophetic vocation', 
as a result of the victory at Badr# True, yet paradoxically 
these very successes led to a modification of the prophetic role# 
As new circumatanoes arose and wider horizons open up the Prophet 
diverted his energies to practical channels of generalship, 
legislation and organisation#

The flow of revelation is henceforth directed in a way that 
will minister to the welfare of the community# Bight up to the
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end the measege of the hereafter is proclaimed, hut increasingly 
the threats, warnings end promises acquire a didaotio aim 
baser tendencies and kindling the zeal of waverers* Thus Wensinok 
writes of ' the parenetic teneur of later Buras, which although 
lengthy, can at once be recognised as the;:;ÿx§;ÿ%héiçn of 
Muhammad's personal feelings' $

The prophetic cast of mind is not conducive to any attempt 
at systematic legislation. Solutions for day to day problems 
were arrived at by spontaneous directives which the Prophet 
firmly held to be inspired* Wensinok draws attention to Saouck 
Eurgronje's observation that at Medina 'Muhammad even avoided 
regulating affairs once for all by revelation'# This
probably means that the Prophet felt secure enough to rely more 
and more on his personal authority without constantly referring 
back the issues to the divine source of that authority#

Bell rightly notes that 'in Medina Muhammad does not enter 
upon such full descriptions of the End*# or of the Afterlife as 
he gives in Meccan passages' • The more evocative details were 
already familiar and could thus be 'dropped or at least taken 
for granted’* specific offences are sternly censured and 
prohibitions enforced by warnings of torment hereafter# For 
instance in II, 214 vm meet with a warning against apostasy; 
those who turn back are destined for the Fire (of# III, 84 and 
Bob* 10# 30-̂ 39*) Further down in this Sura (11, 276-77 usury is 
condemned in similar terms# Katsh recalls the 0#T# and Rabbinic 
antecedents of the prohibition, in none of which is the 
eschatological motive present*

With the fortunes of war fluctuating as they did, desertion



beoawû a real danger» «q in VIII, 16 deserter» are rominded of 
the severe pe&altlee that attach to suoh oowardioe# Roolal end 
ethioel factors are not left out» the despoiling of orphans 
is grave enough m  offence to merit fire (IV, 11)# Murderers, 
hypocrites (XV, 34, 95, 137), hoarders (IX, 34), those who 
wrong or betray the Prophet (IV, 115; IX, 63-64) end slanderers 
in general are alike tîireatened with Allah's wrath (XXIV, 4, 7#
9, 18, 19)* Inoidentally in IX, 34 monks are singled out for 
rebuke for devouring the wealth of the community» and this 
centuries before the Reformation#

On the positive side loyalty, hospitality, almsgiving and 
earnest endeavour for the cause are encouraged by promises
of exceptional reward (IV, 17» VIII, 75» IX, 20» XLVIII, 17»
L V I I ,  17) * Tho Prophet is anxious to show that entry into Heaven 
must be by way of tribulation (II, 120» III, 136 of# Acts*
14» 22)# The prudential nature of this mode of legislation 
is apparent# At all cost morale and the social fabric must be 
preserved# Ethical and religious incentives are combined; for 
those who no longer doubt the Prophet's divine guidance, judgment 
hereafter becomes a moot effective deterrent# Accordingly, the 
truths of eschatology constitute the 'sanctions of other

( 11 )requirements which he wishes to enforce* * ' '

The Last Day# Belief in 'Allah and the Last Day' la tacitly
attributed to Abraham (II, 12G), the father of 

monotheism, end the putative founder of Islam* Baidawi identifies 
tho new f el til with the patriarch dJL*

ci • Margoliouth is convinced 
that Abraham as a 'personage was absolutely unknown before 
Mohammed's time*# Faced with growing hostility from the



Jews, Muhammad turned to the patriarch for support, on the 
principle that priority in time estahliahe# precedence over 
Moeee and Jesus# This was a maateî stroke of religious policy 
which stood the Prophet in good stead# However, there 1» no 
suggestion in the G#T# that Abraham ever thought in terms of 
an afterlife, a belief which only gradually unfold# in Hebrew 
religion# Nevertheless in the N#T* his name figures in an 
argument for reeurreotion (Mark 12» 26), and he is accorded a 
place of prominence in the life beyond (Luke 16» 22~2g; of#
Heb# 11» 10)#

According to the Quran this selfsame fundamental doctrine 
(of God and the Last Pay) is held by Jews, Christians end 
Babaeon©# Whatever their die agreements in other matters, 
this is the common .ground on which tho prophet hcpo'B to meet 
them (II, 59» V, 73)* From these two verses it appears that
such ft minimal confession of faith would suffice to remove the
threat of fear, ^  no ê qiress mention
is made here of a definite reward# Apart from a firm belief 
in these two primary article#, good works arc regarded as 
valueless (II, 266; IV, 42)# Gonveœely, it 4# possible to 
repeat the confession and not be a%|liever at heart (II, 7, 8)#

In adcW/tion to the foregoing reference# tho formula
/Al% oocur# in th$; following texts II, 226, 232;

III, 110; IV, 43# 62, 1&); U, 18, 19, 29, 44, 45, 100;
XXXIII, 21; LVXIl, 22; LX, 6; OT, 2# Every om of these 
texts bclcngÊS tO' tho Modinm; period# Nowhere in the Meccan 
Surac does the phrase appear, though in XXIX, 35 the service of 
Allah io mentioned in the same breath as the expectation of the 
Lost Day# From this snumsraticn it is dear that faith in



Allah and hope in the Last Day hava become tha cardinal articles 
of tha Muslim oread# The whole gamut of essential doctrine ie 
eat forth lea© frequently» Allah, Hia Angela, hooka, meeaengera 
and the Last Day are aligned in at least two peeeagea (II, 172;
IV, 135), But the sixth and more abstract doctrine of pre
destination is missing from these verse#.

We conclude that the oonfesaicn 
represent# the bare minimum of belief acceptable to God. However, 
from various contexte it ia obvious that He easpeot# a measure 
of proper conduct and observance to prove the genuineness of 
the believefe confession,
d̂ tl-lkhirah, Helatod to is the oomx>rehenslTe ex-

premslo# for the afterlife- , The term,
p©r so, la not poouliar to' tho Modlntm Bur am. 31 n fact it 
ooours m  ^arly as B ZGIXX (âd^hiM)* In âiïotîier early passage 
(IGIÎ, 13) it cornea m  part of the phrase 'the last and the 
flrat*, used there in an impersonal sense which roughly parallels 
the ambiguous oj^ression in Bov. 2* 19, but wMch contra©t© with 
the pregnant Ohriatologioaî. ti^e in Rev. 1, 11 (of.LVII, 3)* 
Bomewhat later the term acquires its spooifioolly
oachutolofioal oolourlng. MasBOh defines this a© 'la vie future, 
en général qu’ll s'agisse d'une survie en Enfer ou au Paradis'# 
Thus it comprehends most aspects of the hereafter# Masson also 
points out that there are the same number of definite reference# 
to Fire as there are to the Gardens in contexts where the word 
ocours# ^̂ 4)

jJl occurs about 97 times in the- Quran, end of these 
occurrences no fo%mr than gO refer to the afterlife, The dominant
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sens* of tho word ia rolativoly more frequent in the Modlnan 
3uras than elsewhere in the QUren (II, 3, 80, 196» III, 21,
20; IV, 76» ZZIV, 14 etc*) the Arabio tern ie cognate with 
the Hebrew ïl**^rjK ' the letter end* (Num. 24$ 20»
Deut, 8$ 16), which probably refers to national destiny, though 
doubtlese an eachatological motif could be read into it# 
Semantioally ehould oorreepond to ^crjcocros
an adjective construed with a variety of noun# for time 
(Acta 21 17» U  Tim* 3$ 1» Heb*l$ 2| II Pet# 3$ 3 etc).
The 'EaqhatonS if one may venture to employ a vaguely 
technical term, oacillatea in meaning, 'eometimea thought of 
as beginning with the birth of Ohriat, sometime* with hie 
second coming** Hence, despite the apparent correepondenoe
of the Arabic, Hebrew and Greek vforde, the three are semantic
ally disparate# At most, the N*T* expression refers to an 
event or events that immediately precede the end of history, 
whereas point© to a sphere beyond earthly existence,
and is properly the obverse of 1^3 ♦ Accordingly, Masson 
remarks? Ooran centre sur dos perspectives eaohatologiquea
insiste'sur la vanité de tout oe qui appartient à la vie 
immédiate (al dunya) opposée a la vie future (al ’akhira)#̂ ^̂ ^
Munk;ar, Hiaki.a*# Xn the traditional picture of the hereafter,

the two tormenting smgels are associated with 
that familiar dogma, ' the punishment of tho grave* # Weneinok 
show that the double conception is an accepted article of the 
major creeds (Fiÿb Akbar I and II*) The rosemblanoo of
these notions to the Gatholic dogma of purgatorial suffering 
will be apparent* But there seems to be no purging purpose 
behind the infliction of pain by the twin angels; their object



la to oxtraot a ooafeaalo# of guilt from tho dead*
A Tast amount of literature grew around the subject of

# #6 Tarions traditions as Wenalnck showa
diverge oonslderably from one another; the angels are sometimes 
anonymous* and In the tradition absent from the picture»
Mttnkar* Naqlr are popularly swarthy angels with blue eyes 
(an unlikely combination)» The resources of the Imagination 
are exhausted in describing the macabre details of the torments 
endured by the dead» In contrast to this profusion of detail 
in popular theology* there is scarcely any Quranic evidence 
for the conception» The following passage# have sometimes 
been regarded as the ground# for the belief* VIII* 52;
XLVII* 29 (Medinan) ^ with VI* 93 which Bell assigns to A*H»
2-3* and which is classed as Medinan by Tradition»

Sale* following Bai^sv^ and Jalaluddin* informs us that 
VIII* $2 ’was understood of the angels who slew the infidels 
at Badr with iron maces’ # Neither of the other two refer
ences is linked with* the punishment of the grave’ * at any rate 
by Baidâwit He holds* however* that the angels mentioned in 
these verses hasten death or administer the c o u p de grace. (
(at an impressionable age I remember reading tracts in similar 
vein that described the dying moments of infidels and de
bauchees)* It is far from clear that the punishment spoken 
of in say VI* 93 is other than that which attends death* or 
that the torment referred to in VIII* 52 is not that which 
precedes the final judgment# ’Obviously’* says Tor Andrae* 
’Muhammad is not thinking of a preparatory punishment before 
the final resurrection# For him the moment of death and 
judgment have become fused into a single event’ » ^



In these three passages there is no mention at all of the 
grave* which after all is the focal point* On the other hand* 
angelic intervention is expressly brought to mind in XII, 120*
’He reinforces you with three thousand angels*’ This shows that 
the possibility of such intervention was envisaged by the Prophet 
at critical moments in his struggle* A parallel presupposition 
is recorded in Matt# 2di 53, where Jesus deolares that he i# 
able to summon twelve legions of angels* but desists in order 
that Horipture might be fulfilled* The entire picture is 
consonant with the doctrine of angelic intervention that is 
taken for granted both in the Bible and the Quran*
The Spouses, According to a tradition recorded by Baiÿâwi the 

promise* embodied in III* 193 came as a result 
of Urn Balm’a’s complaint that Allah seemed to ignore the part 
played by women in the Hegira* Whereupon Ood gave a pledge 
that no labour expended in His cause would be lost* There are 
parallels to this explicit mention of both men and women as 
heirs of eternal reward in the Meccan suras (XVI* 99> XL* 43)* 
Bell* however* regards the second of these two verses as 
Medinan*  ̂ while H* XVI is manifestly composite* It may 
well be that these deliverances came after the Hm 8alma episode# 
Her protest might have led to a review of the status of women 
in the afterlife*

One approaches a delicate subject of this sort with some 
diffidence* We are not here concerned with the more intriguing 
details of the picture of females in Paradise# These images 
have been bitterly derided by hostile critics of Islam* and 
persuasively spiritualised by modems and mystics# The earlier 
references to beauteous damsels (XXXVII* 47; XXXVIII* 52;



XLIV* 54| LV* 70-72) are gradually modified into a conception 
of the faithful accompanied by their wives* banking in the 
radiance of Paradise ( XXXVI* 56-58; XLIII* 70)* In this 
connexion Hodwell commente; ’these promises of the Houris #*« 
are almost exclusively to be found in the auras written at a 
time iMhen Muhammad had only a single wife of 60 years of age* 
and that in all the ten years subsequent to the Hojirah* women 
are duly twice mentioned as part of the reward** On 
examination we find that Bodwell’s remark would apply not only 
to Medinan B m m  but also to the later Meccan period*

In the earlier Medinan Buras the spouses are described
as purified (II* 23| III* 13$ IV* #)* ^amakhshari
regards those ’pure mates’ as the wives of the faithful alluded 
to above*  ̂ In Tradition these wives are never oonfuaed with 
Houris; Qaudefroy-pomombynes otates* la tradition
place au paradis les o;^yantes avec leur dpcux* sans les 
oonfond̂ po ave# les houris’* Later in the Medinan period
these notions give way to a loftier conception of believers 
male and female ( ) sharing #10 future delights
on equal tewa (L#I, 12; XLVHI, 5; IJt, 73*̂ 78)»̂ ®®̂  Thl* 
final stage represents a major advance* whereby believing 
women are assured of a fair deal and a just reward hereafter*

Attempts have been made to show that the Quranic ’des
criptions of Paradise were inspired by the ideas of the Ohriatian 
Syrian preacher* Afrem’s Hymns of Paradise depict the joys of
the blessed in vary mundane colours’ $ Tor Andrae regards this 
’ inspiration’ as an unrefuted fact* An unrefuted fact of
this order is clearly incapable of proof* and refutation is



pointless# Horowits* in a paper to whioh Boll alludes, has 
’shown that nearly all the details of Muhammad’s description 
of Paradise ’ are to be found referred to by older and contempor
ary poets*  ̂ One would also need to demonstrate that the 
poets of the Jahjliyycih likewise owed their inspiration to 
the Syrian monks; but the effort would be gratuitous# Surely 
the poetic Imagination can conjure up such aoenes without 
external aids*

^weetman similarly reminds us of Jerome’s comment on Matt# 
19» ^  (of, Luke 18* 28-30)t from #ioh the ir&soible saint 
inferred that a recompense of a hundred wive# awaited those 
who, harim l*ft all, follow their Lord# ( There is no 
mention of wives in the Mat the# an version of the legion, 
while Luke eapressly confines the unspecified multiple blessings 
to this world ( Wiere for a Ohriatian even bigamy is out of the 
question), and is content with the gift of eternal life in the 
world to oome* The erotic propensities of Jerome are well- 
known# Neither he nor Bphrem can be taken as typical of 
Christian piety in the early oenturies of our era* Such 
deductions dearly do not reflect N#T* thought, end indeed are 
alien to its spinit#

In our Lord’s toaohing as in that of hio apoatles virginity 
is soberly but firmly commended* We may exemplify this com
mendation from ahrist’s restrained reply to the disciples’ 
query on the advisability of marriage (Matt# 19* 12), Likewise 
Paul expresses his obiter dictum in 1 Qor# 7* 1,40 to the effect 
that women are better left alone. The Sfeer puts the mattar 
more bluntly in Ms words about the priveleged station of those 
who ’have not defiled themselves with women’ (Bev, 14» 4)# But
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the plainest indication of the shape of things to oomo; is 
reoorded %n Luko 2Q« 35-36, where it is stated that the risen 
onos do not hut are like angels#

Montgomery Watt informs us that ’the early Muslims looked 
askance at oolih&ay* *  ̂̂  The fmlly mid olmi unite were basic, 
and these could he strengthened and enriched only through 
marriage* The corporate nature of heavenly joys is depicted 
in two passages (XIII, â|| XL, 8)# From this is could he 
inferred that not only conjugal hut also family relationships 
are forever preserved; parents, wives and progeny alike 
participate in the delights of Bd«n# The rewards offered had 
to he of such a quality en to thmlll the hearts of simple 
fervent tribesmen and evoke the desired traits of heroism 
end unwavering loyalty* For those who aspired to higher 
things there ie reserved the Beatific Vision (LXXV, 23)*
’This above all’, says #^hasali, Ha what we should look 
for’, efter dutifully enumerating the various material pleasures 

^  <  U aIJ ï ’all
else is thoroughly sensuous’#

Other points that bear moro directly on the time and mode 
of resurrection will be treated in subsequent chapters# In the 
Medinan Suras poetic descriptions have largely disappeared, 
giving way to stereotyped pronouncements of doom or favour#
The more Spectacular apocalyptic feature a of earlier prophecy 
almost vanish from the seen#* ^#hi #l pâliMs note m  the 
later Meccan 8uras applies here with greater force, (the 
descriptive elements Wwmo ** » more swmery’, and we find 
’ a more abstract means of evccattcn’ * ^

No longer is the Prophet peetorod by derisive enquiries 
regarding the delay of the Hour# As to denials of resurrection,
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there Is but a aoiltary oblique reference to this form of 
scepticism (LXIV, 7 )f wbioh is probably a ’ throwback’ to m  
earlier period* The majority of the texts' in which the eternity 
or permanence of the afterlife is implied (by the use of 
and LL ) belong to this period* Moot of the vital
elements of the earlier eaohatology are here retained, seen 
perhaps in batter parapeotive, and made relevant to the life 
and conduct of t:ie growing community of believers*
N O W *
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IV
’m  BAY OF im^mmonon^ m D u m Y à h m f  jszPHEssioNSe

Whatever the origin of the résurrection Idea it finds 
supreme expression in thé N#T# 8ages and saints of earlier 
times caught glimmers of light which brought them the assurance 
that death was not the ending of the road, but merely the gate
way to a fuller life; a life, moreover, that would be untram
melled by the restriotione of earthly existence# Yet in éémo 
mysterious way the future mode of being would be integrally 
related to the former experience, and provide its fitting 
sequel# Wensinok reminds us that H%#aiem, Ohristlanity end 
Islam ### emphasised, each in its turn the unity of Ood and 
the resurrection of the dead’ # By j)udaimn here is pre
sumably meant the outlook and output of the Inter-testamental 
and Tannaitio period* The 0#T# seldom alludes to the theme 
of resurrection,  ̂ while Wenalnck’s statement is not intended 
to apply to present-day Judaism#  ̂ For in Bell’s words, ’The 
main stream of Judaism had «« practically dropped Apocalypse 
after the fall of Jerusalem’#

Along with Islam, Qhristienlty give# the doctrine of 
resurrection its due place in the creed, but interprets the 
unity of the Godhead in totally different terms# These dis
parate interpretations of hiVihe Being inevitably colour the 
respective views of resurrection; ’The Quran’, says Iqbal,
’does not base its possibility, like Christianity, on the 
evidence of the actual resurrection of a historic person#
It seems to teke end argue resurrection as a universal phenomenon 
of life in some sense, true even of birds and animals’.
Iqbal gives VI, 38 as the scriptural basis for this wider view
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of réanimation* A more comprehenoive aoope for re-oreation is 
also hinted at in Bom# 8» 18-21, ae the N#T* oounterpart for 
this solitary Quranic passage# The disjunction of hasio 
evidence (either historical event or natural process) is not a 
point the NfT# labours# when it speaks of the Final Reourreotion# 
lather the two ê q̂ lanatory strands are combined by the use of 
analogy in the context of oredal affirmation (John 12s 24i 
X Oor# 15» 36)#

Islamic theodicy like ’the Christian view of the Divine 
character cannot be easily maintained apart from an adequate 
doctrine of final destiny’ # Resurrection goes a long way 
towards ensuring the adequacy of any such doctrine# ’In the 
overwhelmingly theooentrio theology of Muhammad the doctrine 
of resurrection and judgment was second only to Allah’s creation 
of the world, was a necessary consequence to it, and could be 
proved by it#’ The frequent collocation of Allah and the 
Last Day, to which reference was made in the last chapter# bears 
out this proposition#

If the amount of space devoted to a subject in any given 
work were a valid criterion, then it could be said that the 
Quran seems even more insistent than is the N,T, on the ineluct
able logic of resurrection# In this chapter we plan to concentrate 
on one aspect of Quranic esohatology, The Day of Resurrection as 
it is deptôt^d in the pages of the Holy Rook# Inevitably the 
treatment here and the ensuing discussion on verbs in the next 
chapter are bound to overlap# The contexts in which these 
Verbs of rising appear furnish analogies and adumbrations of 
resurrection, and even hints of an alternative mode of returning 
to Ood* The phrase jOl. more directly focuses attention



on the crowded events of the Bnd#
The doctrinal import of the phrase has

already been considered# As has boon observed, the expression 
was introduced comparatively late in the 8uras# Numerous words 
and phrases of a more evocative quality turn up earlier in the 
Quran# The idea of finality is but one aspect of esohatologioal 
truth; for the Day is not just on end by a beginning* It is a 
prelude to judgment and inaugurates the bliss or wretchedness of 
the afterlife# Consequently, several other expressions ere 
employed, and together these convey the substance of what is 
envisaged in the Prophet’s esohatologioal message#

Masson reckons that of the 44Û instances in which 
figures approximately 385 sre connected with the end of the 
present worlds ’Lee différentes appelation»’, he writes, ’données 
à ce jour on marquent les principaux caractères’ # Apart from
the construct state in which commonly appears it is qualified
by a variety of epithets all of which amplify the meaning intended# 
The most familiar of such phrases is # It occurs
70 times in the Quran, and is a commonplace of traditional theology 
end of simple piety# In contrast to the Quranic usage, the
N#T# nowhere employs the bound phrase the Day of Rosurreotlcn, 
though It is well-established in Ohriotlan terminology# When 
used by Ghristims the phrm# more often than not denotes the 
original Day of Besurreotion, the kujdjo k̂i'j of Ghrist’e rising#

Other suggestive titles for the Df>y that marks the d3.tiding
line bctweon this life and the next are listed below;- 

The Day of omergonoe (L, 41)
The Day of anguish ( %I%, 4 )̂
The Day of emergonoe (h, 41)



The Bey of doom (I, 3)
The Day of encounter (2CL, I5) (3 JCJ'
The Bey of eternity (L, 33)
The Bey of gathering (ALIÎ, 5)
The Bey of mutual deceit (LZXV, 9) or\jcĴ  fVr,
The Bey of mutual outcry (ZL, 34) ^Uü' ̂Jr,
The Bay of raining (4M, $6)
The Bay of reckoning (4L, 28) u_̂ L_i’
The Bay of separation (LMVXl, I4) (ll)
The Bay of Victory (XMXI, 2?) (12)

Gone trued with a variety of epithet» the Bay is deeorihed as 
follow»!-

Biffloult (LMIV, 9) ^
Enfolding (41, 85)
Great (v i,  15)
Grim and Galamltoua (LMVI,
Heavy or oppreeaive ( LMVl, 27)
Irreveralhle (4M, 43) 4J ^  j;
Painful (4LX1Î, 65)
Promised (LM4V, g)

These twenty-odd label» by no means e#must the list of names for 
the Laot Bay* For extra good measure al-Ghasali supplies ua with 
a hundred such names, some of which have been detailed above, but 
moat of which are of traditional coinage* Baoh of these
appelations in its turn sheds some light on the proceedings of 
the Bay* Whilst the Quran doe» speak of , this
particular expression is too wide of reference and oannot be 
token as strictly esohatologioal* It includes times of divine 
visitation, intervention and revelation, when Allah’s purposes 
were signally worked out (XLV, 13)*



The final falling of the curtain may just as aptly be 
spoken of as the Hour* Farther, the event which both Hour and 
Day denote can quite as readily bo epocified without recourse 
to temporal categories# A number of attribute», nomina adjeotiva# 
also point to the same world-shaking event* Such forms of 
designation generally occur in the earlier Suras; thus we have» -

The Blast (LMI, 33) A X S ^ \
The Oalamity (01, 1-2)
The a v e n t (LVX, I j  L U 4 ,  Ig )  W '

The Indubitable {hMZ$ 1-3)
The Overwhelming (X1Î, 107)

In view of the feminine endings of these terms, we might conceivably 
regard them as epithets of the Hour ( ); Masson seems to
imply this* But Andrae has noted that similar ejq?ressions
portending disaster occur in non-eschatologioal passages, such as 
the annihilation of’Ad end Thamud ( 711, 76 - LI, 44

i 4 XfvVii' )•
It will be seen that almost all these eagprescions are designed 

to terrify rather than reassure the hearers, where adherents are 
few and opponents many, the message of doom must take priority; 
it is the more likely to arouse the heedless to a sense of need*

much for namas and titles; m  may re our briefly to the 
import of the Day mid the Hour* No appreoimble difference can be 
disoerned between the longer and shorter apah of time when apî Xiod 
to the 3ilnd* In Matt* 24$ 36 the Day and Hour are juxtaposed as 
synonymous pointera to the Parouaia* On this vorae MdHeile 
commenta, ’the addition of /<V/ is rhetorical "the day"
and "the hour" having the same meaning (of# Mark 13» 32; Matt*25» 
13) * May not this remark apply equally to the Quranio usage



of the two nouns, even though oolXoeatlon Is rare? (vide 4M, 26)# 
Apart from these three eynoptio texts the Hour in the gospels 
signifies the tragedy of Jesus’ passion, the completion of the 
first stage in the final dr ma# This in a crucial sense was just 
as inevitable as the closing act of the drama# According to 
Masson in at least 40 out of 48 occurrences of — \\ in
the Quran the reference is to the moment of resurrection and 
judgment# By contrast the N#T# usage of o)jdc>l 1» more
flexible; in addition to the’critical’ nuances noted above the 
word most often denotes the usual division of time into which a 
day falls*

Does the Bay of Resurrection as it bulks large in its 
Quranic setting add substantially to our knowledge of the divine
miracle of cosmic rcncv̂ aX? The phrase is hoed a number of times 
simply to indicate the terminus ad qtiem for decisions reached by 
Allah! He stirs up strife among Jews and others 4-̂
(V, 69 ; cf* III, 48; V, 17; VII, 166) # 8 a tan is to be allowed
scope for M s  wiles until that Bay (WII, 64; cf# VII, 13; 4V,
36; 14TOIÏ, 80)# In two other passages the phrase merely 
brings out idiomatioally the notion of permanence or ceaselessness 
(44VXII, 71-725 LOTH, 39)#

’A schematic statement of the order of events in Muslim
esohatology’ has been set out by the theologians; this order is
given in the shorter Encyclopaedia of Ielm% end consists of 3:lgns •
First Blast - The Interval - Second Blent - Judgment - The Bridge •(18)Intercession* ' The Quranic evidence could doubtless be made 
to fit into this sequence of events, but it is unlikely that any 
precise order is pro suppose d in the Prophet’s visions of the Bnd* 
It would thus be preferable to follow the course of Oeaudefroy-
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Beraombynes» ’J’essayerai de décrire ici ces aspects divers du 
Judgment, sans prétendre les assembler en un ordre rationnel*

Allah is the central figure in the resurrection dremia and 
the ensuing judgment as enacted in the Quran# So unmistakable is 
His presence that the writer resorts to anthrapomorphio language 
when speaking of Deity in this particular setting# Allah inter- 
vonea to settle disputes between Jews and Christiana (II, 107)#
He pronounces judgment on issues that divide the bickering sects 
(IV, 140; 4411, 17, 68| XXXII, XLV, 16). His throne will
be borne into view by the angels (LXÏX, 17)# At a later stage 
of doctrinal development this anthropomorphism is carried to 
extremes. In his refutation of the Djahmites ad Dâriml cites 
what purports to be hadith, according to which on the Day * the 
Lord ( ) will appear with his oherubim. This is foil 1 wed
by a similar saying L  A w  ̂  AÎ ̂  4  ̂ ^

 ̂ The two citations together 
form an almost exact replica of the Thesealonian picture of the 
Parousia, down to the use of the articular I a character-
iatio usage among Christian Arabs, but unexampled in the Quran. 
There never occurs with a definite article in the absolute
construction. The traditional imagery reflects an increasing 
#h^orption of Christian apocalyptic ideas into popular Muslim 
religion.

Apocalyptic manifestations, calamitous and spect#aulaz> 
are part end parcel of the scenery depicted by the prophets of 
the Û.T., when they describe the Day of the Lord. The more 
strictly apocalyptic writings of the Inter-testcmentai period 
furnished further material for later apooalyptiste# The Quran 
has its fair share of this literary genre, and in particular



the early 8uras paint lurid pictures of the fate that awaits a 
heedless world* Obviously, whilst such catastrophes are a sure 
judgment upon the infidel, the faithful who survive until the Bay 
must somehow be involved in its terrors. The rolling up of the 
heavens serves as a fitting prelude to the end of history; this 
phenomenon is mentioned in XXXI4, 67*

In the verse that follows (44X14, 68) we hear the trumpet 
blast, the indubitable sign that the end has oome* The trump is 
another dramatic item in the Theasalonian picture of the advent 
I These. 4$ 16; it resounds in I Oor. 15» 52* In the Apocalypse, 
however, the seven trumpets ’ are drawn out serially* ( as 
preparatory warnings to mankind. The trumpet blast generally 
coincides with the Bay, in the Suras (VI, 73; 4VXII, 99;
XX, 102; XXIII, 103; XXVII, 89; XXXVI, 51; XXXIX, 68; i.,19;
m x ,  13} u x v m ,  18). Both Aadra* and Masaou allude 
to the Judeo-Ohristian antecedents of this standard apocalyptic 
feature.

Of the foregoing texts one at least deserves added comment 
(XXXIX, 68)» *The trumpet will be blown, and every one ... will 
be stunned ( ) •*•; then another blast *,#, and lo they
will be standing ( ). The context refers specifioally to

(of. XXVII, 89). Casanova notes that 
recalls the expression Âj»  ̂ while al-Chasali takes 
the verb to imply on actual death. ( From this it
may be deduced that every one will share in some form of rising
from the ground. For the living this semblance of death or loss 
of consciousness will be followed at once by a recovery of con
sciousness. The dead Wlll.:3m#%e from their graves. There is 
here no suggestion of * rapture*, of being caught up ... to 
meet the Lord in the air* (I Thess# 4» 17). Oasanova also cites
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fabari’s comment on 44X14, 68) based on an earlier tradition, 
aeoording to which Muhammad will he the first :£erA whom the 
earth will open up; he #11 then take hi» place as the leading 
interoeeeor. ( This presumably is the Muslim counterpart 
for the idea behind the phrase * first fruits of the resurrection*
(1 Oor# 15» 20, 23)#

Intercession, in the Quranic scheme of things, is confined 
to the Day, and may avail thereafter# It is not the continuing 
ministry envisaged in the H#T# and elaborated by the Church#
Indeed, in some of the warnings addressed to the Jews, the Quran 
seems to imply that intercession i» either unacceptable or un
availing (II, 45, 117, 255; uf* VI, 94; », 19), The angels,
themselves, cannot intercede, Allah is the paramount, intercessor, 
2-4-^ {VI, 51, 69; «XII, 3| XXXIX, 45)# This tacit assign

ment of the ministry of intercession to Allah raises its own 
problems of the meaning of intercession in Quranic theology; 
it comes closer to the 0#T* notion of ’shield and defender’ as 
eagpreseed in passages like Qen.lJ» 1; Fs#3» 3; 18» 2#

By divine sanction the power of interceding may be delegated 
to others (II, 2g6; XIX, 90; XX, 108)# Presumably each of 
these intercessors will speak on behalf of his community# Jesus 
does figure at the Judgment in the role of a witness# Thus we
îSâdiniv, r-î-»
the antecedent is almost cb#:'̂ inly Jesus# Yusuf All favour» 
the rendering, ’Ho (Christ) will be a witness against them’, 
and has a cross-reference to IV, 45# There we are Informed
that God appoints a witness, some prophet or leader, to speak for 
or against a nation# Hence, whilst Christ’ a role is an exalted 
one, it is nei$herr unique nor pre-eminent#' By contrast, the N.T.
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frequently speaks of Ghrl^t m  the Judge, though apostdldp 
language oooillatea between the #me%p#on of this title to the 
Father and ita attribution to the Hon (of# Aetn 10» 42; Hob*
12» 23 with 11 Oor# g* 10; J#e, g; 9)#

This brings u« to the judicial arrangements of the day, 
the precise order of which cannot be set out# The ’book* (or 
everyman’s book) recording the balance of good and evil deeds 
is laid open# Each person in turn is called upon to revise his 
own account (XVII, 14̂ 15), and pronounce judgment upon himself 
( of* LXXX, 19) * The Biblical references to a record kept in 
Heaven are rare but suggestive (Dm# 7* 10; Mai# 3» 16; Luke 
10$ %; lev* 20» 12)* In the last of these, the goer reoogniges 
the opening of books and in addition the great of life’ #
The ainglo great book is, as Gaudefroy-Demombynes points out, 
the more gonoral conception in the N$T# (of* Rev. 3$ 5)# ^
In a striking passage, two of the metaphysical attributes of 
Deity, omniscience and ubiquity, are brought out (LVIII, 8)*
Here the Quran warn# the Prophet’s followers that Allah records 
the secret counsel# of men, and the record will be ’played back’ 
at the Resurrection* The wording of the Quranic te%t is 
curiously like Ohrist’s promise» ’where two or three are 
gathered in my name, there am I in the midst of them’ (Matt*
18» 20); but the aim in view i# altogether different* whereas 
the verbum Ohyisti is intended to foster the fellowship of 
believers, the Quranic deliverance was aimed at discouraging 
the proliferation of secret cabals among the Prophet’s followers*

On tho day of Besurrection judgment will be meted out strictly 
according to works (III, Igg)* No pretexts on the ground of 
ignorance will be accepted (VII, 171), u#4will partiality be



be àhôm* Above all i t  will be an oocaeiou for roM ’easing wrong» 
and the reversal of fortunée, when the pious will be lifted up 
and scoffer» abased (IX, 208)# Ibilf̂ t in this present age 
believers are not neoessarily deprived of the world’s goods 
or of God’s gifts, the groat blessings are still in store (VII, 30)# 
There is no virtue in asceticism, but only in moderation (VII, 31)* 
On the o th e r hand, infidels, whatever thoir present lot, are 

pursued by a curse; nemesis overtakes them a t the H eaurreotion  

(H, 63, 101)*
Along with the books, scales are produced to ensure that 

strict justice is done (XXX, 48)# Evil deeds are deemed to be 
weightless (XViXX, IO5), and yet the balances are sufficiently 
accurate to weigh the minuti# of conduct# Margoliouth regards 
the two metaphors (books and balances) as mutually exclusive,
’for if the contents of the "books’* settle into which hand they 
are to be placed, i#e# whether the individual is to be saved or 
damned, there would seem to be no function for the scales* #
Andrae, however, describes the duplication of coamercial metaphors 
*a simple tautology, and indicates that m  orthodox exego to like 
Baidawi held the sap rossions to bo figurative* This, in Andrae*» 
view, accords with Muhammad* s thinking*  ̂ Figurative language 
cannot,of course, be readily translated into logical propositions# 
The Px*ophet simply wishes to drive home the point that every in
dividual will be mad# aware that the divine verdict is at once 
just and final*

Terror is the dominant note in the Quranic picture of the 
BesurreMtâon Day. Prominence is given to the resurrection of 
the wicked* Insofar as ttze message of resurrection can be said 
to be specifically directed to any group, it was directed to the
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inorodulous; and to such It oaraa m  a threat. In contrast to 
this outlook, the N.T# doctrine of resurrection, springing as 
it doe# from m  accomplished and triumphantjfla held out a# 
a promise to believer# of future transformation (Phil# 3» 21).
The resurreotion of the unjust may be inferred in the H.T#, but 
it is expressly referred to only in a few passage# (John 5» 29; 
Rev# 20* 12)#

Andrae make# much of the contrast between the two attitudes, 
The Quranic and the Ohriatian, toward# the event# of the Day*  ̂
The coinoidence of Parousia and Resurrection account# for the 
contrasts* Christians venture forth (in paẑ abolio language) to 
meet the Bridgegroom (Matt# 2§i 6; fit# 2i 13; I Pet. 4̂* 13; 
Rev* 22* 17, 20) * As for the QUrenio delineation of the last 
things, it appears that even the faithful look ahead to the 
prospsot of the Pay with tfembling hearts («111, 62)# Voices 
are hushed in the presence of the Merciful («, 107) * The Day 
causes eVen children’s hair to go grey (LX41II, 17), a detail 
which may have found its way into the quran from the Apocalypse 
of Thomas* ’Grey hairs shall be seen upon boys ###’ *
Andrae treoes back this phenomenon to an earlier source in Jewish 
apocalypse# When it comes to lurid embellishment rather
than to basic concept, tho closest parallels to many features of 
Qurmic esohatology occur not in ’ the canonical book# of tho 
Bible, but (in) rabbinical works and heretical N.T. apocryphal 
writings’ # '

Etymologically the noun would seem to be derived from
the verbal root f L  , but it is common knowledge that the noun i#
borrowed from Qhristian Araaalc or Hyriac* As Jeffery point# out
the noun occur# only in the bound phrase that we have been con
sidering, À,Lük , and scholars suspect it to be ’a
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teohulcal eseUatological tom for the Last Day’ #  ̂ Its
probable derivation A'om Syriac is referred to In Ll#an«̂ aX-Araib*

This abstract noun like other foreign eaprasslone
7/aa In common usage in Muhammad’# d#y, and we need not assume
that it m m  a direct borrowing by Muhammad from the Syrian
church# For as Bell maiutaln#, ’The majority of these (Jeffery’s
colleotion) o# be shown to have been in uae in Arable lu pre-
lalamic time# and many of them had become regular Arabic words’*
{38)

The phrase AjVJl)' ^ jr̂  illumlme m  Importaut facet of 
esohatology# It 'tells we a great deal about the oheiu of 

events, far-rcaohiug iu scope, in which the miracle of rcsurrectlou 
la a vital link# One reason for its? relative frcquouoy as oompared 
to its cqulvaleuts is that the Quran regards reçurrectlou m  the 
focal ev-out of the great Day* The raising of the #ad is pro- 
ceded by natural upheavals, cud' leads on to the judgment of 
mmkiud# Thers' re%#lu other aspects of roeurrectlou that 
require iuvestigatiou* The eutecedeuts, analogies and tho pro cose 
of rising may be conveniently treated by a consideration of the 
verbal pattern within the roaurreotlon frarsework# To this 
Inquiry we now turn our attention for a fuller undenatending of 
vAat the Qurm teaches on the subject#

{%) A.Jf Wonelnok, The Muslim Oraed, p#3*
( 2) B#H* Charles writes* ’The belief in a blessed future life 

springs not from prophecy but fi'om epocolyptio# With 
this doctrine tho Old Testament prophet qua prophet 
was not concerned’ ; # 0ted 4 in And the Life Everlasting
by John Bailie, p*97*



It i# mf interest that Tabari in hie rebuttal of thoee 
who assort that Christ was the first to make knovm the 
dootrins of resurreotion, ingeniously finds evidenoe 
for revlTifioation ( } in Deut* 32* 39 and
I Sam* 2» 6* See his Kltabwud-Din Wad-Dawlah pp.136- 
37 (Bng.tr# by A# Mingana, The Book of Religion and 
Empire* p.161.

( 3) Bee the remarks of an orthodox Jew, H* Wouk in This is
My God, pp.165 ff, and also K. Kohler’s Jewish Theology* 
p. 395, for the modem Jewish attitude.

(4) R, Bell, The Origin of Islam* p.104#
M. Iqbal, Religious Thought in Islam* p.110.
J.H. Leokie, The World to Oome and Final Destiny. p.l4.
See art. Kiyâma in B.B.l. p.264*
In Chap. III.
D. Masfson, he Ooran* XX, p.701*

(10) The colloquial form of r is roughly equivalent
to the idiomatic ’raising hell’.

(11) A phrase which according to Andrae has its counterpart in
XV Ksdras and Biraoh, see Origines de L’Islam* p.71.

(12) This expression is not necessarily esohatologioal, and
may point forward to military victories* Bee BaidW:
ad «411, v.29.

(13) Xhyai Vol.4, P.5I6-17*
(14) B. Masoon, op.oit*. p#704*15) Andrew, 0#gi,pe%..de,1’Xs;i...amj,̂_ p.72.
16) A.I*MoNeile. "
17) D. Masson, op.Pit.* p.704*
18) As given in B.l.X# loo. cit., p.263*
,19) M. Gaudefroy-Bemonbynes, Mahomet, p.458.
(20) ad-Barimi, Kit&b ar-Badd ala l#4ahmiya. p.36 (Of. Suras

LXOX4, 23; imVlS, 38; IXCZ, 16^).
(21) Bee A. Farrer, A,, P#41*
(22) T. Andrew, op.oit»* p.72#
(23) D# Masson, on,cit.# p.722.
(24) P. Casanova, Mohammed et la Fin duJtonde. p.32.
U 5  m * ,  V0I.4, p*512*
(26) p. Casanova, op. ci t.* p.32.
(27) e.g. Heb*7i 25; Andrew, on.oit», p.79 gives comparative

views of intercession in Jewish and Patristic literature.
(28) Y# Ali, The Holy Quran Vol. X p.231 n.
(29) M. Oaudefroy-Bemombynes, op.oit»* p.463*
( 30) B.B. Margoliouth, Mohammed, p.106.



(31) f* Andrae, op.oit#» p.77.
'32) ibid., p.98*
33) M.R. Jmea, The Apooryphal Hew Testament, p.558.
34) T. Andrae, <d't.» "
35) Watt, MtthaiSad at Me op a» p. 84.
36) A.. Jeffery# of the aur’eat. p. 244.
37) L.A.,. Vol.iSt p*409*
38) É. Bell, intro du ot ion to Qufên. p.80.
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Of sundry Arabic verbs that convey some aspect of the 
resurreotion drama (the rising, reviving, emerging), sIUx> 
is the most common in the Quran* We may tentatively assume 
that this verb, together with , corresponds to the H»T*

ŷé'/z>ùij and (TrrjM/ • let while the Greek verbs are 
fairly evenly distributed over the N#T,, is the common
est and the rarest of this group of ’ resurrection’ verbs 
in the Burns* In all, the former ooours 34 times end the latter 
3 times in relevant contexts# This fact, along with the
manifestly foreign origin of # leads to the inference
that the commoner verb was the familiar term for the act of 
raising (or rising). The objections to end the denials of the 
miracle, placed on the lips of Mecoan scoffers, generally 
include some form of (VI, 29l 41, 10; OT, 40; 4VII, 52,
100; «11%, 39; XUVIl, 16; LVX, 47)# As a rule, the 
Arabic versions of the H.T* avoid this verb, and almost invari
ably use ^\j (or its causative), oqoasionally opting for a 
synonym, ^

In one instance the phrase Day of Bo surra ct ion and the 
customary verb are significantly jUx̂ tapoaéd,4>̂ l̂,̂  ^jy’̂
(XXIII, 16). This mode of variation is hardly a conscious 
device of Semitic literary stylo (where cognate accusatives and 
infinitive absolutes abound). It would seem that the Prophet 
simply used the popular phrase alongside the usual verb* Where 
it does occur, is employed intransitively* As we might
expect is transitive or else in the passive, thus laying
stress on the divine energy in the operation.
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Not only ia the Day of Resurrection sometimes styled the 
Day of coming forth (̂->1 (L, 41), but In addition
the verb often figures In many passages, since it
describes the actual emergence of the ’body’ from its grave;
It thus seems to parallel the H#T# éA7fo^éi/ùû , a verb used 
in a discourse where the literal coming forth is graphically 
depleted (John 5$ 29)* Another verb is , which
would presumably represent ,fuJû7yû/é̂ o « in tho N*T, this verb 
often indicates moral or spiritual l̂ ebirth. Whilst we dare 
not rule out the possibility that a similar meaning may attach 
to some of the Quranic utterances in which CS"^ ' occurs, 
the Arabic verb generally conveys the idea of a bodily 
resusoitation#
Ahya. To deal with the last of these verbs first* the act of 

life-giving on the Day has its prototype in the miracle 
of childbirth. And cS^ ' is used to describe God’s part in this 
initial endowment of life. According to Andrae, Lehmann and 
Pedersen have shown that th|s analogical proof of réanimation 
can be traced back to the Talmud, and it recurs in the writings 
of Ohriatian apologists from Justin to Oyril#  ̂ The Quran 
clearly regards non-exLstence as n form of death, end childbirth 
as the first miracle of life-giving by divine fiat (VII, 158;
IK, 117} 3C, 57} of* Mil, 65; KM, 39), îhiB In itself
is not very subtle reasonings nevertheless it provides a clue 
for understanding the manner in which the future life will 
emerge from apparent nothingness. In II, 2 6  the argument is 
carried a step further; death precedes life, and is its sequel, 
The first death Ib nonentity; the whole process culminates in 
a second life-giving# till not even the infidel acknowledge a 
logic of this double action of making and unmaking (XL, 11)?



The second death In this verse is not a reference to that 
oalamiit'ytgf final rejection which ia announced in Rev, 80$ 14*

Despite the naive embryology on which it rests, this 
analogy of birth of a helpful one («II, 5). Life in the womb 
is, as it were, a state of continuous sleep. Our present life 
is lived in a state of partial sleep and partial waking# In 
the tomb, sleep is resumed in a deeper fashion than the pre
natal semi-cottsoiousnesa# Eventually men will emerge from the 
grave to enjoy the fulness of life that has neither slumber 
nor end# A similar analogy is used by al-Ghasali, who however, 
relates it to the soul’s release, from the confinement of spatio-* 
temporal existence, ( This of course is crâĵ ĉ  cr£}̂ ĉ  in 
Islamic garb* Does the twofold life-giving set forth in the 
Quran apply to everyone? The Prophet gives a paradoxioal 
answer to the question* In Gehenna the guilty neither live 
nor die (Œ, 76) # Extinction is excluded, but such survival 
can be beat described m  a living death.

Another figure (akin to the simile found in Hob, 6$ 7) 
recurs in the suras* God sends rain from heaven to revive the 
desert (II, 1S9| «V, 5l> «X, 18$ «XV, 10$ L, 9-11), 
Babbagh writes ’Pour lo Bédouin l’idée de "sécheresse" évoque 
celle de "mort". Par contre, l’idée do "verdure" est pour lui 
le symbole de la "vie",’ The notion to which Babbagh draws
our notice is not restricted to the Beduin, but is widely held 
all over the last* In the last of these Versea the natural 
coming forth is e;;̂ rossly likened to the stipernatural (L, 11),
Le SB em|>hasis is laid in the N,T* on the phenomenon of sprouting 
than on the hidden process of growth whereby the planted seed 
is transformed, There it is the seed which dies (John 12$ 24$



X Oo%* %5* 36); in tW Qujpan the emrth looked upon ae 
virtually dead# at leaet for a seaeon# Oonaequently# the In^ 
dividual aopeot of reaurreotlon boooraea more prominent in îîtlV 
thought# as does the bond of continuity between the old self 
and the new (of# VI# 95l W I #  27)#

Were there any preoedenta to which the Prophet could point 
m  proof that Qod ia able to give life to the dead? Muhammad 
mentions the tale of Abraham# who at Allah’s bidding, summoned 
four birds from ’every hill’ (II# 2É2)* Bell regards the 
episode as a ’coafuaed reminiscence of Gen. 15i 9 ff *
Katsh quotes an extract tsom Midrash Hagadol and cites Gafadia 
Gaon to show that the interpretation the Prophet put on the 
patriarohel incident is not original# The meaning of the 
verb 6 ^ ^  ia uncertain. If the original story h m any 
bearing on the issue# the verb would indicate that the birds 
were ripped in two# The older commentators favour this inter^ 
pretation# Muslim modernists# on the other hand# tend to sec 
a parable in the incident# but unless the Prophet envisaged 
some form of réanimation# the incident could hardly serve as a 
parable of resurrection.

Two of the Suras contain oisplioit references to Jesus raising 
the dead# with the proviso that the miracle was performed by 
God’s leave (111# 43? V, 110)# The fifth Sura m  a whole
is commonly held to bo the last in the sorios, while the parallel 
passage in tho tliird Sura is also of a late date, Hono©# these 
declarations would reflect Muhammad’s considered view on the 
subject# On the principle enunciated in XI# 100# the later 
revelation has greater authority than that which ctmie before# 
Baidawi# for ono accept* the literalness of the account, making



m  attempt to spiritualise w r #  which the Qurom attributes to 
JoQua in this OQUtext, Ho draws attontioui to th© iterated 
’by the permission of God’ inserted ’in order to refute the 
fauqy of thpae who maintain his divinity# I%T raising life 
does not belong to the olass of human actions’• God,
HimaoXf# hm in the past quickened thousands whom He had bidden 
to die (II, 244)* this ia vaguely reminiscent of the vision 
of Ezekiel end the valley of dry bones, as both Katsh and Hodwell 
point out*(̂ )̂ In the c|uranio passage there is no suggestion 
that the opiaode is baaed on a vision, while the spiritual 
application of the original incident is overlooked# The in-» 
forenoo dravm is that God is bounteous to mankind, which links 
up wall with the ©jshortatlons of the next two verses (11,245-̂ 46)#

Some at least of the faithful are granted the privilege 
of immediate translation into the presence of God. In XI, I491 
III, 163 the Prophet (or each individual) is addressed and 
assured that the martyrs . are not to W  counted as dead, but 
they are ’alive with their Lord’, C);. Bai#wi
says that' some refer those mrds to the martyrs who fell at 
Ghud, whilst others claim that the battle of Badr occasioned 
the wnounqcmcnt# A similar trend is observable in the
H.T., but there the aeauranoo of immediate entry into the joys 
of Paradise is not confined to martyrs (Luke 93$ 43)# On tMs 
development in Quranic thought todrae remarks, ’This belief that 
the souls of martyrs really exist, and enjoy the bleas©sm©s® of 
Paradise before all others g is a Christian conception adopted 
by Mohammodf without his malimng that it is entirely iaoompa»̂  
tibia with his idea of the soul and of its state after death’ #̂ 
We would, homver, not©, tha>t nothing is said about the ’souls’



of martyrs in these passages? otherwise Andiraê ’vs remark is 
fully justified. Stauffer cite# passages in apdoaiyptie liter-- 
ature which allude to the souls of martyrs in a provisional state 
of rest (ABH* 82: 5 ff and If iSgira 4# 35)*

The Quran does indeed speak of the dead being raised, but 
maleos no mention of tli© ’ body’ conceived as an integral tvhole. 
This point vjXll he taken'up 1& the next chapter. God gives life 
to the dead, and is aoeordingly spokem ©f as ; the
participle is used predioatively rather than as an epithet o f  

Deity# Allah is also said to give life to the main structural 
oomponentB of the body, the hones for instance (XMVI, 78, 79)#
Bg;’atha. Prom the lexicon it appears that the primary meaning 

of is ’to send’ ( 4/1—
%m add3.tlon vie find a few derived meanings, such ee ’to appoint’, 
’to arouse’, ’to awoke’# Often the verb is used in connexion 
with the appointment of .prophets II, 209, kings II, 84B, leaders 
fp 15 and apostles III, 1^; ZVI, 30. The haaio moaning, ’to 
send’, is found in V.34*

A hrave attempt ia made by H# All to interpret the verb in 
terms of the spiritual and cultural rebirth of the Arab 
lleputablo philologists,however,are unaware of this nuance* .̂ uoh 
am interpretation is an example of plausible oisegeais rather 
than of obviouB exegesis* Without passing judgment on a well-- 
k n o m  party movement, one dooa rocogniae the aptness of the title 
Ba’ th (resurgence) adopted by the neo^nationlists of the Fertile 
Orescent, who strive for political and social ronaissonce. 
Whether one sympathiser with or deplcrca the aims of the move-* 
ment, it seems clear that the views propogated do not atom from 
the Qurm*î# Bluhmmnad thro.ughout conceived his mission as



© a s o n tia lly  mligloim and p ro p h o tic . HIb uso of the verb  

wae pointedly esohatologioaX# Where the adjeotiv© 
occurs in the Quran it qualifieo the Holy Book or oleo the 
A rab ic tongue â| m i l ,  37; m , 118; m o a z , I L l ,

2 etc)* %
Bofiidoe W > ^  we haVe the noun v-*V^' more strictly 

A:eê bim (and by inference Boduin)# ’The usage of the Qurmi is
probably im favour of the view that Arab means Bedouin’, says 
Margoliouth# B̂ ore often than not is ueed in
a derogatory oenae (1%, 91, 98, 99, 121; OTÏX1, 20; XLVIII, 
11 etc#} At moat it could bo held that lluhamad viowod hie 
misSion m  ethnic in scope rather than nationalistic* Wensinck 
finds it ■*impoaoibie to admit that Muhammad ••• regarded liimeelf 
as a missionary to the whale world’ $ He inclinée to tacca’ a 
verdict that the story of how Muharkaad cent letters to the'
G reat powers in v it in g  them to  embrace Islam 'w as based on a 

ciorreepondonoe ’'inven ted  to fu rn is h  the Prophet’ s' em qu atu r fo r  

conqueror®’ who"followed him# The imminence o f  the End

precluded  thou^;hts end p lans fo r  worl'dv^ide e:q )m sion . fho  

few  te rs©0 sometimea adduced 'as evidence fo r  a 'u n ive rs a l m iaaion  

a lle g e d ly  onviaaged by Muhmmad are p a tie n t 'o f a more re s tr ic te d  

in te rp re ta tio n  ( V I I ,  157| X lV , $2$ %LI, 53)#' Oaaanova g ives  

th ie  opinion# % o m  remarquerons qu’ i l  m  s’ y  trouvé aucun 

énonce d’ idée p o lit iq u e , aucune rè g le  s’ ap p liq u an t au pouvoir 

tem porel’ *  ̂ Th is proposition éiO-v a lid  enough, though the  

in fe re n c e  Oaacmova draws from i t  is  more q ueaticnab lo* •

A curious incident ia related in the quran (II, 261)* An 
unnamed paoBor-bj (said to be *baair, Bsra)  ̂ onquiree about 
a ghoat town# ’ Bow shall 0od give life to this, now it ia deed?



Allah replies by a symbolic aot, oausing him to die for a 
oontury; after .which the malm is raiaod ( ), but has no
Inkling of the time that has elapsed. The story sotmde like a 
conflation of Beokiel’m Tiaion (oh#37) with the tele of Baruoh, 
against the baokdrop of ^ion’a ruine# It was Eehemlah who
surveyed the ruins of Jerueaiom, hut this does not effect the 
argument (Meh# 2s 12 ff), The sequel would indicate that 
Muhammad hold to the ’ crude’ materigilistio view of resurrections 
current in the Early OhurohJ and enshrined in the article, *X 
hoXieve In the resurrection of the flesh’,

In this story the enquire.̂  was invited to observe hoi? the 
hones wore brought together# Muhamnad specifies hones and dust 
(mil, 84? XXXVII# 16; LVI, 41)# or alternatively hoaea and 
fragments (XVII, 58# XVII, 100) m  components of the human 
frame that reappear on the hast Pay and are clothed with flesh# 
Most of these temts purport to register the objections of 
seoptica against the belief in bodily resurrection, hut we 
may talce it that their rhetorical questions would have drawn 
forth an unequivocal fos from the Prophet, affisŝ ning that 
resurrectioî̂  would he corporeal. In one passage he almost 
casually but suggestively doserihea the risen ones as a now 
oseatipa 'SjiXj, (OTÏ» 53; ô . %MV, 17), J?attl applios
this pregnant phrase to the Individual Christian (II Oor*5# 11); 
for him the concept is hound mp with the hoiievor’s mystical 
union with christ# This continuing process of renewal will be 
fully realised when the ’new creature* finds his rightful place 
in the; ’new heaven and o&rth’ #,

With the foregoing episode m  may consider the BO-̂ oallod 
Legend of the BeVem B3.eepor$’, discussed at some length by the 
qurmi (XVXII, ■9«̂ 2§)#„ This particular revelation oomc to Muhammad



much aarlior them the oomtemtB of the second sura; Gaudofroy- 
Demombynes entitles it ûna. introduction à la doctrine do la 
rGsurrociion’*  ̂ According to Ball, the passaga dates ’from 
the time whom the long% of time between death and roaurreotlon 
was mi objection which Muhemraad had tq meet’, and it incorporates 
a revision*  ̂ The story has,been iinlced-wiih an incident 
that %'ook place during the Be ci am persecution* Torrey with hie 
wonted ingomuity aoea in m  aXluoiom to Booiue
Self*  ̂ Bo that m  it the tale of some youths entombed 
in a cave for dooades, emerging fro ah and radiant, is offered 
as a preview of resurrection* The moral oaema to bo that the 
aeons elapsing between the death-of individuals and the final 
raising of all will appear m  but a day* Thus the traneltiom 
to thé afterlife, 'despite the intervening oomturiea, will have 
the aemblemee of inetmitaneouB paaaage to a higher mode of 
Oisdstenoo (XIX, That the dead remain in a state of
unconsciousness is assumed in ZfXp 21-82, where more apeclfically 
those'Whom men count divine are do.olared to be unaware of the 
hour of thoir awMcqning*
Akhraja*_ It is doubtful whether any appro cl able differomoe in 
beaming' can be made out between one and other of the verbs we 
are considering', Perhaps the life«*giving represents the 
initial stage in ■the resurrection process; this' is imstmtly 
followd by rising mid coming forth* But any elaboration on 
possible shades o’f meaning 'discernible-'in one verb and not the 
others ?sreuld be profitless subtilty* The basic sense of each 
verb i.B self «evident, and the entire operation is completed in 
a flash (q^jw^ntheoi) * In XIII, 7, God is said to raise those 
who are in the graves ' çk ex • ' Again
is used in IHVt,' 51-58 to denote raising from a resting-plao©



together with another verb ^  , which o©njures up the
picture of ’bocliea’ atraaming out in eudloes prooeaaion to b© 
oonfmzited %  the Judge»

Thus the notion of ’omorging’ or ’coming forth’ om ho 
eæpremaoâ not only by Wt klm by at ioaet two of
:lta eynoByraa* And itself adds but little to our
undoratauding of the resurreetlou act» Oecaaioually the verb 
is uaod to convey the Idea of bringing out men from darteearj 
into light# This was a mlssiom to wMoh the Prophet felt 
himself oalXed (XIV, 1$ 5)# in the steps of Moaes# let iu the 
last resort this work - of spiritual tmialatioa ia viewed as, 
the divine prerogative {ZMTlls 48; LfXI, 9; LET, 11)« Thie 
theme rums right through the- M#.T# (Acta 261 18; I Pet# 2$ 9), 
where the antithqais between the tw realraa of light and dark-̂- 
noss otands out at onoo sharp and starkly ethical#

The objections by sççpMoo to the notion of resurrootion 
occur 10.00 frequently _v4 th than with
(KUp 67# mmi, 69? M M p  16)» The imt of theao objections 
is speoifically attributed to *AM ar-Behmm, the aon^of Abu 
.Bakr,.asï< re.pnesejtotive of Meocah unboXiof#  ̂ %n similes 
already met with,' the,bursting seed# the birth of a child, the 
earth springing to life, MuhO#%ad deaoribeo the final coming 
forth (#, 93; Mil, 5; XLIIIg 10)# Theao figures are partly 
merged in the contompXation that, after all, man h m  Mo origin 
in the 00%  from which moot fittingly, he vAll he brought forth 
anew, (LXXI, 17)» al--Ghâ ill eonceivoo
the act of coming forth in realistic terras, and asks ub to 
Visualieo the body covered with #Wt f37om head to foot, steggering 
from the shock of the tmmpot blast and moving in the direotlom 
of the sound# ^



ggjafjg» other YorW may be, inoludoâ in this ourvep
^y, m d  are not striotly vorbo of reBurroetlom,

but loosely spoaking th© action iavolTed in these two Torbs 
lea# ta the same result, that Is.telnging men face, to face 
with their Creator beyond the grave* used either
in the passive or as omaatlve*.

x"
How does thé Muslim' epaoept of ’returning* ZT'^

(%, 47; X, 24? . M, 4|. ' OTX, T| xXll, BB) compere vdtii its . 
ooumterpart in Oferistianlty? HnqWqtioaahly, the Peroumia ia 
ono of the moat diatlnotiTO ideas of the 1*T* For the Ohriatien 
the return of his Lord ip the olimcm of hope# though not its 
aona.ummation* Whilst the pious .Mueli:) intones aJ\ kL* ^  Ll 

{lip 151)# the Ohriotlan gives voipa to his longing 
mlth ’Maranatlia’# ’Oome Lord Joaua*# The promise of Christ that 
he will return to reçoive'hia own (John I4: 3), contrasta with 
Allah’s aBsurauca that'totality will be made return to Him 
{Ip 9 4 3 3D:z, 41; KXlp 931 XZUlp 117? XXIX, 7| XIII, 28;
Msp 77),

Submission to God is either a preliminary or else a 
concomitant of this returning (111#, 77) * - willingly or unwill
ingly heavenly beings and the creatures of ear# surrender at 
last to Allahs an attitude which is regarded proleptioally as 
m  accomplished fact ( — > ),: It is interesting to
compare this statomont with Haul’s still mare emphatic declaration 
in Phil# 2* 10*̂ 11# to the of foot "that ’at the nemo of Jesus every 
teea should bow’ # Thia again ia all^embraolng in its range# 
According to the Qurmi the eventual returning ineludoa every 
individual# and lühüs may be regarded either m  a promlae or m  
a threat depending on one’s praaent atandpoint via-a-vis the



Oreatpr (X# MI# 36? XXIX# g?; m #  10# XLI# 80),
Bvildoers and unbelievers' will toko part iU the imiveâ sal 

’homocoming’ (X# 46-4?? XIXI# 22? Mifp I4)#0tîxorwiae oonooirod 
m  a ’meeting with 0od% Jü> /Hj (?S, 31? II, 43)*
Pharaoh mid him host had fondly imaginod that smqh a return 
would never talm place- '(MVIII# 39) * Amos, the prophot of doom# 
rings out a similar meoaage In a startling passage# where the 
meeting (divine confrontation) is seen m  inevitable despito 
IS3?ael’0 rqluctanc© to face the ioeues ’lot have yo not returned 
unto me #.** prepare to moot thy Ood’ (Moo 4$ 6-12), Fot ooma 
people this returning to Allah’ -.: la merely a paqslng phase 
before the final reprobation, The eventual fat© of infidels 
and the ’forgers of lies’ ia. the,torment of Hell (X# 71;
XKXVII# 66), And yet# may it not be that 6> i a  ' 
GodVa last x̂o.rd to mm'X# and that beyond the grlmneas of Oehoima 
lies the prospect of a happier enmunter? for doaa not Allah 
announce that the earth and all who dwell thereon are Hia 
inherlt?,uice (XXX# 4 I)?  M s oraative purpose ommot be la  vain  
(XXIII# Ilf), Tliorae in themselves# are isiconoluBlv©; the
Qurai'X of fera little grmund for presumption in this matter, Here 
as elsewhere personal bias unavoidably dotorminea ozegoala*

Our final verb 2fy need not signify an eaehatological 
action. It could denote elevation to a place of honour and esteem# 
m  it auroly dooa in II# 254# where the allusion.la to the 
messengers of the pest# A similar reference# probably to the 
honouring of Joseph, occurs in XII# f6# ivhilo in Lfllï# 18 It is 
worthy believers %'Ĵio are raised in dignity by Allah,- In two 
suggestive verses the mianing is extended towards the literal 
and if taken literally the words would entail translation or 
ascension to a heavenly sphere.



Xdrls is mentioned la IIX# ̂ g8 (of, MI# Bg), ' as oae of the 
few who are oxaltod to a lofty otatioa* The of this seer
ia ia apme doubt, Tr.a#tioa sooa im him the figure of that 0,‘iV 
saint# Eaoohg who ,was oouTeyod ’to mother life’ -îleb,
11: 5), Modem Wee torn acholare question this ideatifioatioii 
mid offer alternative solutions ̂ to %e myetery* Torres’s, simiae 
is qa attractive as any: ’it woiild be easy for the,Greek name,
of the famous Bqra. to make'its way to Arabia» there ultimately 
to be picked up by the Aî abian prophet’,  ̂  ̂ Other derivations
moo ted by.Arabists sre. tabulated by Jeffery (such as . 
all of whioh aound' fan-^otohod*  ̂̂  Ole.arly the Prophet con- > 
founded tw Bibliosl. oharaotors whoa© .nemes are -credited with 
psondopigraphq (Book of Enoch and âpooalypae of Bsra)#  ̂
linking.the.latter’s name #th the for̂ îer’a role, The worcla of 
XIX# ' 0  m w  imply but #  not compel the view that |iuh»ad 
believed in Bnooh’a translation, There would# however# be little 
point in singling" out the patrieroh. in moh a oontoxt unless the 
raising .was of a supernatural and phenomenal order.,

A oomowhàt more’explicit raferanoe'tcrasceiisioŝ  appears 
in III# 40* Hero Jeaue is addressed̂  on the termination of hie 
lease of life# he is to be raised on Mgh* SaidaivI takes the 
partioiplo A-Li* to mean ’cause to complote thy toan’#
and he paraphraoea ’i*.to the place of %  glory
and the abode of My ange|,a* Tho verb itself does not
invariably indioato mortality; for instance in ?# 117 both 
Arberry and Bell render ^  VAi 9 ’ when fhou
didst take me , to fhysolf’ • On the other hand# in XXX# 34 ( a 
considerably earlier passage) Muhomnad gives the improaaion that 
he euppooed Ohrist’s death to be a noimal one, That the words 
of III# 4® are m% alluqion to some fo.rm of raising directly



after death (or mi appearmiee of 1© more then probable,
Buell 0 degree of exaltation 'would readily ascribe to Jesus with- 
out in any way eonooding the lattor’e divinity# After all if 
Enoch could be lifted bodily to the heavens so  qould J o b u s# that 
is on the premises of supernatural religion*

To sum up# the overall impresBion ono gains from tMa 
brief examination of the relevant data is that the rosurrootion 
as depleted in the Quran is not purely a miracle of omnipotence 
which an all4^nowlng Ood will brl% to pasa in Hie set time*
It ia an eaaentlally credible ae#cl to the story of mankind#
m%d one which the analogloa of natural growth and hwmn birth 
illumine and attest, Allah’ a promlae stands secure# what Ho
hm begun in creation Eo vdXX in due course renew in raamrreotion
p 4) { X M p  l i

(l) BeaideB those 3 occurences# fVf 1© uaod in osohatological 
contexts but with the sense of ’coming to paao’
42? a# m  54)* ^

( s) The rarer verb ie used In the Paulist (Greek Oatholio) 
version at Mark 7 % 14 etc*)

( 3) T, Andrae# Lea Origines de i’Islmig pp,l68 ff#
(4) EasBOix draivB attention to a saying by Ambrose, who tail#

about the birth of that which was non-existent as proof 
of rebirth; Lq Ooran, p,Tl7*

(5) itel 4  P#497*
(6) T, Babbegh# P*146*7) B, Béllf mè..Au’rm# VolUf P,39$ h»2,
8) A,I, katah#. Judai.0A.̂ im...Isl,%f P*i7p,
9) $eq o,g« M, Éuhmmmd Ali# The,8o.lv .%r’A ,  n,349* The 

older commentators whom ho cites are-haisl̂  and I’Ab*
(10) In XXI# 43 la used# whore ma eoqura in

W  110* #hethor the latter verb is an allusion to 
Lajsarua’ emergonce from the toiiüb is hard to eay,

(11) The translation of 33aidavd’s comments Is given in Ohresto-
mathia Baidawiana# by D,B, Margollouth# p*30,



A,I* Katsqhrn op+cit, ■> p*I58| Eodwellp Th© ICox'onp
P*

m* * 3*®* *

19)
»)a)

( 24.

MâlaS.» aa II V.149.
T* Andrao# MohggW# p*60,
®. B%mSiex,' 'g.»g.. 'i'Wologar 
So© L#A* VoX»2# p#421*
M, Mi^hammad All#; op »plt » *
D,8, Eargoliouilîÿ Ralgtioma, betwaem Arabs^
P»3*

A,J, Wensinok# T M  pp*7^ ff*
F* CmaanoTa# Mohammed..ot....Xa..fik...du.Monde» P»9*
By Ĵ iXaluddln end ?a%B per Bale# .Thg Korma p»3B* 
Katah find© an even elosor roaomblaSoo in tho TalmucUo 

story of Soni; on*oit*, p*l77* 
m* Gaudofroy-J^omombyhos# lghqy,t» p#448#
B, Bell# it Am* ?ol«2# p,273*

30,

0#0, Torrey# TH©-Jovdsh Foundation of. lalam, p*46*
Bee Baidq%vlp ad IILTI V*l6,
Itei» p*5is.
0,0, îtorroy, p»78»
A, laffQsy, KP,51-58,
1,0, II (OJ? IV) fâsdTOB,

6  to too.



OHAPTEB VI 
THE mSANlNG OF ’HAfS* IN TO aUBM,

Bqyqrml problem» revolve round the all-important issue of 
the *soul* in the Quran* These stem in part from the polysemy 
that attaches to the Arabic usage of the word • The
term itself has been pressed into service by theologians 
philosophers# end more recently by psychologists end demo
graphers* As regards the plurality of meaning# Oalverley for 
instance notes that ’the fadj al^ArUs lists 15 meanings for 
nafs’ # and also that ’Lisin al-Arab finds examples of these 
meanings in poetry and the Kuran’* The senses which the 
various disciplines give to ^ ^  may ultimately be reduced 
to a basal concept which all understand but none can define? 
yet some attempt must be made to discover the proper signi-"
fication of this pivotal term in Quranic anthropology *

There are numerous occurrences of ^  in the Suras; so 
this data should provide a convenient start for a general 
inquiry# especially as it is sometimes assumed that the usage 
here bridges the gap between the early poetic and the later 
scholastic sense of the word# Greek thought penetrated deeply 
into the sphere of Muslim theology and philosophy# but it is 
unlikely to have had any appreciable influence on the less 
sophisticated locale that saw the birth of Islam.

To consider briefly what the lexicons have to say on the
matter of connotation: Al-Qamu# al4luhit offers
the equivalent of ^  # adding that the noun also means 

uKfi- # the thing itself* This twofold 
definition is primary and therefore most relevant to our purpose 
Al-Munjid lists a variety of meanings for nafs; this includes



th© two already mentioned, and such wnoxpeoted oxtonmiom ao 
•body’ m é  ’blood’, Most pertinent is the deflnltion
(jî JjJl person# A further eomplioation arises when

turn to the oxtemive data of Lioân ai-*Arab* More we are in
troduced to two ’souls’, ’one vital and the other discriminative’, 
to uee Galvorloy’s phrase# The confusion between the %m
•souls’ is alluded to by Gaudsfroy-Demonbynes, but ho calls 
thorn ’nafs et ruh’ ♦ ^
Buh and Hof a# Judging by 3)#B* Macdonald’s remarks in a mono

graph on the subject of ’Bpirit’, the word ru^ 
originally possessed a ’ tanglo of meanings end uses’ seeming
ly as complex as the senses that inhere in nafs# It is 
then no v/ondor that the two substantives became gradually 
confused as both acquired more specifloally religious connot
ations# In the later development of Muslim theology rah and 
nafs are virtually ihterchmgeable * Bhahraatmi and al-Ghaaëli 
prefer to spook of when referring to the soul of man,
at any rate in the tivo works of theirs which will ho cited in 
this chapter# On the other hand, I bn Bind tends to use O — ^  
though.for him, as befits a philosopher, the word has more 
of (M intellectual or rational content* However, in the 
Quran the t%% expressions are distinct in #plication, W© 
may quote Q’Bhaughnessy’s conclusion: ’It is clear from a
study of the context in which rdb# always aingular, p.couri. in 
the Keren that it is never found there as equivalent ,## of 

( nafs) » human soul, self, although it has the last 
two meanings in post^oranio and modern Arabic’#

' fho tendency to treat the ’soul’ and ’spirit’ am synony
mous is discernible aa early as Job, the moat Arabian of 0#T#



books: ’I will speA la the amguish of my D3 # I vdll
complain in the Mttorness o f my T1 (Job 7» 11; of* Luko 
Is 46, 47)# After a brief survey of the 0,T* ramlfications of 
the two terms, A#B* Davidson concludoos ’The'idea of ’spirit’ 
is more that of something objective and impersonal ; that of 
•soul# suggests v/hat is reflexive and individual* . 0*
Shaughnoesy* s analysis would seem to bear out the first of
Davidson’s clauses, for what underlies a primary * sons e-group* 
of ruh, as the Jesuit scholar has it# is objectively end im
personality* This particular sense is related to the
function of life-breath, # which both
0*Bhaughnessy and Porter recognise to be inseparable from the 
action of îahweh’a yuoh* Thus Porter writes# ’When the Jews 
wished to speak of that which preceded and survived the earthly 
life of man# the word they naturally used was not nonhesh but 
neshmah ( less often ruah)*# the word that suggested the divine 
in contrast to the earthly element that entered into his (man’s) 
mskiag*. (Gob. 2* ?; Jofe 33» 4? of. OT# ®j MMI,

78# ' Both Macdonald and Galverley allude to the adoption 
of with this mooning by the Traditionalists and by
later writers* (

The term * spirit* # in its Quranic setting has received 
adequate treatment at 0*Bhaughaeasy*s hands, and it i s  imaecessery 
to retread the path traversed by his monograph on the subject*
What he affirms with respect to the development of the idea 
iappli-ea equally to ^  , more so because the tvfo terB̂ei ivero 
soon conltisod: ’Moslem theologians •*# and the philologists •*
were influenced by later doctrinal' developments in Islam# by 
Grae00-Arabic scholasticism# end by traditions that are frequently



y

unreliable'* Hence, he contends that little help can be had 
from such source» in determining the true meaning of the wordMl)in question* ' On nefe Macdonald'» comments are aloo appoaite# 
' the nafa of Muslim theology ia entirely different from the 
spiritual of Greek philoaophy# It ia ... the
of Pauline theology *.♦ and both derive from the Hebrew nepheeh'̂ 
Thia comment applies with greater force to the relevant material 
in the Quran*
Boul and jhody. We mety illustrate this trend, of turning to other

courooe to construct a Muslim 'peyohology', by 
turning to a fairly recent work# J*W, Bweetman advances a eerie» 
of aba true# argument» to demonstrate the fact that the soul ia 
not the body. But this is beside the point# can the
human soul be conceived of apart from the bodily frame, end are 
the two oomponents regarded as separable in Semitic thought? 
Indeed Margoliouth wwinga to the other extreme, • the philoso
phical dietinotion between soul and body is barely hinted at', 
in the Quran, ' soul in this context means only living being' *
With this we could compare Porter's statement# Th§ hejphesh is 
the life or self of man, the living man himself, just as he is 
here or now* * ^

There is nothing in the Quran comparable to the Pauline 
conception of the 'body* * The four reference» to 
(VII, 146; Up 9 0 3 W ,  01 XOTIÏI, 33) have to do either 
with the golden calf or with phantom shades. The two incidental 
allusions to ^  (II, 2481 1XÎII, 4) are likewise
irrelevant* The former is an Idiomatic expression for stature, 
and in all probablity the latter has a similar reference, 
occurs once, and whilst indubitably pointing to the physical



frame # It i© to bo treated ©itiior ae ©mphatio or rodundant - 
Jonah is to î)6 reooued ̂ idth M e  body {Xp 92)# Bvon boro vjitb 
the aid of a variant reading for the verb Bai^âw* diooovoro 
a obance allusion to the body being denuded of the soul U  

^ y *  g m  impx-'obable motapbor to say the leaot#
Most of the points Sweetman makea are. derived from Aristote

lian or Heo-platoniat mete^byaioa# One or tm of the citations 
included in bia chapter on the 'aoul* are from Muslim eouroea, 
but by and large they are culled from Greek pbiloaopby and the 
works of John the Dmmeceno# As an index of what lelm
omB to Greek thought and to Graeoo-Ohrietim theology in thia 
fiold, the whole discwsaion is extremely valuable (and this 
after all may be what Bweetman intends#) But it tells ua 
little about the Quranic conception of nafa#

Bimilarly îbn Khald# has much to aay regarding the 
function of the aaul, its destiny and the different olaBsea 
of Boul. that •are recognisable# ( fhilat he deplorea the 
di$:iuptive imfluonoe of philosophy on religious thinking#  ̂
he a#ite him debt to Galen* a ’ an atomy’ for a definition of
aoul and spirit: ’The spirit ia a fin̂  vapor *## The rational
BQUl perceives and acts only by moms of that vaporous spirit’
To be .euro, these speculation# are fascinating, but they ere far 
removed from the simplicity of Quranic affimation m  to the 
role of the ,pafs*
Reflexive B.sage# Five different ueec of are distinguished

by Qalverley# In reality the first four
clasBeo, judging by the Quranic examples given# may be subsumed 
under the ’ lexive and individual categoryIn a more recent 
article Qalvorley states that early Arabic poetry used nafs



rofloxiVeXy ' to refer to the self or poraon* *  ̂ Our main 
concern will be with those Quranic texts where the word ooours 
in m  oaohatologlGal setting. Bo first to dispose of the mom-
eigmifioamt oeourreucoe of 6>—^  # In over half of the veraoa 
im which the nouu ooouro it is employed reflezively (myeelf, 
himself f‘ to pne'e omt, -advantage) V The foXlov’lug example a chosen 
at random illustrate this usage (III, 87? IV,̂  11? VI, 18?
VI, 345 I, 108? XUt S3; OTÏ, 16; KtM, 11). Buoh a usage 
is oommouplaoe both in literary and in colloquial. Arabic, and 
calls for little comment# _ At time# it is not elea:c whether the 
reflexive or 'peychio' sense i# intended. For instance wo road 
in VII, 204, 'lomember Thy Lord ivithin thyself’ (B.-B.); whereas 
Arbarry renders the same injunction, 'in thy soul', an echo 
perhapa of the 0#T. 'in thy heart*# But in all-doubtful o m m  
the reflexive explanation, makes -eatiefaçtory aenee.

In tZp 43 Allah addressoB Moses: * X have formed thee .for
Myself * There la a parallel to this use of CS'— ^  in 
lev#' 86* 11, vjliere Jehovali anaouncea-, 'I will sot My tabernacle 
among you* and my soul shall not abhor you* (of. Lev. 26: 15 
'if your soul abhor My judgments-.! )■« fo talk of 'soul* abstractly, 
ae though It .were set against any other aspect of being in a 
context like this, ia surely moaningleas# The naphec^ ̂here 
represents the very OBaoace of God (of# III, a7, #; V, 116;
VI, IS, 540
^ af 0 ■ as Person » The wrd Cj— haa been adopted by

psychology as the equivalent of ' ©go’, a con
venient choice in view of its earlier aeoul.ar connotation. 
Frequently, however^ a synonym ia aubatituted aa
being relatively free o.f the religious undertone a that mark the



of O — ^  # It la noteworthy that Igbal employe
•ego* in preference to ooul’ when dl»ou»sing • personal freedom 
and immortality* f though the textual haoie for hie remarks ie 
the Quranio concept of nafe* fith regard to (j— ^
in the eenee of 'person*, this uesge la at once the most obvioua 
and the moat common in Arabic* Thuecr̂ lA)* stand» for
the government department that iesues pereohnl identity oardo.̂ ^̂  ̂
One way of recording caeualty and mortality figures is to apeak 
of 80 many a# hating perished*

The Quran occasionally deacriWs the 'soul* as being subject 
to death, not merely in the sense of 'tasting death* (III, l82; 
MI, 36; MI&, 57) assuming such a phrase could be interpreted 
to imply a mere semblance of the death of the o —^  * %fhe 
auras apeak of this death more eaq4icity in prohibitions and 
liaXd BtatemonUtt o-^\ XVIÏ, 35 (of, ÎÎ» 67»
Will, 73» WI» 68» XSTOII, X8| 33),

Babbagh in his volume on metaphors distinguisheo the various 
U60Î3 of nafs) *L*ame eat au sans propre (II, 203f IX, 55ï 
XMlZp 57; Bell i^ndere the first two occurrences of nafa - 
* theme elves *, mà the third $0 *a soul’)* Babb-igb’a next group 
is the moro'usual porsona: Bllb remplace X’otro huî.?ïaln en 
general'*  ̂ It ia doubtful whether this distinction was a 
real one for the Prophet* More specifically wo might oxwmine the 
way nafs is rendered by throe of the moat reliable modern trans
lators of the original text* In VI, 13, 20; VII, 8, gl; XI,
23 ^  ' is the object of , whilst in III, 113,
129; IV, 67; XI, 103 tko »me plural stands m  object to * 
(Without question both verbs, * to lose* and 'to wrong*, have a 
moral or spiritual tenor*) Boll consistently translates ̂



’themaelTôs’ 1» all nine laetaacea, Arberry renders the 
group-aoule, and the group - themaelvee. Whereas Bo dwell
v/ith hi a looser translation adopts a variety of equivalents* Of 
course if soul and self are taken to be identical, no problem 
exists,

The English translations of ^ i n  the better-known 
versions provide an interesting sidelight. In the A,V, of Matt, 
16» 25 the Greek noun is translated 'life'? the renders
the same word 'himself? while the BiV, margin faithfully retains 
the literal 'soul', BelTnyn's remarks on the meaning of 
in I Peter afford a further instructive parallel to Sabbegh's 
grouping of the meanings of nafs» '3t, Peter uses the plural 

2jru)(o(/ five times sometimes with special reference to the 
spiritual aide of men* a lives, sometimes quite broadly as 
almost # persons, selves'#  ̂ -

On the vdiole it seems preferable to look upon nafs as the 
spiritual or inner side of men's lives, whenever the sense 
requires an added emphasis not fully covered by 'person', For 

Eabbagh has this say? 'Le visage est employe par 
métonymie a la place de I'etre tout entier'  ̂ (II, IO9,
274? XX, 110? UXfp 22), If this be so, o — ^  might 
refer to the inner and ^  , to the outer oapeot of being,
though the one can never be detached from the other. Moreover, 
the distinction far from being a formal one is just in a manner 
speaking.

In his renderings of nafs Bell favours such expressions as 
'person' (II, 45? VI, 69, 159? 3ÜCXI, 27? LXW, 11) - 'every
one' 'each one', 'any one' (II, 261? Ill, 24? XIII, 33? XIV, 

XX, 16? XXXÎX, 70) - 'individual' IV, 1 - 'life' (V, 49).



lia my opinioBp no exception bam h$ token to these ramderings| 
they follow ( umimtemtiomally mo domM) a tremd observable im the 
A.V* tremslatlom of , mltimatoly iufluomoed by the
bmic meomimg of mephooh* The mome tromd is maimtaimed by the 
IfEfB. (matt, 2i 20; Mark 38 4S John 10s 11 g 12: 25§ Rom*
28 9# I Pot* 3@ #; Bov# 16$ 3)* Incidentally the last of 
these referemoee fumlaW# an unexpected link with am Item Im 
Ibm Kheldun's definition of Physlonp whore tialo historian v^itea 
of ' the soul la the différent forms in which it appears in 
hwman animals and plants’ *  ̂ The Seor, Mmsolf,
speaks of the Aonimm of the deep a© living things ^
Jlu^s (Bev* 16» 3)* Who thought here Is presumably that of 
the life principle which animator all that ia capable of 
growth (of# Goa* 1$ 21, 24l ?s Ig),

' How else other then by using nafa aould the Qnram express 
oomoopt o f person or- p a rs o n a llty t JSiich a concept, toge ther

with the related notions of ’ self' oi Hh© individual responsiblo 
for actions* ÿ to quote Stanton* a torao” definition of n̂ â , 
could not in the Frophet's dajf̂ be esqi.roaaed more preoisoly than 
by gg|b# T̂he eltemàtlvé novffhera ooonra in the Qurm%,
while ' '-V'- there used adverbially to signify * alone*
{MXp 03, 95; M %9 89) ,  TMa leaves no’with ( j—^  wMoh 

adequately etB̂ ors the social and' moral connotations implied in 
BSJiË ĵjb will le at the name # 1 %  jnatioo to the spiritual muamceo 
that e term of this sort would InefltabXy aocptlra, whom used in  

a sacred virltlmg*
A. received opinion as to what nafa may also convey is 

mentioned by liughoa# By drawing out acme of the moral and spirit
ual sonaoe inherent in the word, Is ammmà to be roughly



équivalent to conecienç© In some contexte. Hughes refers to 
unnamed Muslim theologian® who distinguish 'four kinds of 
eonsoienoee epoken of in the Quran'» The upbraiding consoienoe 

O — (LMVi 12) f the Qonscienoe prone to 
evil ' (Xll# 53)1 the contented conaoieno©

 ̂ ihUUXp 27)? and lastly, the evenly 
poised conacienoe I <>—1-̂ ' (XGI, 7-8). (S&) Hughaa
goes on to cite a traditional #eying» 'When anything prides 
your soul (nafa) forsake it' # Apparently Ihn Qaiyia has
pondered the question whether the above enumeration cm be 
accounted for by postulating one n^e or whether a plurality 
of anfu.e. is implied* The apparent discord of th© separate 
anfus is resolved when a state of contentment is reached ( dr—

) and the nafs is at peace With God# The
texts in question show that O — ^  does occasionally fulfil
th© function of conscience.
The Hafs in the Afterlife. Tor Andrao has rightly strosaed the

point #at in th© Quran, 'the 
redeemed in heaven and th© damned in hell or© never called spirits 
or souls #*# for him (the Prophet) a soul is not an existence 
without a body' #  ̂ For instance in ŒCI1, 13 it is predicted 
that Gehenna will bo filled;uot-;vith souls but with jinn and 
human beings, ©von thoi%h the opening announcement is applied 
to every nafs. Similarly, as we have already noted, the martyrs-', 
in Heaven are not spoken of as ' souls', and this notwithstanding 
the fact that they have by-passed the"process of resurrection.̂

Going back a stage it can likewise be inferred that where 
nafs appears in a resurrection context it must, ex hypothesi. 
refer to the to’Çal personality and not merely to a disembodied



BpuXff For judgment takes place with the risen ones visibly 
arraigned before the bar of divine justice* A consideration of 
the following passages will bear out this inference» 11, 45 

<8— t/=- O — ^  i* » II» 286) III,
155 (where the Day of Resurrection is exp%*̂ nsly mentioned);
XVI, 119; XL, 17; LXXXII, Ig; L, 20 (where each nafs is 
aooowpanied by a rider and a witnese).

What of the state between death end resurrection? Andrae 
maintains on this point that, 'When Allah takes the soul at death, 
man enters a state of complete unconsoiousness as, in deep and 
dreamless sleep* #  ̂ This theory, according to Andrae may have 
been derived by Muhammad from Aphraatee by way of Babaig though 
its ultimate roots are traceable to Jewish apocalypse, or even 
to ancient Semitic anthropology*^Bell's version of L, 18 
tends to confirm Andrae's deduction that Muhamad also shared 
in this belief# The verse reads, 'The drunken sleep of death 
comes in truth* (of* XVI, 21-29)* "However, takes the
crucial phrasê  to mean tho reeling anguish
of death* ^ R o d w o l l  translates 'stupor', end
this is as close m  we om get to the meaning of the original#
But #0 problem., to be resolved is whether the whole olauso is 
inceptive (simply the point of death) or v/hether by death ie 
to be undsrotdod the continuous phase between present life and 
roBurroction* And here again personal bias will deter#4ne 
oxogeticai choice# The Prophet did not express himself cate
gorically on the matter, and the subject of the 'intermediate 
state* remains as dark for Muslims m  it does for Christians#
The Disembodied Soul* * Al-Ohaadll strenuously holds to the

belief in the soul's survival after 
death, its interrogation and punishment in the grave, The



soul (rub) retain® it® senses without being dependent on th© 
sense-organs# In the grave it will feel pain or pleasure* How
ever he briefly moots the possibility of soul and body becoming 
reunited during the sepulchral phase cJ' ^Uj (*>♦ vow

(3^ In this connexion I bn Qaiylm poses the
query» 'How oen souls be distinguished from one another when 
separated from their bodies?*# He proceeds to show that * the 
question cannot be answered by those who assert that th© soul is 
incorporeal # He has in mind philosophical theologians like al- 
Ghasîâlî and al-Ba»i# Ibn Qaiyim comes to the conclusion that 
the spul 'is an essence existent in itself,' with some measure 
of corporeality#

Al-Gha^âli'0 whole treatment of oschatology ie cramped at 
this point by hia sense of loyalty to the ortWdox position and 
a regard for popular oentiment# But the problem is not his
alone; it is shared by all who hold to the truth of bodily 
reaurreotion \shich is to follow an uncpecifiod interval of wait
ing or sleep# In his dissertation on m-Suyuti'a eaohatoXogy, 
Qarra d© puts his finger on the difficulty* 'La theologi© 
musulmane n'a donc rien trouve # faire de l'me après son juge^ 
ment (i#e# tho torment of the grave) sinon à© la ramener dans le 
corps' *

Shahrastâni, in his turn, is mindful of the logical problems 
that beset attempts to disentangle body from soul at m y  a toga 
of ©xiatenoe or experience# Incidentally he like &1-Gh&%ali 
substitutes m h  for nafs* He merely states the problem and 
adroitly side-steps the ihsue* 'The question in the grsve is 
attested by sound in many places* It be best to
regard it as being addressed neither to a disembodied spirit
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ttor to a body su oh ©a m  so© S  4̂4) whom thon la It ©ddroea- 
©d? Ehahraetànl's omitloua approach finds an ooho in I#T* 
Bamaoy'o warning against 'logical miaallooations that are in- 
©titable shon 'we spoak of th© Immortality of th© soul fathei' 
than that of th© '!'# ^̂ 5)

Due consideration must be given to a number of passages 
in which the survival of disembodied souls is allegedly hinted 
at. Qommentators find allusions to the soul in at least three 
passages which desoribe the aotioh of some entity (unexpressed) 
leaving or being drawn out of the body (LVJ, 82; LXXK, 2 6 $ 
lUXXi 1). The omission of nafs fro# each of these oontexts 
is of some signifie#©©, and may have been deliberate 
What flows out at death is the life-breath; nothing is said 
of the soul pasaing out to survive in another sphere*

Another enigmatic text is LlMli T, Cr^^s
Th© suggôBtiph that this me#s 'souls are mdded to their :re- 
apootiv© bodies' is repeated by Baiddwi* But he admits that 
other views merit attention, such as the fastening of books onto 
individuals, # d  the pairing of male belifvers with Houris* 
Heedless to say the last of these interpretations is as plausible 
as the first, and creates fewer difficulties#

The uttermo© recorded in XXXIX, 43 admittedly 00nstitutea 
th© most compelling textual evidence for the view that the 
Quran ta aches a particular theorŷ  which in of foot is the accept
ed one that the soul h# m  independent existence, and need not 
bo tied to the body# Allah calls in #e souls death or in 
sloop detaining th© fomer group and releasing the latter for 
a set term* The vers© reads as follows 
<1^^' 4s^' dA— y  L. c s ' ^
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(teo o'bh©3? texts which have affinities with this pronoimement 
ave VIg 60, 9>j> 'but neither is snffioientlv explicit for onr 
purpose)* It cannot be serlonslv contended that a man's eoul 
departs from him even temporalilv during eleep* What he losee 
ie (5OBf3Ciousn0se#, this not be the olue to the exegoais 
of a vorae that otherwise cannot be squared with the notion of 
the essential witj of the ago? *ü?he body** a ays Iqbal, Is 
accumulated action or habit of the eoul* and aa such uadetach# 
able from It,# As. in sleep so in death oonaclousaese is
lost only to be regained on walking (XXX* 54*5̂ )* Some may 
reckon this argument to be a purely verbal one* baaed on an 
analogy between sleep and death* and not refloating the 
Prophet's train of thought*. But then the analogy is there 
to bo worked out* fhe less satisfactory alternatlTo la to 
posit two souls* one vital the other ^diaarlmim̂ tlve# as is 
done by Biaân al#*Arab, Moreover* need
not Imply a particular form of survival akin to that proposed 
by Greek philosophy. What can validly and safely be deduced 
from this verse is that sometMng committed to God is kept 
secure until that Day# (*̂ )̂

A statement that spans the millenia between creation and 
resurrection occurs in XXXI* 2? C>— L#

It is tempting to eoe in these words allusion 
to the idea that personal identity Is preserved intact through 
life and death* one aspect of what Dahl calls the * .Semitic/ K*! \totality concept* # But the consensus of opinion refers
the BtateBiont to another aspect of this concept* namely the  ̂
biological imlty of the human race* whereby by one word ( 1̂^)
the whole comes Into mid b̂- another ( ‘̂  ) all rise from



the doad*  ̂ Support for the traditioneX view may he found 
in the following texta* XV* 1; VI* 0; VIX* iSg; xmx, 8 
where the initial (creative) act only ie mentioned# In all 
five vereea Bell render* peraon or individual#

The cryptic wording of some contexts in which nafa appear* 
lends itself to more than one interpretation# This together 
with the aura of mystery that surrounds the theme can lead and 
has led to endless speculation on the nature and destiny of the 
liberated soul# In the vast majority of instances where the 
word occurs "person* or "self" are unquestionehly the closest 
English equivalents* while occasionally Andrae"s "impersonal 
power a life-breath" seems a fair alternative#"̂  î erhaps the 
best definition for that is available is one that
Lisan al^^Arab supplies ; #(53)
roughly translated this becomes "the sum total of an entity and 
its essence"# For human beings* at any rate* this totality 
and essence is inseparable from a visible form* otherwise the 
promise of resurrection would be a grandiose and dispensable 
fantasy#
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m m a o  m p m  fqh mmm.
Ho more than In the Bible* is there to be found a distinc

tive conception of time in the Quran# no theory of time emerges 
that could be regarded a# peculiar to Quranic thought# On the 
contrery* the ohx^hologiW details here are singularly meagre 
and far less adaptable to concept building than the wealth of 
material in the two Teetaments* The Old Testament has an 
elaborate chronological framework linking the historical books* 
and to a lesser degree observable in the prophetical writings# 
Ohronology is likewise a feature of the Hew Testament record* 
and one which extends even to the symbolic numerals of the 
Apocalypse#
History and Ohronology# Of this concern for historical sequence

that typifies Judeo#Ohri«tian revelation 
there is little trace in the Quran# Indeed the very arrangement 
of the Suras suggests that the compilers deemed such sequence as 
of little value to the purpose for which their Holy Book was 
intended# Of course* there are allusions to a number of incid
ents in the #'ed##-'8uras*, some veilOd end enigmatic* others 
fairly obviOib^ Commentators have linked various episodes in 
the Prophet's life with one or other of these allusions, as was 
noted in the survey of the Medinan auras# But as such incidents 
are never dated* they do not constitute a basis for chronology# 
far less do they furnish us with a measure for the flow of time* 
or clues for a ththry#

The few details of time preserved in the Giuran can be related 
to disconnected phases of Biblical history or with early Ohristian



mi*

legend. The years of Noah's life are given in XXIX* 13* and 
the figure thllieo with that of Gen* g* 29* thus indicating a 
reliable ecurce of information* Again* Joseph'a career provides 
three item» which have to do with time; ani unapecifled period 
is mentioned in XII* 48* and two specific figures in XII*47-49,
The fortunes of Moses may be divided into three convenient 
phases of forty years each* This skeletal chronology is hinted 
at in the Quran* but only the last forty years in the wilderness 
are espressly numerated (V* 29 with XXVI* 17; XX* 42); the 
period at Pharaoh's court end that in Midi an are left indeterm
inate.

If the reference in 11* 261 is in fact to Bsra* the century 
of oblivion could be interpreted symbolically* and may be in 
some way connected with the epoch during which Jerusalem lay 
in ruin and neglect* In XVIIX* 24 we are given the figure 
of 309 years as the time during which certain Christian youths 
remained immured, The original (and legendary) figure of 187 
years has been inflated. If we reckon the 'burial' to have 
occurred at the time of the Decian persecution* the seven sleepers 
would have wakened 0*560 A*D, thus becoming the Prophet's older 
contemporaries#

The foregoing passages virtually exhaust the Quranic refer
ences to what has been called objective time. Of the Prophet's 
historical perspective Torrey has this to say# 'He associates 
Moses with Jesus evidently believing that very soon after the 
revelation to the Hebrew law-#giver there had followed the similar 
revelation which had produced the Christians and their sacred 
book' , We cannotfin the nature of the case verify such an 
inference* but we may take it that Muhammad had no real interest



in the course of past events or in the rioe and fall of empires# 
There is* a#ittediy, a cryptic aiXueion to a Byzantine victory 
to he followed by reveraea ( XXI* 2-3) # Hiatorians assign the 
campaign in question to the second decade of the 7th century 
A# D, There is an even obaçurer reference to an Abyseien in
cursion* and the repulse which these invaders suffered on their

i
way to Mecca* If tradition can be trusted here the invasion 
coincided with Muhammad#» birth (OV# 1-5)* and proved a happy 
om€)n of future triumph# for Meccan general chip* But in these 
episodes ti»a i# hot a factor that counts* True* the Prophet 
is deeply concerned with the successive missions of God's 
messenger# leading up to hi# ofO| yet the sequence of prophetic 
visitation cannot be determined apart from external evidence#
Divisions of Time# From allueione to quaei-historical periods

we turn to shorter divisions of 'calendar' 
time# In IX* 36 we find an incidental reference to Allah's 
regulating of months* ' twelve in number' ; four of these are 
described as sacred# According to Baidawi the months are 
Bajab# Dhu' l QaVdah, Dhutl HiJiah and Muharram# ̂ Here the 
Quran espressly dfClares that the ordering of months is of the 
essence of true re%gioh* In the next verse (IX* 37) we are 
told that the oomguteticn or postponement of a sacral month 
( îST:— ) is en not of impiely* Eartner* in the second 
of two articles on SggS|* ini'orms us that the expression 
' indicates ## he# recently conclusively shown* this
intcrcslation of:'## extva month' in the did Arab lunisolar year. 
On either interpretaticn (and intercalaticn could b# an excuse 
for postponement) the 'obj#otivity' of time division and its 
immutability ar4 #derllned by the ban on intercalation* There

(3)



are a few other a pattered referenoeo to truoial and fast months 
ill II* l8l, 190; V# 9#; i« eaoh inatanoe the rule ie presumed 
to rest on divine authority*

Solar and lunar positions determine the length of a year 
(X, 5), and the arrival of the new year# Most fundamental Is 
the scale of day and night whereby the year la measured (XVII*
13)# It is noteworthy that this verse leaves the lunar oyole 
out df the reckoning* perhaps beoause of the difficulty of 
harmonising the two oyoles on which enolent oelendars were 
baaed# On the strength of these utteranoèo and of others that 
apeak of alternation ( c-i JUi.' ) of day and night (II, 159|
III, 107» X, 6| XXIII, 82) XhV, 4), Iqbal avers# "The 
Qttranio view of the "alternation of day and night* as a symbol 
of the ultimate rbhiity which "appears in a fresh glory every 
moment* among other factors 'oonstituted the intelleotual in- 
heritanoe of îbh'^i^h^dûn*#^^^

The more striotly esbhatologioel aspect of the "Hour* has 
already been oons|derfd« The Day la narrowed down and converges 
on its apex j'# This shorter measure of time is not 
primarily temporal; it merely pin-points the suddenness and 
speed of the olimàx# Hartner remind# us that 'the division 
of ih0")/ô /9'rj/,L£jjov ( Ali^ ) into 2% hours is to
be traoed back to Greek influence*

The plain fact that emerges from the foregoing passages is 
that CfOd ordained time divisions, and this oonstltutes duration 
as experivnoed by #en# From which one oould deduce that God 
made time along with the solar system# Guoh an inference, 
however, is nowhere drawn; it le too metaphysioal, and would



make little sense to the original, reotplenta of f#ronlo revelation
Dahr# Wo rmiw on to the words for time that ooour lu tho Quran#

In a note on ICLV, * Bell remarks that
•-'Time woe personified by the Arabs almost In the a ease of Fate* # ̂
But the pagan view axpresBOd In this verse is dl ami seed as baeolessi 
Allsh alone glvee life end taken it# 3uoh vital prooèeséç cannot 
be asorlbed to ehanoe or #  impersonal forom*. In oontreet to this 
there exist» "a well-known tradition* to which Iqbal draws atten
tion* sooordinf to which the Prophet'"is said to havo identified 
Ood with '■■Dahr* time# Iqbal aieb montions the fact that Ibn^l- 
%rabi,épôM of -'Dghr* as "one of the beautiful names of God* #(̂ ) 
The Quranic- affirmation implicitly contradicts these later theories* 
a hypbstatisstion of seems alien to the spirit of prophetic 
insight#

Baidawl takeo to m e a n ^ -kjl^  # the pasoogo of time; 
ho goes on. to add that in its origin thè term refers to the 
duration bf ̂thO' wcrld#̂ ^̂  If sb it corresponds to ono of the 
nuancés h#e in the the prcssut age (Matt#12i
321 buke , Hem# 121 2)#̂ ^̂  fhs only other oocurronoe of

is in hXXVly 1* where the word simply me one an age* a 
segment of total time#
Zamên md Waat#! The lexical stock for time in the Quruu is our-

priOingly moagréf for instance the moot coimon 
word for time in Arabic u W  never occurs, while the throe 
examples of arc simply instances of Semitic tautology, by 
which the pay is brought into focus
XV, |8 (of# VIÎ, 186# xmvill, 32)# In his comments on 
(II, 185) Baidawl distinguishes the meanings of three words 
for time# is thé duration of the astral circuit and thus



dônotôB the totality of timéj' oL/ la my port of this total
ity; is a point in chosen for a purpose#,(

Unlike its synonyme ^am^_ ie common to the major Bemitic 
languagoe and may in fact he a borrowing from Hebrew or Aramaic# 
Barr deol&ree that in Hebrew as in Arabic the term "has lost 
th# eagpreee character of (its original) definiteness*#
Hartner notes that wLy is the kOre tsohaioal word and is 
preferred in philosophy and mathematics to , addi% that
emphony largely determined the choice (it rimes with
Fatrah and Qarn# Another term a hapasc, i% nowadays used to
signiîÇÿ a brief interval of time (V, 22)# By connecting it with 

(quite legitimately according to the lexicons) Baldâwi 
findo a reference to the spiritual stagnation that marked the
interludes bot#Uh various prophetic appear#o#$#:^^^) The 
application'#0 %'ord was gradually restricted to denote the 
interval itscif■ Kifh no hint of spiritual or moral decline#
The iwrd, hcwff^^v hdd# little to our understanding of con-

, ' ■' "- '■; 1 ' csptnal timĉ r, '
Again the nwnal meaning attached to the expression 

a oeatury, is guide to its connotation in the Quran (VI, 6;
XIX, 75» 93» XXXVIII, 2f L» 35 »#*) T W m  ii eor»i«pon4s 
to the 91blioaI ^geaevation*, aad la thus rendered by moat
translators# The Commoner word for generation in modern Arabic 
iB hiscu**al "* .Arab cites vmious estimates for the
length of , from ten to a hundred year## BaidâvÆ
gives the figure m  from seventy to eighty years* the proverbial 
three score and ten# He goes oh to okplain that the word is 
applied to the peôpl# of an era ' during which a
prophet comes to the fore* The derivation of the word



suggests that the Quranic usage is original* the sense being 
that of contemporaries* rather than that of the Biblical
generation In any event the temporal
nuance of the term is not stressed in the CQuran#
Ajal* By far the most frequent word for time in the Quran is

I defined by hi»Sn-al-'Arab asc*»)̂  ^
thus a terminus; and also as ôjl* * a duration*
A concise discussion of the theological and secular signifi
cance of the term appears in the IDnoyolopaedia of Islam* The 
writers of the article state that the subject was widely can
vassed in the earlier Kalâm#  ̂ Bveryone has an ' • the 
appointed time of a man's life or the date of his death* (VI* 2*
60)• .Likewise every community has its fixed term* which can 
neither be hastened nor delayed (X* 50; XY, 5; Mill* 45)*
Daoign in creation entails a time fixed by God until the system 
runs out (MX* 7; XLVI* 2)# The sun and moon pursue their 
paths and serve the Maker* s ends until thoir \ is complete 
(ZMV* 14; MMX* 7)*

Moral factors (repentance* conversion) do not* it would 
seem* alter the length of the set term (LXIIX* 11), The 
magnitude of sin can scarcely affect a predetermined issue 
(XMV* 44)* It is the quality rather than the duration of life 
that is somehow modified by repentance (XI* 3)* l‘requently the 
irreversible nature of is further stressed by the qualifying 
iS^— ^ "stated* (II, 202; VI* 2; XI* 3; XIV* 11; XVI* 63; 

XXIX, 53; XM* 7), The matter is settled by a word from Allah 
(XLII* 13).

From Heaven's standpoint the cannot be 4ndoter»dnate



(XI* 106) whom the roferonco/i is to the Doy), For
individual an for th# ,ajale oyerlep,* Honoo wo oemnot
conçoive of the underlying notion either m  a point or no a 
duration of tine* striotly speaking it dona not oorreapond to 
any of the N#ff wor# for tlmoi /<c</joo5 — y^jyovos —  oXâyv , 
more m  beonuno Barr h m  oast doubt-on the validity of attempts 
to deal oonooptually #th nuoh worde. cVT ' in remlly a thao- 
logioal which û m m  attention to God's omninoienoe* find 
su|>remo eontml in all spheres* Hie eonoern with tha different 
èattgorien of i suggest» not only that "our timoo are in 
Hie hand»", but also that He is active in the temporal order*
80 to talfe of ahoer iimXmmnm in the apiritual realm is tc 
miacîonstruo the QUranio as well ae the Blblioal view of the 
divine#4ium.an enooùntor.
Alleged Contyaat»* Doe» any contrast exist between what Iqbal

call» the ' Greek* ideaoOf time and that of 
the Quran? Iqbal assume» that such a contrast is diaoornlble* 
for " the praetioal Arab mind oould not regard time m  something 
unreal like the Greeka" *  ̂ Glmllar claim» have been made of 
repenv year» by Biblical scholar» who dlmtlngulah between 
dynmi%{#4)!4tàtlc mode» of reflexion. This lead» to a 
dynamic or iééfiliaear concept of time allegedly characterlatic 
of Hebrew thought* hr alternatively to a cyclic view. In the 
same vein* Iqbal apeak» of "the anti-claeaical Spirit of the 
Quran" which "acores it» final victory over Greek thought*#. 
for with thé ûfeek» time was either unreal .*# or moved in a 
circle ..#*"* The Quran »eem» acaroely aware of thl» phantom 
foe#

Any attempt to demon»trate that the Arab (or Semitic) mind



la more practical than the Greek 1® open to serious objections* 
if the matter 1» seen in the light of the respective achievements 
of the ons tmd the other# Apart from this Barr has shown that 
such verdiots rest on hasty or faulty methods of linguistic 
analysis# He holds that 'it can by no means be taken for granted 
that "The Greek#** in general entertained a cyclic view of time"# 
Conversely, he points out that "the Hebrews in certain casec #*♦ 
did entertain a cyclic view#*" Barr's study tends to 
confirm îiîâohrodt" s opinion that there is no distinctive Biblical 
conception for time insofar as that involves opposition to some 
other conception#̂

Iqbal's remarks are in fact based not on an analysis of 
Quranic material, but on inconclusive survey of Ash"̂ arite meta# 
physics and Ibn Khalddn" s Weltsnsohauung» A historian cannot of 
Qourse afford to treat time as illusory. Nonetheless* Iqbal 
rightly perceives that the "notion of time as something wholly 
objective is beset with difficultiee" and with thia.-pgm'̂ iso
we come to our final point#
God's time and Ours# The Quran insists that categories of time

with which we ere familier do not apply to 
divine action* or else these are often transcended# In Mil* 46 
we read* "a day with thy lord is a thousand years of your 
counting" (b#B#)# This insight is not striotly original; it 
recalls l̂s# 90» 4, though Muhammad favours the converse of the
proposition as it appears in IX Pet* 3$ 8# Comparable declarations 
crop up in m  11, 4# DM, 3-4; XCVXX* 3# in the first of these 
temts Allah is said to ' direct the affair from heaven to earth in 
one day vhose measure is a thousand years" (a#J#A#) Baldâwi 
refers this to causal laws which to men seem unduly prolonged* but



which to God's sight are all but instanteneoua*̂  Luther is 
reported to have stated that in God everything is an eternal 
moment#  ̂ Here Baidâwî also mentions the picturesque inter
pretation that the distance between heaven end earth is 500 
years; hence it would take a millenium of travel to do God's 
bidding* if angelic speed were the same as ours#

In this connexion al-Ghazili quotes a phrase from 
tradition Illustrating a tendency to
measure distance by travelling time (specially in areas where 
linear measurements are only approximate)* Thus the spatial 
and temporal orders are linked# The notion is vaguely re
miniscent of a corollary of Einstein's theory "which takes 
time to be a kind of fourth dimension of space" as Iqbal puts 
it# ( However* the circle of ideas revolving round this 
celebrated theory is too complex for any worthwhile treatment 
here.

The second of these texts (LM* 3-4) describes "a day the 
length of v/hich is fifty thousand years" (B#H#). This looks 
like a hyperbolic version of XMII* 4# 2$amakhshari has a 
fanciful explanation; he assigns the millenia to the trial of 
fifty nations before the divine Judge# Similarly in the
Fikh Akbar the saying is associated with the Day of Besurreotion*̂  
Al-Ohasâli draws & penetrating deduction from the length of this 
day* 'Count as trifling thy years and those of the world* which 
are seven thousand years; for if thou waitest patiently seven 
thousand years* what is that in comparison to the day of fifty 
thousand years"* ^

0uch statements lend themselves to the numerical symbolism



of Ohiliaam, whereby the eix days of oreation are reckoned to 
prefigure the six millenia of history# In popular Christian 
piety this gave rise to the doctrine of the Millenium. The 
Jewish antecedents of the doctrine appear in the "Book of 
Jubilees" (4« 30)*̂ ^̂  ̂ediile the "Epistle of Barnabas" (15* 4) 
contributed to its fuller development# Casanova records
the %qt that Tabari adopted a similar computation when trying 
to reckon the "durée totale de 1"islamisme"# The Prophet is 
credited with the following announcement; "My advent and the 
Hour are separated the one from the other as the index from 
the middle finger" In a comment on Mil, 46 Tabari
. I
recalls a further saying by the Prophet on a par with the 
above# The gist of the second saying is that the interval 
between the afternoon and the evening in relation to a whole
dty 00rrcapon# to the segment of history covered by Islam#
This interval represents one fourteenth of a day, which 
fraction is the duration of the Prophet's religion; this 
works out at 500 years# ^

As in the case of their Ohristian counterparts such 
timetables did not stand the test of time# Oasanova also 
notes that a later exfgete (aohoiii d# 531 A#h#) regarded the 
Prophet's wor# as indicating proximity and no more; he thus 
sought to modify/'Tabari " s figures#

Lastly, in lOVII, 3 we have a desoription of the Wight 
of Power which is better than a thousand months# The best 
commentary on this text is the French adage# 'be temp, ce n"est 
rient; l'emploi du temp, ç"est tout"# Qenturies may pass marked 
by cultural sterility end spiritual inertia; then God acts to 
accomplish this purposes through a world̂ -shaking crisis, end



Immense energies are reXoasod. "Any block of objective time 
may be but a fleeting moment* or m  interminable period in terms 
of psyObclOgical time .*** yet the two must somehow be related"
The Quran ÿolatea the t>vo by a value judgment ( L>f one
night becomes more significant than a decade, but the objective 
quality of the latter io not disputed#

The "findings' of this enquiry into the meaning of Quranic 
words for time have been largely negative# In the former of 
two articles on 2amàn# De Boer states that ' there is no 
monograph on the subject'# ' This was in 1934 and the ommlssion
mays since have been Repaired* though we are not aware of any 
recent contributions Cn thin t h e m e De Boer's owb article 
shows the difficulty of dealing systematioally with the genuine
ly Arabic data# By and large thé article is concerned with the 
interplay of noo- pythagomm# neo-Platonist, Arie*totelean and 
jstoic speculations in the field of Arab thought# The difficulty 
turns on the fact %at the commonplaces that make up the Quranic 
matorinl on ti#0 o#n|| be converted into a neat theory, end were 
never m m %  to be# whe,t E'ichrodt avers about the Bible is true 
also of the Quran; "the importent thing Ilea not in the idea of 
time itsolf but elsewhere, %n the use made of the hi.̂ toricol (in 
this case "the propheMô ) asquance for tho presentation of an 
enopuntor with God"#
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2) ia |oe*
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traoeàble In Fbilà* These erguments are primarily coamogoaic, 
"The ibaue ia m t  the nature of time, but rather of God"a 
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GHAFTO VIII. 
œ  CONCEPT OF FEBPETUm AND ITS YOGABGLAliY

Eternity m ê  immortality m  tenu» have no preei»» équival
ente ia th# eeehatologioel vooabulary of the Ae might
he expected philoehphioal notion» of this kind are absent from 
a work poseeseiag the intensely persohal style and outlook of 
the Holy $ook* HoW best to express abstract ideas of this 
order is in itself a problem for the linguist# Modern Arabic 
treatises on theology and metaphysics make do with 
as a rough equivalent for what Western thought understends by 
immortality* but this equivalence is by no means obvious to 
the reader of the cjuran#̂ ^̂

In Hebrew as in Arabic a prefixed negative abstraction is 
best expressed by periphrasis# The problem of ejq>re»sing this 
class of abstract noun in one word* has partly been solved in 
Modern Arabic by prefixing jJ to suitable stems thus yielding 
terms like ^  ii (infinity), jA (Irrelegion)# This
is a grammatioélly anomalous but technically useful device# 
further examples hre listed in Wehr" » A Dictionary of Modem 
written Arabic#
BCgt̂ lar terms for Perp»tuity# The Arabic translations of the

(I Gor# 151 53) or (11 Tim# It 10) # ( for this last
word iisan al^^Arab offers and as synonyms#

oites.'ancient authorities who hold that these three 
words are distinct in usage# Apparently should not 
strictly be predicated of Deity* while  ̂l»>and ÏL% could be 
taken as divine attributes#̂  The Quran^bears, out this 
opinion; thçrè thé numerous occurences of and it»



derivatlvas are not once applied to Allah* On the other hand,
we read in LV, 26 - 27 «33V̂  y> 6X
where the contrast between earthly decay and divine oonstancy 
ie streeaed in a passage that recalls Heb.l* 11, 'they will 
perish, but thou rewaineat' (of# MVlll, 60, 88)*

For 'eternal' the Arabic versions of the N#T* generally 
employ , while end ^ occur
in current usage to express other aspects of this conception, 
or else (as with the whole range of eternity* The
first of these epithets, , atands for 'eternal'' viewed
in a forward direction ^ that which has no end* The third 
refers to eternity in retroapeot <̂ *0 In a
footnote Wensinok supplies the Greek equivalents of These com
plementary adjectives as used by John of psmasoust uJ5
N & , o(T6y\&u TTj TiAjs * The second ad-
je^^ve is applied to realities that, though not
properly speaking eternal, are regarded as primordial, with 
their origins lost in antiquity - 'The everlasting hills' * The 
last of these terms is widest in extent and covers the
first and the third* Whilst there are few entities which it 
oould qualify, it might in theory serve as an attribute of 
God, who has neither beginning nor end#

Of these four terms does not occur in the Quran;
as a substantive cCnveys/̂  the thought of the temporal rather 
than the eternal (ibV, 23 ; LMVI, l) * ^ o c c u r s  twioe
only in a solitary context, and that with a meaning somewhat 
different from the one given above; in the Quran the word 
suggests the sense of 'continuous' (MVill, 71, 72)* 'If 
God should make the night unoeasing over you***' (a*J#a*)*



As-Bemad# Among the titles escribed to Allah in the Quran is 
the cryptic , the only "beautiful name*

that could conceivably refer to His eternity# A1 Qamw al 
Muhit defines the term as The defining
epithets are far from synonymoua; elsewhere one or other 
appears as the equivalent of * In the Encyclopaedia
of Islam this uncertainty of derivation ia underlined; "The 
"Eternal" ( al-^amad OKI I, 2 only) ; but the exact meaning and 
origin of this \E\fû̂ £\/ûv were uncertain to the
earliest commentators .##"# The title was perhaps in
tended as an honorific, suitably mysterious; its ontological 
function is acquired# Allah's eternity would seem to have 
been tacitly assumed rather than repeatedly affirmed*
Abadan, The bare formula " therein to abide" is frequently re

inforced by the adverbial '  ̂* This expression
repvesenti the emphatic "never" (not »v#r) in vereeŝ  such as 
II, 89; V 27| IX $4, wx, U| LXII, Î# In one
instahoe we meet with the hyperbolic usage so common in the 
0#T# there "for. ,eve#? - indicates a more or %###- permmeut ’ 
attitude or'" relationship; Abraham has severed his connexion 
with idolatiiri (£|| 4)î h# declare# his "perpatual * enmity 
towards all such, but# adds a mitigating "until ye believe in 
Allah alone"

Just m  the righteous pass over into the bliss of Paradise 
at last, thérf lo abide for ever 6D, 1%; V, II9;
IX, 22, 101; bXIY, 91 LXV, 11); #0 also evildoers go their 
way to .aehenli to dwell " (IV, 167; XXXJll, 6g;
liXXÎÏ, 24)̂  it'fifst sight it seems that the respective fates 
of the blessed and the damned are irrevocably settled at the



judgment# Very laudably M# All seeks to soften the severity 
of the divine verdiot, but he does this on dubious lexical 
grounds; "It muet be borne in mind that #bad signifies a 
long time, being synonjraous ?dth (Mughnee) or as
Tij*̂ l-̂ "̂ ârüs say# ; its
plural ibid v/ould bO meaningless if the word signified nothing 
but eternity* * ^

Apparently this Punjabi translator 1# unaware of the 
distinction discernible in Semitic languages between a plural 
of extension and that of on object;,4'ehbt#d by the singular.
The counterparts of yLs in thé Biblical languages ore apt 
examples of this plural of extension and D^XhV^Y
In Arabic both the singpar and plural stand for the same 
abstract concept of eternity* end plurality ceases to be a 
relevmt factor* $#e view that the plural of m\ springs 
from a similar ü|dçal phenomenon is bome out by a citation 
in Lammens" wordbook# After stating that the singular conveys 
the sense of an unending period* the authority quoted goes on 
to eaq*lain ji Xj)» ^ that is* a
made##up plural*

In m  article dealing with the some general theme James 
Hobson show# up the ihConsietenciea evident in Muhammad All"# 
rendering of term# that have to do with eternal deeity such 
as Khuld. Hobsoh quote# the judgment of leading commentators* 
who find no gfammaiibal or logical difficulties in envisaging 
an endless cateha of (ages)# Aocordisg to Hobson tradition
also corroborates what i# after all orthodox belief* namely the 
eternity of HoaVfh and Sell*



Thf agreeable euggeetion that the torment# of Hell are 
but for a eeason le mooted and refuted In the Quran (II* 74-76; 
Illf 23)1 The Jew» Ineletfd that the fire would not touch them 
save for a number of deyé* Jalâluddin'é eetlmat# 1# "forty; 
being" the number of day# their forefather# worshipped the 
golden calf"; Gale further 'report# the received opinion among 
Jeé# of hi# day " that no pereon*. be W  ever #0 wicked* or of 
whatever sect* ahall remain in hell above 'eleven month#* or at 
moat a year except Dathan and Abiram" » Gale alec give# the 
appropriate Rabbinic reference#*"^'' Thl# i# precieely the 
preeump%hou#-#ttitude #at'i#h##ad deprecate# a# dicolocing 
an ignorance of God"# nature;

Again the everlaatingnea# of doom or blie# i# brought 
out by the clauae " a# long a# the heaven# and the earth endure* 
(Mf I09)'*- and idibmatic .way 'Of empmeming- the unalterable#. 
Theoretically we -could itrgue. that the heav#nm tmâ the ##th 
Meg- p,sfi)s «way.* vMm I» «S'id m à  ê»m tW»a la ctiataat 
îit>Baiî5î.iity 'migbt b# .fataraadi
the doYiaioa ettéh « gaYawal «esta with the Almighty
wh9»a iwhputahie #11 hQh« astw sTathow* la tmublaft
hy the atwfc ##allty @f %h» aemtehow' @h& a#k#, *ho.w 4« a* 

.'atawssl iaate»a«' a tempoeel # #  'te he jwetilled?'' 1* doe# 
ttot Yamttt»#' 'to s|>'aeulato m  a aelwtleh fe» #e prehlam;, am auoh 
Rpee##tle* might ,#a»»y him hay«»4 th*- ambl-t ef erthe.to%y'. 
A#h»#mgly b* tekfh ' toK##. Ih the P«sphet*h .wo#, *My ttito»- 
oaasiOh la fo» th#:##al aiwtto of «sy oemmaalty*». Ih th# 
aarma#'# bop# th#$'.#ob Itttfaofaaiott might avail,

5E'hjfi»0 tiafo.'tho t w m  moaifioa th# finslity o# the *at#*ttal* 
vo»#et by attoinig 6X^. XA- L  jJ' *o*oept ae thy be»d will*



(VI* I#; JÜL» 109, HO)* we mote* hov/ever, that this hypo
thetical limitAtion on the term of abiding words ■ both way#* 
and applien just much to those In Paradise as to the inmate# 
of the Fire* In oanfprmily with hi# Qonviotion that Allait 
oannot be bowd by pr#?iotti revelation in Hi# futuare action# 
the Prophet admit# the possibility that God may will otherwise 
than He ha# wilXod for the time being. On this phrase Masson 
oommente* i.Oett# 'formula restriotiv# %#** aeàblerait done 
vouloir inoi#thr,,|ĵ l liberté:' de la Volonté .divine
plutôt - qh" ' limite réelle a la dureç de# peine#
-'■ou'i des récompensé# d# la vie= future In the last
analyei# nothing;^# ^ÿemal #ave existence# the divine and 
perhaps the human# Getting aside for the moment the modern 
dialeotioaX distinction between essenoe and existenoe# this 
would #e«# to tally with Ghehrastanl's digest of Muftasilite 
dogîaa "eternity is the most peouiiar" .desoription of'Allah's 
eseenoe* They h||ÿ|utely ■ rojeot all other eternal qualities"

i ■ ■ 'Khaiada and .Derivhtiveo*- If frequency of oçcurronoe were any 
guide.# the oonùep|oi''immortality in the quran would be best 
studied by an eaW#ih#ion of the .derivatives of Xli # Ho 
less than eighty exmples of this group crop up# mainly in 
the form of partioiplee# but also as finite verbs# and abstract 
nouns# The participle- itself# is variously translated -"dwelling* # 
"ootttinulng*, ''abiding'; thus it shows affinity with the H*T#

From the lexicons it transpires that the verbal root does 
not invariably convey the idea of perpetuity; E#akhsharl 
defines SviL - lammens* source maintains
that the noun » while it always ont ai Is a lengthy stay#



226.

need not imply the andlosa. Th* Semantic link with the
idea of immortality is bast observed in the use of the noun 
(gerunds)# For inetanoe in %, 53 i» rendered
•of eternity" by both Arberry and Bell, In XX* 118 Bodwell# 
along with these two soholars# translates • tree
of eternity" ; the setting of this verse suggests that the 
hope of an immortal life was held out from the start. All 
three translators give "the day of eternity" for 
(hf 33),

Bell's version of XXX# 35 reads# 'We did not appoint to 
any human being before thee immortality; if then thou diest 
will they be immortal" # Inoidentally the purport of these 
words is to deny Intrinslo immortality. The Prophet# himself, 
is addressed and assured that neither he nor his predeoessors 
can olaim immortal life as an inherent right; all men must 
taste death (XXI# 36)# not so much as a oonsequenoe of 
original sin but beoause Allah has so deoreed. Hence ^ , 
however we may understand it# follows resurrection by way of 
death. It must be reckoned as God's reward or requital for
the kind of life lived in the present world,

/ / ̂Al-Ghasali employs the finite verb in a manner
that implies an unending state. There is a passage in his 
Ibya", the more literalistic of his studies on Islamic 
esohatology# where he refers to the place in which the captive 
is for ever bound From the context it is
plain that the writer held to the deathlessnesm of the damned 

Jjy ^ craving death but not dying, ̂
The participial ( cum adjectival) use of though most

frequent# is perhaps least instructive. Phrases like ^  ̂



end in ewry pant of the ®waa, n ?)#%#
that th# joya nn pain* of th# hanoafton am alike «dthout and.
It ia with, th* Fin* and th* 6and#n that the#* *#ÿ*ot^ed phrase* 
an* moat oommoniy linked*-. 3noh texts sr*. nmerone* hat for- the 
retard w* lint the-majlority-.. On# for* or other of the phrase is 
tagged on nehally to th# end of .* Terse a* a rhythmio refrain.
In the foilowi.nf texte the setting is that o f  the Gardens#
II, 23, m  III, 13, 130* 197; IV* IT* #* 12lj V 88, II9;
VII, #1 IX 21-22* 73* 90* lOIf X, 271 XI 25, 110* 117 28*
XVIII 107-.10% XXIX, 58* XXXI 7-8* XLVI, 13* XhVlII, 5*
LVÏI, 12» XVIII, 22* Ï.XJV, 9» Î.XV, 11* XCVIÎÎ, 7. Heferenoes 
to the Fire with the appended refrain are ahont as frê nenti 
II, 37, 75, 214* 259* 276* III, 112* VI* 126* VII, 34» IX*
69» X, 26* XI, 109» XIII, 6* XLVII, 17» hVIII, 16* LIX 17* 
hxiv, 10* hxxil, 24* XCVIII, 5, fo the foregoing w* should 
add the following Terse* in which the locus is Qehennai IV, 95, 
167* IX, 64» XVI, 31* XXIII, 105* XXXIX, 72* Xh, 76). or 
else the formula is affirsd to deliTersnoes which stoke similar 
ideas, pdnishment in V, 83, the soul*# desire in XXI, 102.

%hén the partio#!# form does sertioe .for a noun the 
rendering 'immortal* i# accurate enough. X case in point is 
VII, 19 (of, XXI, 8Î 35)« ^atan's whispered insinuation induces 
Adam end mte to taste of the tree, wherehy human heings join the 
ranks of the *#.$0#,. tr* * »'*e «sf take this to
mean that .the original pair are not regarded as possessing the 
attribute of immortaii%, more so, htoauee Allah.*-# warning to 
them contain# no # 0  that steadfastness and ohf.di.fnoe to Him 
would ensure endlsfS life, likewise Adam would, ex hypothesi. 
he under the imprfdsion that what was not yet his, oould be



#

aoqulr0d by àeriom m̂ sns# Howhare le there eny suggestion that 
en immortel eoul existe; and that It Is not subject to the law 
of human mortality.

Also noteworthy is the causative form of the verb as used 
in GlVf 3* Here we read 4J L the hoarder
labours under the delusion that possessions will *perpetuate 
him* (BrB,)f or mi^e *hlm immortal* (A,J#A#). The import of 
this line is hard to .©M|odt* Hoes this rich man Imagine that 
wealth is a token of the divine favour that continues in the 
afterlife? Or» Is he living a life of ceaseless activity with 
no thought of the beyond̂  as if death would never catch up 
with him? Baidawi inclines to the latter view 6^ Jli'

,(21) on either count the * immortalising* referred 
to here is a figmhnl Of imagination#

The causativ# form appears In the participle 6 plaJÛ -»
(Î.VI, 17), where we read of *immgt#iv.^^ouths going round about 
them* (a .̂ #A*) These youths have heen made immortal in order 
to wait upon those who recline in Paradise* This is another 
aspect of the euda##oni#m which to Porsyth seems typical of 
some dewish and Moslem fepreéentatiou* of Heaven, ' the re^ 
pristination of the old life under hsppier circumstances*
In Hevf 22% i  we Offered a radically different *philosophy
of satisfaction* in the overal vision of radiance and
splendour# Insteai Of being served, the followers of Christ 
will dô  their herd- (service, a service in which worship 
forms the prime element*

That perpetual youth is inherent in the sense of the verb 
, is a point %# lexicons m,a%# -«Uc.

Suhhi al^miih informs us of the traditionalists* belief that#



*Uaoh of the elect will have the eame stature as Adam, and the 
same age, 33 years as Jesus*, ^ T o r  Andrae points out that 
a comparable statement appears in the apocryphal * Apocalypse of 
John*, to the effect that *eil mankind will be resuscitated at
the age of thirty years*. The pleasures of Paradise are of
the sort that make the strongest appeal to young adults# Any 
children that mey be desired (in the hereafter) will almost at 
once attain to these specifications# Mishkat AXll ch.l?
apparently records a saying of the Prophet, * there will be no 
old women in heaven* this is not a case of unfair dis-"
crimination, hut a promise of rejuvenation#

collooeting of the two names recalls the reference to 
Adam and Christ in 1 Car. 15# 22, where a contrast between 
natural and spiritual Is drawn by singling out the two Heads 
of the human race ( of# 111# 52) # Apart from the fair deduction 
that our future bodies will display mmy of the qualities ex*, 
hibited in Christ*# risen body, we have the testimony of Phil* 
3i %1 that the body of humiliation will be made to conform to 
his glorious body# Family likeness rather than parity of years 
is the criterion of relationship (I John 3# 2)* Christ is 
described a# having hair a# white as wool (Bev# it 14)# Heaven 
will have its quota of infants; not to mention the elders who 
occupy positions of honour round the throne (Matt* 18# lOj 
Bev# 4# 4)* This may sound sentimental, but is in line with 
accepted exegesis both Catholic and Reformed*
Muqlm*-̂ jauàâmatà.̂  ̂üsvyüm* It would appear from the Quranic

evidence that jJLâ. should not 
strictly spewing be applied to impersonal objects; rather as 
with 'immortal* it should bo restricted to mm$ who being the



dab*

victim of mortality can become the heir of immortality. For
9other realities regarded aa lasting the Quran employe 

where the H#T* would speak of eternal or unfading. Thus punish
ment is described as enduring (V, 4I1 11, 11, 41| Mill,
411 Hill, 44)1 so are the delights that await the just
(IX, 21)# The permanence of Heaven as a dwelling place is 
brought out by the use of phrase <, VÙ^ , which Masson
renders *le demeure du séjour permanent* * The last term of
the series is the title (II* 856; III, 1; XX, 110).
Arberry translates this *the Everlasting*, while Bell gives it 
as 'the Eternal* adding a note that it could mean * all-sustaining* *
 ̂ The dictionary definition reads \ ju
( which embraces both of Bell's alternatives. Hence, it is
practically synonymous with , except that the common
denotation rests of firmer etymological ground in the case of .

In fine I None of the derivatives of is ever applied
to God; thus it does not correlate exactly with 'immortal* as 
used in the N*T$ and the Apocrypha. Further, we oannot speak 
of impersonal realities or experiences in terms of These
conclusions do not necessarily hold true in modern Arabic, but 
emerge from the Quranic evidence. Men are not by
nature, but enter into a state of after resurrection
and judgment. If we allow for the qualitative sense that 
often has in the H.T. vWLohjjL^ lacks, the Arabic term agrees 
fairly closely with 'immortal* and * everlasting* when applied 
to human life#
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MOTXVEB AND BNDB

Eschstology ciumot be divorced from experience* This ia 
e ccnclueicn that emerges from a survey of the eechatologioal 
material in the N.T# and the Quran. At every turn m  find that 
the meeaege of final confrontation with the Divine Majesty is 
related to practical interests and ordinary living# Bight 
conduct, social justice and personal holiness are enjoined 
upon the faithful I and such injunctions are enforced by point#* 
ing the receptive to the reckoning that lies beyond the grave# 
'The Apocalypse', declares Beckwith, 'is written for a distinctly 
practical purpose, the primary object of all prophecy'# 
Esohatology is the summit of prophecy# The eachatological 
strend is woven into the teaching of one who is the Prophet 
of Islam and into the words of Jesus, who is more than a prophet*
Indeed, virtually all prophecy in the %ran has an eaohatologioal
trend* 'Bn fait, touts la piete de Mahomet a une orientation 
eschatologique'#  ̂ An equally strong case could be made out 
for the dominance of the eschatologioal motif in the H#T#

One oannot fail to notice the differencê  of emphasis and 
approach between the two books, despite the substantial agree#, 
ment on the decisive importance of the hast Things# heaving 
aside the respective presuppositions of divine afflatus, we 
recognise the Quran to be the work of one men, and to that 
extent it is uniform in outlook# iVhen we turn to the N#f. we 
find a rich # varsity of outlook springing from the erperienc# 
and meditation of many minds, but ell within the wider unity of 
the magnetic field of Ohrist# The Besurrection of the Head is
to be understood, and was seen by the Apostles, in the light
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of an event #at transformed life's meaning for multitudes# In 
the Quran, reaurreotion i# supernatural la the #ea*e that it 
in deemed abnormal and iaoredible by the majority} yet the 
Prophet discern» in the prooe&e## of nature the evidence for 
the reviving of mankind. Thus the supernatural is treated as 
wholly reasonable and consonant with the facts of life, creation, 
birth and growth# Similar analogies are employed in the N.T. 
to corroborate the testimony of ey##witnesses# But #iat analogy 
in itself can vie with an historical feet as proof for ultimate 
resurrection? The Besurrection of Ohrist is th%;earnest of our 
own,

in the Quran the promises of bliss hereafter end the threats 
of doom are offered as incentive# to right conduct# Most of the 
utterances to which such injunctions are attached are in the 
third person, and graphically describe the fate of those who 
have followed the way of truth or turned away from it* A whole 
chain of good works and correct observance is assumed to proceed 
from individual choice# #r evildoers as for the infidel the 
prospect is fearful to contemplate# Th# following passages which 
Bpm the three main chronological periods demonstrate the practical 
aims of Quranic esohatologyi hMlV, 44-4ÎI IMKV, 10-41} MV, 
dW5} m p  991 ÏP* I55t Up 20̂ 88# Virtu», devotion, 
generosity and courage never lose their reward*

In the N#f# the aPP̂ sl is more direct (often preceded by 
(beloved' or 'bretbren'), and generally follows #o mnounoement 
of the End# It is not so much an exhortation to good works as 
to vigilance, witne## and prayer. The governing- motive for 
Spiritual preparedness is the prospect of the herd' » return, 
rather than a longing for Heaven or the fear of eternal loss.



Ohrist come# to inaugurate the Kljogdom or, if the Kingdom he 
regarded a# already inaugurated, to oonemmate what he ha# 
begun* The diaouraive and epistolary style makes for a more 
intimate method of approach to the mind than i# possible with 
the stereotyped announcements of Quranic language# The recipients 
are urged to watch and pray (mark 13* 35j Duke l8i 1-4} I These# 
5* l-4l)t they are encouraged to he sober (Bom# 13» 11*44), end 
steadfast (I Gor# 15# 58)# Purity end holiness are enjoined 
upon them (II Pet* 3$ 11-42} I John 3» 3)* 1» each of these 
passages eschatology is brought down to earth and rounded off 
by pareneeis* The last mentioned text (X John 3# 3) finely 
epitomises the immediate object of the Christian hope# 'And 
every one who thus hopes in him purifies himself as He is pure' *

Corresponding to the repeated assurance of the M#T# that 
Ohrist ̂ 11 appear once more to his own is m  isolated line in 
the #ran which embodies .a pledge that the deserving #11 gas# 
upon their herd (WV, 23) * Tho vision is to b© vouchsafed m  
The Pay, and involve# more than seeing God with the eye of 
faith#

Again the imminence of the End im a point that is a W s w d  
in both the I#f# m d  the %rm* With however, gees the 
admission that there can b# no certainty m  to the actual date* 
God alOBO knows the Hour {M*l§ 4?I Wa# 13# 32)* TMs is all 
to the good# the believer, if be takes the promise seriously, 
is left # #  m  ground for preemption, and must always be cm his 
mtttlw* 'In every moment*', says BuitmanUf slumbers the possibil
ity of being the esohmtological moment* * Quit# so# but the 
N#f* presuppose# the objectivity of the supreme eschatologioal 
moment, which €tpart from -visible manifestations would be



unidentifiable# What Woatcott maintains canceming the Beaur- 
reation of Ohriat is aqmally appllcahia to the fiaal lesurrootioai 
#Ite objectivity is eaaeatial to its sigaifioanoo*# (

The oonviotlon that faith and hope rest on objective realities 
oea spur the human will W  worthwhile endeavour# 'always abound
ing in the work of the lord* ( 1 Oor# Ig* 58) # aulimaim attempts 
to bring out ' the close relation between Qhrietian action and the 
expectation of the end' * He denies the assumption that, when 
this expectation is held to tenaciouely, missionary enterprise is 
inhibited# far from paralysing missionary effort eeohatology 
does in fact provide its compulsive energy# It is not waiting 
with folded hands so much as watching with minds alert that is 
Signified, in the knowledge that salvation comes from the Lord#
This confidence precludes any false optimism as to the essential 
seliWuffioiehoy of man# and is the cure for the num%:Ag pesais 
mim of those who do not know what to hope for# lutatia mutandis. 
Islam can make a similar claim# What impelled the martyrs of 
Badr and Ghud was the hope of eternal reward* This hope supplied 
the initial impetus for the great expansion at the beginning of 
The Muslim era# though doubtless historians can discover other 
factors at work#

What is raised is the whole man# and no single tsrm ade
quately ez^resses the conception of th# total personality# Paul 
selected soma to ' represent the idea* The Quran lacks a corres
ponding terms It is the nafs viewed as intrinsio personality 
which having fulfilled its obligations or neglected its responsi
bilities tastes death# and is subsequently revived* On the 
Besurrection Hay it is held accountable for past conduct# But



It is a self which# whenever it com## on the seeae, appears 
fully clothed with a tisihl# form and #w#r# of its identity#

loth ao#ptur#$ make it plain that raeurreotioa will ho 
to m#es8 life# The respective fates of the hleemed mà the 
reprobate are alike pemenemt# If th%$#. la to he a mitigation 
ia the eenteaoe of eg##l#ag paaiehmfat# the warrant for it lie* 
heyoad the ho# ma of rofoelod religion* The wish for umk 
elleviatioas, is both legitimate aad Imdhhl#, m  long m  it 
does not lead to oomplaoeaoy# John Bailiie plemdm for a 
form of %mivom#im 'wMoh doe# no thing to deorease the mgeaoy 
of immediate repeataao# m d  which makes ao promisee to the pm-- 
orastiaatiag #iaa#r ' # #  domhts whether such a form of the 
dootria# hm hem fomd# Ferhape it was never meant to he 
found* Jaeu# loth to propemd it, m û  wo was Mubmmad#

Whether we regard the demtiay of God's people m  best 
stated in s dootriao of immortality# or view the prospect more 
positively in temm# of eternal life# ihO: feet remeimm that 
resurrootioa is the vital link Wtmoa this life mad the next*
♦a mmtdtimlist emohatology promimem a porpetuatioa of o m  
eorporaXity-H dedezee itamffors 'A spiritualist eeohatolo^ 
seeW relemee imm ooippyelity# Bat #o romlistio esehatology 
of the ll#.T# promises m  the redomptioa #f the body itself*# 
àti idemlimt might he aatiotiod with the murvivml of hi# ismortal 
mull he may m.vaa rtlimh the thot̂ Jft# Phyeioal t##teaoe with 
aadio^visuml mmifeetatiw# i# what make# m m o  to the m&teri&Iiat* 
while the e#mtmtiWLimt i# ooaoemed, mWVê ell#% to imsure that 
ladividu#ity doe# not bmcome mWerged ia void# Ohrist'# charter 
of redemption oulmiaate# in i«o.rthlity# Wt through death mad



2##

reBurreotioa* Ho alternativ# sçWmo so fully satiafles #e 
aspirations of personality or so nearly moots the aoafliotiag 
elaimo of philosophy*
mmUi
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